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work and defensive medicine-the result of mal- : ·Commission since 1985andisaltematedirector lo
·
practice roncerns--- have led to skyrocketing the slate's Fair Fjnance Authority., ' '
medical costs she said.Jarvis is supportive of a . ~yisdifferentfromtherestofthecandidates
plan allowing all Americans access lo a national .. becausehe'.&theonlyonewilhasubslantialpublic
health care insurance plan in additio~ lo private 5e!'.Vicerecord," said his rampaign manager, Alan
insurance, along with sbicter regulation of.the . Smith. "Because he is a small-business owner, he
· also has alot offamiliarily with the needs of small
insurance industry.
Electronics manufacturer Bob Tatum is a third- .business, which is different-from most of the rest
..
·
generation resident of the 49th. He is on the board of the field."
of a variety of local civic groups, including the · Smith said Saaljian has made congressional
YMCA and the Golden F.agleOub. Tatum has no reformoneofhismainprioritiesshouldheascend
.electoral ex~ence, but has decided lo run for lo office. Saaljian's other g~ said Smith, is
"'\ office lo give: "technologists representation in drawing in the reins on the country's budget
deficil Heis opposed to raising taxes, and instead
.
· .Congress."
"They've got,two morticians in Congress, but supports reducing spending. . _;
"He hasn't mentioned cu~_gany particular
no technologists," said Tatum. ''There's no one
there to·tell Congress what the needs of technol- program;hehasnoparticularagenda," said Smith.
"He thinks you have lo look al everything, but he
.
.
•ogy are."
To remain current, technology requires research is cautious about defense cutbacks because he is
and development (R&D) funding and product I cautious about what's going in the Soviet Union."
Thanks in part lo Saaljian's ties lo the state's
development, all of which Tatum·feels the governmenl should help provide. Tatuln said the sizableArmeniancommunity,Smithsaidthecancurrenllax structure needs lo be changed lo allow didale has accumulated a war chest of $168,CXXJ.
"A lot of Armenians here, throughout the nafor laic credits for ,investing in R~D. To further
.aid technology, Tatum espouses better relations tion, and internationally would like lo see someone.in Congress who knows the history and the
between education_and private industry.
area, and can speak authoritatively on matters of
of
needs
the
meeting
be
"The schools should
roncern lo Armenians," said Smith.
business," sai~ Tatum.
When asked, Smith characterized Saaljian as a
While ronseivative on most social issues-he
supports cutting off welfare lo able-bodied and , moderate Republican. While pro-choice, .the canminded recipients unless they participate in vo- didate is opposed to federal funding of abortions
cational or educational programs. Tatum is pro- and supports legislation requiring parental permission for abortion counseling for minors.
choice.
Alan Uke, owner of a lar e plastics manufacNorth County flower grower Ray Saaljian has
lived in the 49th Disbict for 24 years. He was luring firm, lives outside of e disbict in Rancho
appointed to the governing board of the Del Mar Santa Fe. He has committ to move to the disbict
Fairgrounds by his cousin, men-California Gov- , if he wins the primary. H serves on the board of
ernor George Deulanejian, in 1983: Saaljian has the San Diego Council Boy Scouts, !llld is a
C,ontinued set 4 It Republicans page15
also _served on the state's Race Track Lea&ing
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member of several local organizations, including
the Golden Eagle Oub and the Conservative Order of Good Guys. He has no electoral experience.
"I'm proud to say that," said Uke.
The state of America's manufacturing industry
is part of what has sparked Ukc to make a bid for
office. He feels the rountry's future prosperity is
dependent upon the strength of its manufacturing industry.
"The service industry does not create the kind
of jobs you need to develop a healthy eronoll!y,"
said Uke. '1 do a lot o( traveling abroad for my
business, and sometimes, when I look at some of
the bad moves Congress has pulled, it makesine
embarrassed to be an American."
Uke said there are only three people in Congress with manufacturing experience, explaining
in part why Congress does not act in the best
interest of the manufacturing industry.
'1bis disbict, the 49th, is home to some of the
county's biggest manufacturers, including
Convair, General Dynamics, and NAASC0.
People from throughout the county work there,
and will be impacted by what happens to the

\.

manufacturing industry. Thefutureofthisrounty
and the country lies in the strength of this industry," said Uke.
To preserve local firms, dependent largely on
defense contracts, Uke would like to see business
tax credits offered for conversion to a peacetime
economy. Ukefeelsthegov~ent "encouraged"
firmslikeConvairandGeneralDynamicsloinvest
heavily in research and development related to
defense in hope of receiving promised future
federal rontracts. He feels the federal government
should help them transition out.
"lfwewaitformarketforcestotakecareofthis
there is going to be economic chaos," said Uke.
. '.Jhe government needs to take a more active
apprQach. There needs to be something along the
lines of a ministry of trade like other counbies
have."
·. Uke acknowledges this concept conflicts with
Republican dogma, but he added it is also consistent.
''Republicans believe the only time you should
have government intervention is when it is absolutely necessary: This is one of those times," said
Uke.
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Juan Manuel Mora Typifies

the Spirit of'Cin co de Mayo '
&LC\Gv

~ Depicting the Spirit of Cinco de Mayo, Juan Manuel Mora
'#ith his lovely wife EsterLyn.

: "Cinco de Mayo" is an example of what a people can do
when they're determined to take
~ hand in their destiny. The
4efeat of superior French forces
during the Battle for Puebla forever demonstrated to the world,
the spirit, will, and conviction
of a determined people. These
traits still surge through the veins
of today's MexicanAmericans.
"Cinco de Mayo" is testimony of the character of the
M~icanandofthei rdecedents:
tooay'sMexicanAmerican.That
s · irit and will is nowhere more

eyident than in the story of Juan
Manuel Mora. Mora is a highly
successful high school teacher,
at Sierra High School. He
teaches advanced Spanish and
Spanish Literature. He was recognized as the California Hispanic Teacher of the Year. He
was awarded with the KGTV10 Leadership Award, as Outstanding Volunteer of the
Month. And, he was recently
recognized with the OutstandingAlumnus ofthe Year Award,
by the University of San Diego
Schooi of Education" Alumni
Association.

Juan is married to EsterLyn,
he has a beautiful 4-year-old
daughter, Maresa, and shares a
lovely 2-story home in Tierra
Santa, with his mother in-law
Antoinette. Juan is your typical
good-looking Latino, who is
fi:equently called ''Guapo' ', by
his students. At 40.-=;he.....i.s of
quick wit and has a smile for
friends and strangers. Yes, for
Juan Manuel Mora life is g.ood!
It would be easy to be deceivedby the accouterments that
surround Juan. The luxuries
however are a stark contrast'
and a measure ofhow far heh~
come. Juan's history is one of
facing adversity, staring it
straight in ~he eye, and defying
the odds. It 1s, the story oftaking
control of one's destiny and
changing its course!
'' I came from the streets!' he
said '' At the age of five weeks
I was abandoned and out on the
streets. I was left to whatever
fate brought to me.'' said Mora
Ifit wasn't for the townspeopl~
of Manzanillo this could have
''been the end of the story. But
this was a small town that looked
after their own. ''In the barrios
of Manz.anillo the people knew ..
each other and looked after each
other. When I was found abandoned, they took me to my
gr~dmother, Maria, who was
semi-paralyzed.
'' My father, from what I have
learn~ was a Basque who left

7

Spain and trave lled to the valley
of Mexi co. At the time I was
born, in South ern Mexi co, the
Guer ra de Los Cristi anos, the
war ofthe Chris tians was going
on. It was a time in Mexi co
~ Catho lic conve nts were
l .gclos edand thepe oplew ere
being told what churc hes not to
gb to. My father, I was told, was
i~vol ved in the fighting and was
kille d I was born right after
tl,at. With thing s being the way
they were, my moth er, for whatever her reaso ns were, left.' ' he
said
Left to fend for pimse lf. the
oocts werea gams thim. But, this
left him undaunted. The trick
was to survive. So at an early
age Juan learn ed the art of survival. "I went to school, but
half of the time I didn' t go. I

---

used to be what they called
'male teros '. I woul d go to the
bus depot and as peopl e woul d
come down, looki ng f o ~ ,
I woul d run to the near.est taxi,
to help with the suitc ases.
<-tentimes, I woul d get a peso.
, I woul d get up at 2:30 in the
morn ing go down to the dairy,
pack chees e in banan a leafs,
and sell chees e up and down the
hills, queso! queso! I woul d ,
yell. That was survi val." he
said.
At five years of age Juan had
assum ed the yolk of respo nsibility. He also assum ed the desire to dream and to chang e his
life. He knew at this early age
that it was going to be up to him
to take control of his life. There
was no one to guide him.
There came a time when Juan
knew that it was time to leave
the barrio ofManz.anillo, it was
time to chang e the cours e of
destiny.

"Wh en I was a kid I
used to drea m of Don
Quix ote ofMan From La
,,,.¥anacha. Don Quix ote
1
way s look ed beyo nd the
pres ent and alw ays
look ed at the poss ibili ties. ''
"I realiz ed that the time to
leave my barrio had come. Ev-

I didn' t
eryon e was so poor, so hun- they figured out that
I had
time,
gry," noted Mora . When he escape. In the mean
nd
nicaa
armo
was nine years old, he struck beenp layin gtheh
one,
every
for
out and heade d for Guadalajara. shinn ing shoes
survi val."
In Guadalajara, he relied on his including la polic ia,
e dispolic
the
survi val skills and quick ly he said When
they
ke
mista
picke d up a trade, he becam e a cove red their
a
and
es
cloth
shoe shine boy, maki ng just boug ht him new
ing
Arriv
na.
Tijua
enoug h to survi ve and meet new bus ticket to
at 2 in the morn ing, Juan didn' t
friends.
e tryAfter a short while, he then know wher e to start. Whil
a
next,
do
to
what_
e
left for Puert o Valla rta wher e ing to ~ecid
Juan
ed
offer
an
by
ed
he felt the oppor tuniti es were lady walk
g. When
great er. '' I went to Puert o aplac etosta ythee venin
ing,
morn
next
the
e
Valla rta wanti ng to becom e a Juan awok
he
that
vered
disco
ly
waiter, I wante d to be wher e the he quick
n
itutio
prost
of
e
Hous
Amer ican touris t were, so I was in a
Mathe
was
lady
could make some mone y." and the nice
dame of the house . Juan was
stated Mora.
Fate took a hand in Juan' s eleve n at the time.
life, he never did get the job as
1961 Juan starte d the next
the waiter. But he did learn
er in his life, living in the
chapt
about El Norte.
na.
s
"Rev erend John J. Wals h street of Tijua
used to come to Mexi co each
year, from Oreg on, he loved
Mexi co and used to come and
· e his Spanish. He woul d
P ~- ,,=,:..-.._.....;:.-,-...__....c~:.-.-.
talk to me m
as I shine d his shoes. He told;
me some thing that I will never
forget. He said: 'The one thing
about the Unite d States, thoug h
it had a lot of imperfections, is
that there were a lot of oppor tunities, provi ded that your were
willin g to pay the price for it'.''
This was all Juan was looki ng
for, an oppo rtunit y to succe ed
He wasn 't sure how he was
going to achieve his oppor tunity. But, he knew that he migh t
have a bette r chanc e if he went
to "El Nort e", or at least as far
·
_
as Tijuana.
'' On the way to Tijua na I got
Mora receives a hero's
stopp ed in Mexicalli. In Mexicalli they used to have La welco me whenever he visits (
Grang a, whic h was like a juve- the Casa de Cuna orphanage.
nile hall. You have to reme mber in the early 60s a lot of
peopl e went aroun d with long
hair like the Beatl es. At that
'' I starte d shinn ing shoes at
time, I cut my hair off, all of it.
Nelso n. I work ed there
Hotel
I did it simpl y becau se it was
slept in the basem ent. You
and
easie r when I slept on the road
know the old shoe shine stand s
I didn' t have to worry abou t
with the lowe r draw er? I woul d
bugs or wash ing my hair.
pull out the drawe r, it was kind
de
I was hitch hikin g outsi
of small but then I was kind of
eman
Mexi calli and this polic
small, and I woul d fit snugl y in
jail.
came over and took me to
there and that was were I woul d
from
slee . "
He thoug ht I had escap ed
juven ile hall. Eight days later,

I

"My students would_
help on my trips to the
orphanage in Tijuana
were we would take food
,ll(ld clothing. Sometimes
,en they complain about
how tough it is,_/ would
-take them by where I used
to work and sleep. It gives
them something to think
about."
Anatural bomsalesman,Juan
had the gift of conversation and
made friends quickly. Many
Americans would pass through
and befriend him and in mer
ments of compassion would
offer to adopt him and take him
out of poverty. But once the
moment passed, Juan would
never hear from these prospective parents. After 12 offers-0f
adoption, unlucky 13 turned into
lucky 13 for Juan.
"Finally on the 13th time, I
met this lady named Amelia
Mora from Lompoc, California. Next to the hotel there was
this little restaurant called Tres
·trellas, were she came to eat.
_ started talking to her, as she
drank her Tecate. She told me
that she and her husband wanted
to adopt a little boy, so I said,
'whataboutme!' She said 'naw,
you're too old'.
'' But there was something
that was telling me to stay."
saidJuan. "Sol stayednearthe
1ady, whohadanapp~t drinking problem. Soon, she was
unable to walk.'' related Mora.
Juan helped her to the · hotel
were he would meet his future
father, Abel.
"When the husband came
down, right away he started yelling at Amelia, He reached into
his pocketto give me five bucks
which was a lot of money back
then. But, I said 'no, I helped
your wife becauseJ wanted to
t-,...__ber, not for a tip.' The next
do , he came looking for me
and said 'are you to proud for
me to buy you breakfast'. I told
him 'no sir, because that might
be the only meal that I would
have all day'."

WO montlis later, Juanneard

from the Mora's and started the
adoption process. A year later
Juan was adopted and fully immigrated. But this arrangement
was not exactly a match made in
heaven.
'' Abel saw the adoption as
an investment. He saw meas his
personal 'chavalito'.Hehad his
own gardening business plus a
regular job and he saw me as
cheap labor. What I do owe to
Abel, though, is that at least he
did follow through. Of all those
otherpeoplethat wanted to adopt
me, he was the only one that
came through.''
As an adoption of convenience for Abel, education was
not a priority, what was important was that Juan was there to
do the gardening work. And~or
awhile it worked out. Having
had to '1ook out for himself all
his life, Juan soon started to
realize he had rights as a person.
There were physical threats and
tbreatsof deportationfromA~ el,
but Juan started to exert himself.
'' One summer in' 66 I said to
- myself 'wait a minute, I am not
a bad person. I do everything
they tell me, I work summers,
before school, after school,
weekends, I cut things, I mow
things. Summers are no fun, I
have no friends, I am hungry, I
am thirsty' . One day I was
painting one ofmy adopted parents homes and I thought there
is nothing wrong if I go get a
root beer. So I go and get a root
beer and a hamburger and when
I got back Abel was waiting for
me. He was pretty upset. He
started yelling at me calling me
a trouble maker and whatnot.
He told me not to come into the
ouse-anymor-e..Hethoughtthat
he was hurting me, but he was
really doing me a favor." ·

"I have the faith here in my
heart, and I have here the feelings for la tierra. I never a~l<r
gize for who I am. I use 1t as
strength, as direction.''

1:ompoc is a small town an<l
everybody knows, everybody.
And much like the time 15 years
earlier when the town folks of
Manz.anillo came to the rescue,
the folks of Lompoc came to
Juan's aid
"Two days later I moved in
with theGoogan family. I knew
their son, who worked at a snack
shop. The Googan's said 'look
we know what is going on with
your parents, we don't have
muchmoney, thisisyourhouse
you can share a room with our
son. Just help us around the
house and we will support you
in your school'. I will never
forget them for that!"
Finally, the break that Juan
-had been looking for all his life
' came. He had faced adversity,
he had beat the odds, he was
now changing his destiny.
"I got involved in school,
speech and debate, drama, and
sports. I remember my first
speech contest. Our speech club
went to Santa Maria for a contest. Out of 21 members of the

Speech Club, twenty lost except me. I had won third place
withaspeechonCe sarChavez,
halfin English, halfin Spanish!
The judges were a bit confused,
they didn't speak Spanish, but
the important thing was that I
won and that was my first experience at success. I got really
excited!"
Success is a unique motivating factor. Juan continued to
enter speech and debate contest
and he continued to win. His
- training on the streets of
Manzanillo, Guadalajara and
Tijuana had prepared~ well.
Within the year, he was m the
state finals and eventually his
proficiency would help him get
a scholarship to college.
•'The problem up to that
point, wasthatlbadacoun selor
that promoted wood shop and
metal shop to the MexicanAmerican kids. When a new
Counselor Frank Locades,

Mora: f om the streets of
"<f/65
.
Guadalajara to the Halls of USD

From the streets of Manzanilla to guest of honor at USD_
. Juan Mora has travelled a long road.

.(con 't lrom ~ge 4)

came he said:' Juan do you want
to go to college, or do you want
to work in the fields'. I said I
think I would like to go to college. Frank then set a course for
me that included a ot of hard
work, summer school, college
prep courses, and a tutor.By the
time 1970 came, I had been
accepted by three Univ~iti~s.
I chose to attend the Umvers1ty
of Santa Barbara.''
The rest, as they say, is history. Juan had a triple maj~r, '
law political science, and ltteratilre. Mora than applied and
was accepted to study in Spain,
where he met and fell in love
with EsterL yn. Upon returning,
he earned his Masters at the
University of San Diego where
he majored in literature, linguistics and education.

Not one to forget his past,
Juan dedicates much ofhis time
at the Casa de Cuna orphanage
where he helps the Sisters with
the operation, feeding, and clothing of the children. At a recent
recognitiondinner, inhishonor,
the proceeds will fund three
scholarships at USD. Today, he
tutors and gives that extra time
to his students.
Like the Mexicans at the
''Battle of Puebla'', Juan,
though faced with tremendous
odds and a strong opposition
drew upon his inner strength to
generate the will to defeat the
enemy. Thewill tosurvivewas
there. He was not facing an
enemy on the field of battle.
But, it was an enemy of the
heart and soul and he has won.

The unflappable jurist might have been
assigned by central casting to oversee the
two homicide trials that focused public at
tention on his San Diego courtroom.
When Broderick went on trial in 1990
for killing her ex-husband and his wife,
Whelan had been a Superior Court judge
for less than six months. But he already
was known for his even tempe r and
boundless patience.
As Deputy Public Defender William D.
Burns Jr. put it, "If you look up 'judge' in
the dictionary, you will find his picture
there."
Whelan had spent 21 years as a deputy
district attorney in San Diego when he
was appoin ted to the bench by Gov.
George Deukmejian in January 1990.

Los Angele s, CA
(Los Angele s Co.)
Dally Journa l
(Cir. 5xW. 20,000 )
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The second trial took three months,
ending ilJ Betty Broderick's conviction
ast December for second-degree murer. Whelan sentenced the former San Di~go sociali te to the maxim um - 32
~ears-to-life in prison.
~ The defense had challenged, unsucp ssfully, the ability of any San Diego Su-

'Shopp ing Cart' Judge ·.

Di1 He immediately became one of San
ego's "shopping cart'' j,udges, without a
courtroom or cham ~ of his own. For
six months, he sat in-the converted ball,, room of the Hot l'San. Diego, until the
ee Page 11- PROFILE
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Thomas J. Whelan
Judge
San Diego Super ior Court
Appointed by: Gov. George
Deukmejian, January 1990

Career Hlghllghts: San Diego deputy ,
district attorney, 1969-90
Law School: University of San Diego,
1965
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Th ey Call Him
AJ ud ge' sJu dg e
Unflappable Jurist Remains
Unfazed by Public Attention
ByB.J. Palermo
Special to the Daily Journal

SAN DIEGO - Neither the sensationalism of the Betty Broderick case nor the
publicity surrounding her retrial could
fazeJudgeThomas . Whelan.

',start of the Br<>4erick case in the down' town courthouse.
Now, assigned to the master calendar
'court in Vista for the year, the 52-yearoldjudge longs to return to trials. To keep
the memory alive, Whelan keeps four
framed photographs and drawings on the
wall behind his desk, pictures of his first
and last high-profile trials as a prosecutor.
, The drawings depict tl}e 1975 murder
trial of Daniel Altstadt, the 18-year-old
Eagle Scout who was convicted of killing
his parents and his sister with a ha\chet.
In the photographs, the white\ haired
elan shows evidence to a witness in
:the murder trial of David Weeding~who
s convicted of stabbing to deatn the
usband of a woman Weeding was trymg
o rape, after the man came h9me unexctedly. Weeding was sentenced to life
n prison without parole in December
989,ju st before Whelan took the bench. ,
"I don't view high-visibility cases as
erve-wracking, probably because I baned quite a few of them as a lawyer,"
said in an interview.
Whelan
11
· He was on vacation in Hawaii when he
as assigned the Broderick murder case,
the first San Diego trial to be televised
ive on a daily basis.
A mistrial was declared in November
, 1990, after the jurors failed to agree ,
hether Broderick was guilty of manlaught er or murde r for the shooti ng
eaths of her former husband, Daniel, a
,,romin ent malpractice attorney, and his
rew wife, Linda.
A Lot of Emoti on'

"There was a lot of emotion on both
.sides," Whelan said. "There were wornn's groups who thought she should get a
edal for what she did, and, on the other
ide, Mr. Broderick was very well thought
f in the local legal community. People
ere uite uo,.,.s, .e., .,t._" _ _ _ ___~ - -

perior Court judge to grant Broderick a
fair trial becaus e of her ex-hus band's
standing in the legal community.
In retrospect, attorneys for both sides
say Whelan was not only fair but extremely patient, despite the clamor of the
news media and the dissension among the
lawyers.
"One of the things in the Broderick
case that amazed me was his ability to as-

Pr ofi le
similate an incredibly large volume of
facts and easily understand what was happening, ,with many witnesses and thousands of pages of documents," said Deputy District Attorney Paul Burakoff, coprosecutor in the case. "He's also very
self-effacing, very much at ease as a
judge."
Deputy District Attorney Kerry Wells,
co-prosecutor in the Broderick case, described Whelan as "almost fatherly to everyone."
"There were many times throughout
the course of the trial that I disagreed with
his calls," Wells said. "But I don't think
his calls were ever rnade rashly, inappropriately or without some basis in reason
or law. He's not the type of judge who
thinks he knows everything. And once he
made his decisions, he always had reasons to support them."
There was standing-room only in the
Broderick trial, with news reporte rs occupying 12 of the 36 seats in Whelan's
courtroom, a television camera capturing
the proceedings, and numerous reporte rs
camped in the hallway with television
monitors.
"I personally w~sn't self-conscious of
the camera ot. the ,crowd," Whelan said.
"And, quite frankly, although the case had
a few novel. motions in the pretrial stage,
once the tnal actually got started, it was
pretty·standard."
The issue, Whelan said, was not who
committed the crime, but whethe r the
crime was self-defense, manslaughter or
murder.
, ."As a general rule, that type of case
doesn't presen t many complicated issues
for a judge," he added. "The uestion of

e' s

rI'h
who did it offers more pitfalls for a judge
than a case where you have direct evidence. "
By the time Whelan senten ced Broder ick in Februa ry, he already was on his
branch court tour in Vista, where he handles 60 to 75 cases on an averag e day. He
also must spend about 90 minute s a day
commu ting to and from work.
"In the master calend ar depart ment
you expect to work hard," he said. "If
you're assigne d someth ing like this, you
should be glad the presidi ng judge has
enough confidence to let you do it."
Burns, the public defend er who is as- ·
signed to Whela n's courtro om, said the
judge's reputat ion preced ed him in Vista.
On Top of Cases
"Every one said you're lucky to have
him," Burns said. "I have never seen a
judge who is more on top of every single
case that comes before him. He reads voraciously every file. He reads every word
and remem bers it. So don't try to run anything past him.'' "°·
' Whelan, -who was born in St.' Paul,
-Minn., initially wanted to be a dentist . But
there were no dental school s in San Diego, where he grew up, and the son of an
electric ian was paying his way throug h
college and didn't want to relocat e.
He gradua ted from the Univer si of
San Diego in 1961 with a bac e or s egreein busine ss and 7eceive d his law degree from the same univer sity's law
·school in 1965.
After four years as a contra cts administrator for Genera l Dynam ics Corp., where
he also worked during law school, Whelan
becam e a prosec utor in 1969, taking a
substan tial pay cut in order to do trial
work.
Over the next 21 years, h~ handled
many trials, workin g in nearly every division of the district attorne y's office. In
1970, he joined the office's first consum er
fraud unit. For fiveyea rs he was the Superior Court trial team leader. And he took
turns heading the East County office in El
Cajon, the North County office in Vista
and the Municipal Court division. At one
point, Whelan was chief of all the distric t
attorne y's branch offices.
During those years, Whelan also did

consid erable pro bono work, startin g as a
referee in State Bar Court in 1975. He donated 10 years to the State Bar's fee arbitration progra m and a year hearing cases
in San Francis co and Los Angele s for the
review departm ent. He has been delivering lecfure s for Contin uing Educat ion of
the Bar since 1980.
By the time Deukm ejian appoin ted
him, Whelan, a Democ rat, felt he had
done everyth ing he could do in the distric t
attorne y's office. In a sense, he brough t
his prosec utor's instinc ts to the bench.
"The hardes t thing for me to do is keep
my mouth shut and let the lawyer s try
their lawsui t," Whelan said.'
Attorn eys who have appear ed before
him, howev er, hold Whelan in extrem ely
high regard. They consid er him toleran t
to a fault and wise in the ways oflawy ers.
"This is really a judge's judge," said
Deputy Public Defend er Larry Ainbinder.
"He takes the respon sibility serious ly
and doesn' t take his person al agenda to
the bench. He creates an enviro nment in
which you feel like you've been in a real
courtro om instead of some kind of railroad. He goes out of his way to be fair."
Although attorne ys for the prosec ution
and the defens e praise Whelan on severa l
counts , some prosec utors believe he goes
a little too far in fairnes s to the defens e.
Defens e attorne ys, howev er, say Whelan simply knows what a case is worth.
"Perha ps an ex-pro secuto r has a little
slack as a judge. He doesn' t have to prove
he has law-and-order creden tials," said
Deputy Public Defend er Kathle en Coyne.
Whelan said he makes a conscio us effort to be toleran t. He has no strict rules
and has never held an attorne y in contempt.
"I read the reports , read what attorne ys
said and give them both a fair hearing ," he
said. "I do what I think is right within the
bound softhe law." ·
When he's not doing that, the judge,
who is marrie d and has four children, usually is on a cruise. The available space on
the shelve s lining his chamb ers is filled
with photos of the massiv e ocean liners
he choose s for annual escape s.
"I like to get away from everyt hing
When I take a vacatio n," he said. "Durin g
my whole career in the DA's office I never
got a stomac h ulcer.''

LORISHEPLER/FortheDailyJournal

"I don't view high-visibility cases as nerve-wracking,
THOMA S J. WHELAN
a few of them as a lawyer."
quite
handled
I
probabl y because
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Camp-in helps bring out
students' science interest
By JEANNE FREEMAN
Staff Writer

ond ers

Second wind coming: Campers finally sit for a few minutes
between robot whales and ancient Mayans.

heir little orange legs stuck
straight up in the air, like a
bunch of tiny pitchforks upside
down. Yep. The chicks were definitely dead. Frozen solid, beaks, feathers
and all.
The girls peered solemnly but unflinchingly into the white paper sack.
Their eyes rounded to make big O's,
sad but philosophical, as if to say:
"Well, what do you expect tigers and
bears to eat?"
These 29 junior high school girls
are, after all, future scientists. Future dentists, doctors, researchers,
chemists.
They had regarded with stoicism
the plastic bag stuffed with ready-tothaw white mice. And then had insisted on seeing the chicks.
The future scientists exchanged
glances and shifted uneasily from one
sneaker-clad foot to another, rubber
soles squeaking on the damp concrete floor, echo chasing echo
through the large building where
meals for the San Diego Zoo's 4,000
animals are prepared.
The girls gawked at the huge
white menu board on the wall. Tomorrow, the board said, sun bears
get 48 chicks.
So OK. It was fact, wasn't it? Animals eat animals. The future scientists' heads began to bob resolutely
up and down. Yes, bring out the
chicks.

T

Hard truths about the food chain
came early in a day replete with wonders and mysteries revealed: robot
whales, ancient Mayans, the intricate
cosmic ballet of planets.

They can handle it
The day was last Saturday. The
occasion was Science Camp-In, an annual effort on the part of the Reuben
H. Fleet Space Theater and Science
Center to counter the "I'm-a-girl-1can't-handle-test-tubes" tide that
pulls so many seventh- and eighthgrade girls into its fierce undertow.
"Statistically," says Denise Eastlick, one of the center's educators,
"junior high is when you lose girls in
sciences. They start dropping like
flies."
So the point of Science Camp-In,
according to Lynne Kennedy, education director for the space center, is
to tug back.
"Now is when they're thinking
about their futures," she said. "Now
is when we can really make a difference. Most .of the girls who come are
already interested in science. This
confirms their interest."
For the fifth year in a row, 30 San
Diego County girls were selected by
essays they turned in and by their
teachers' recommendations.
Shannon Castle wrote, "When
most people think of a doctor and

See Girls on P! ge F-4
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Thorny problem: With sketches and a map, Evangeline Lawson (above, center) figures out what-the-heck kind ofplant she's by
looking at. Below, Lisa McDaniel (left) and Kathy Moore confront desert plant species. Campers were asked to identify plants
matchinJZ them with drawings. The "desert walk" was part of Science Camp-In.

'}J.r;i'
Space cente holds
camp-in for student s
Continued from F-1

a receptionist, they think of a
man and a woman, in that order."
Shannon was invited to the campin.
Ashley Rowson wrote, "It was
probably women who were the
first scientists. They were the
first doctors, us,ing mixtures of
herbs as cures." Ashley, too, got
an invitation.
Show up at 8:15 a.m.", the girls
were told. Bring a toothbrush and
your sleeping bag.
The next 24 hours would be
crammed with a bezillion things
to do, plenty of food, an afterhours free run of the science center, movies and a laser light show
with rock music loud enough to
rattle your bones good.
Chaperones were space-cen ter
education staffers and local
women who are science professionals.
Science .Camp-In, which is free
to the girls invited, costs the Reuben H. Fleet center approximately $1,000 to put on each year.
Egg-sitt ing
First order of the day was a
rolling tour of the San Diego Zoo
on the open-air top of a red double-decker bus.
The crackly, disembodied voice
of Carol, tour guide and bus driver, came floating into the sunlit
morning over the . speaker system. "Just to make sure you can
hear me," she said, "can you
stamp your feet?"

Yes, they certainly could.
So the bus sighed and groaned
and lumbered forward, a mere 50
yards to its first stop - shrimpcolored flamingoes.
The bus top was flooded with
excited chatter, the click and
whine of automatic cameras and
the sound of plastic ripping -.- out
had come bags of potato chips and
snack crackers. It was 9:35 a.m.
Not every animal viewed over
the next two hours was immediately recognizable. Meerkats, for
instance, hard to detect in the
first place, were difficult to put a
name to.
When the bus heaved to a stop
by the meerkat confine, Alexis
Thaxton, a 12-year-old seventh
grader from Black Mountain Middle School, was stumped. "What's
in there?" she asked. "I don't see
anything.''
"Little tiny furry things," Amy
Ferguson informed her. Amy,
who is 13 and in the seventh
grade at Washingt on Middle
School, was staring back at a:
sooty-eyed, gopher-sized critter
that was staring at her.
At another stop, Carol told the
group about emus, birds most
people mistake for ostriches.
Emus lay eggs like green avocados.
The female emu goes off gallivanting while the male ~akes a
nest, sits on the eggs, raises the
babie~
"Cool," more than one girlish
voice observed admiringly.
Later, as the entourage exited
the zoo "kitchen," Roya Shanks,
12, mentioned that she didn't
mind seeing the frozen mice and
bunnies. "I like live animals," she
explained seriously. "But I also
like dissecting ."
Roya, a seventh grader at

Gompers Secondary School, said
she was torn over what to be
when she grows up. But she had
narrowed it down to, "either a
marine biologist or an actress."
Attitude s
Lunch was a picnic on the lawn
in front of the space center in
Balboa Park. The girls plunked
down cross-legged on the grass in
the narrow shade of the building.
Temporar ily becalmed, they
turned their attention to peeling
the cellophane wrappers off submarine-sandwiches and mass consumption of sodas.
Nancy Fowler, chaperone and a
research manager for the pharmaceutic al biotech company
Genta, worked on her own sub
and discussed with impressive
equanimity what the chaperones
faced that night.
"We get to sleep three hours.
We divide up in shifts, midnight to
3 a.m. or 3 to 6 a.m."
Meanwhile, over the low shush
and steady splash of a nearby
fountain, Doris Brown, chaperone
and lab coordinator a~ USD, got
to talking about why sometfilng
like a Science Camp-In is important.
"The percentag e of women in
hard science is growing," she acknowledged. But it has room to
grow.
"The stumbling block is not
the attitude of schools, but that
girls are not willing to take the
right courses at the right times."
Which brought back to Peggy
DeRose, chaperone and Salk Institute researche r, times when
the attitude of schools was a
stumbling block. When girls took
home ec and boys took mechanical drawing or shop.
"In college, I 'had one female
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A_wh~le of a time: Kamala SanKar am (left) and Ashley Rowson amuse themselves
at the San Diego Natura l History Museum, learnin g how a baleen works. It's that
part of ~he mouth of whales without teeth that acts likes a broom to filter food from
deb·ris as the whale eats.
professo r," DeRose recalled . · and stars. The girls sprawled on
"One. She taught physical chem- their stomachs in the grass to
wait their turns and filled the fraistry."_
grant night air with whispers and
Peopie gazing
giggles.
A stone's throw away, in the
Up next: robot whales, jojoba
shadow of a tall bush, the
black
ld
bushes (a puzzler for 14-year-o
Thu Ho, eighth grade, Wilson tips of two cigarette s burned a
Academy of International Studies: glowing red. The regular night"I wonder how they make sham- time occupants of this patch of
poo out of that"), mummies and the park were keeping a silent
watch over these unusual proancient Mayans.
After dark, everybody trooped ceedings.
And the chapero nes edgily
over to the rose garden to peer
·
back.
watched
planets
·at
through a telescope
Later, Ashley Rowson, .,,a 13year-old eighth-g rader at' Parkway Middle School, ·would think
about the two figures seated on
the rocks next to their shopping
carts.
She would tell how she wanted
to be a pediatrician when she
grows up, and "When I get
enough money, I want to open a
hospital for the homeless.

"My goal is to change at least
one person's life."
When education director Kennedy locked the doors of the
space center for the night, the
future scientists fanned out.
Some made a beeline for the
security video camera. At 2:30
a.m., they'd still be there, acting
silly and watching themselv es on
the monitor.
For others, it was pell-mell to
the gravity well (vaguely resembling a pinba.ll machine) or the
compute r games or the mechanical bug. ("TAKE THE BEETLE
FOR A WALK," demanded a
man's recorded voice, loudly.
"MOVE THE LEVER SLOWLY
UP AND DOWN.")
· Kennedy watched the girls
scatter. "Some years they just
run from one end of the building
to the other," she said. "But
around 4 in the morning, that's
about it."
She sounded hopeful.

Money over the truth
It is a sad commentary on our times
when a prestigious university's student
newspaper, the "Vista" of the
University of San Diego, looks at advertising from a money angle as opposed to the truth (April 24).
Bradley "The Holocaust Never
Happened" Smith, the Visalia man who
placed the ad, must be full of glee when
he is able to spread his anti-Semitic
trash all over the country.
Editors of 1:he-othercollege---pap-ers-who ran the ad should be taken to the
Holocaust Museum and/or talk to the
survivors if there is a question of the
Holocaust happening or not. They
might then personally see how a
" civilization" ran amok and caused the
deaths, not de-lousing, of people.
5 ,1). (Ani on- Tr,buncMARY McMILLAN
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San Diego ~tate beat a.lJm versity of San Diego, 6-3, thanks to
sm!'te conh ibotions by the Toreros
in a nonconference game. With the
scored tied, 3-3, in the bottom of
the sixth, the Aztecs ( 37 -14) .got an
RBI single by Greg Quam and
scored twice more on bases-loaded

walks by USD's Kevin Hertle. The
runs were charged to Jeff Crane
(8-5). Rob Calloway (2-4) got the
win for the Aztecs. The Toreros
(26-23) c:.lso made three errors.
Hertle gave USD a 2-0 lead with a
first-inning home run, but the
Aztecs countered with three in the
third.
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. Kristi Delaplain pitched
hitter in the first game a noMary's scored a 4-3 victor:~i t~t.
second to sweep a doubleheade~

Diego.
against Universit
outdueled Tiffany
Delaplain Wasilewski (17-8), who pitched a
four-hitter for the visiting Toreras
(30-13). It was Delaplain's fifth
shutout of the year. Aimee Reinard
drove in two runs the second game
for USD, which fell behind 4-0
after three innings. St. Mary's is
18 -26.

Out of Africa and Into the Wilds
of America's Corporate Jungles

LosA~l-es It (Y)e6
Mo..'{ 31 I99 z_

rums at the Doubletree Inn.
Is your corporate team dispirited? Are your
communicators not communicating? Has your
can-do attitude being undone by inter-office
factionalism?
Enter Arthur Hull and his African drums, percussion
instruments, repertoire of tribal songs, and a list of
clients that stretches from Apple Computer to Levi
Strauss to the Canadian National Defense Department.
BY TONY PERRY
"I may not be a master drummer," Hull said, "but I'm a
master facilitator."
Bergstrom, whose Northern California management
This week Hull, a 40-ish pixie whose main gig is
consulting business has employed Hull for numerous
teaching African drumming at UC Santa Cruz, will bring
clients. "He uses humor and exuberance and passion.
his motivational wiles to San Diego.
He's almost elfin and very childlike."
At the Doubletree hotel near Horton Plaza, Hull will
Yes, but for real estate brokers? These are people
create an African village for the annual Management
whose bible is the Multiple Listing Service and who go
Symposium of Prudential California Realty.
around chanting, "Location, Location, Location."
Seventy PCR managers ( including 15 from San
Not so, say the folk at Prudential California Realty.
Diego), battle-scarred veterans of the sluggish real
"We're cutting edge," said Rolinda Smith, regional
estate market, will sing, play and dance under Hull's
director of the Beverly Hills division of PCR. "We're
gentle direction: all in the name of reinvigorating the
willing to try something different."
spirit and steam~cleaning the lines of communication.
Ask about his ~echniques and you can expect a torrent~ A Different Kind of Rage
of words and excitement,
_~
"We sing, maybe a Haitian bolero, or a Suffi song, back
and forth, call and answer. It can get highly intricate and
There's been much talk about black rage as an element
in the Los Angeles riots.
beautiful. All of a sudden they understand that they're
all a part of the same song; they're just as important as
But did another kind of rage-the rage of L.A. cops
any other part; they relate to people as people, not as job
toward their superiors-play a role in the Rodney King
descriptions; that's the village metaphor."
beating that started the city down the path to violence?
Hull has done seminars from Silicon Valley to Moscow.
Norman Stamper, executive assistant police chief in
A standard price is $600 for four hours.
San Diego, thinks it's a possibility.
"I'm always amazed at how he manages to build up
· On Friday, Stamper was scheduled to deliver a
trust with a white-sryirt, corporate audience," said Trish
keynote address on "Commun~ty-Based Policing" to a

D

San Diego
At Large

conference at the University of San Diego about
American social problems.
Instead, he discarded his prepared text and talked of
the Los Angeles tragedy.
He called the King beating "cowardly and brutal" but
said he hoped it would not lead to a "backlash against a
very, very fragile movement" to give beat cops more
authority to decide how to handle their jobs.
Stamper, who has tried to "demilitarize" the San Diego
PD, said the paramilitary structure of most police
departments, where cops are told to take orders and keep,
their mouths shut, breeds anger in the ranks:
"My theory is that every third blow of the baton,
every fourth kick to the ribs of Rodney King, was a shot
at Daryl Gates or a sergeant or a captain or some other
functionary of the Los Angeles Police Department who
made the mistake of treating a grownaup professional
police officer like a dependent, 3-year-old child."
Stamper knows his views will not make him popular
with brass from other departments,
''I'll take a whole lot of gas for having said what I've
said to you this morning."

Can't Beat This Seminar for Fun
The joy ( and pain) of learning.
The Learning Annex today presents a seminar on
"Fetishes and Fantasies" with "internationally known
dominatrix" Ava Taurel, from Scandinavia.
Among other things, Ava will discourse on "toys and
techniques." Organizers say more than 100 people have
paid $29 in advance.
If you're interested and free, it's 1 p.m. at the San
Diego Princess Resort. If you're tied up and can't make
it, Ava will understand.
Tony Perry's column also appears on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. He canbe reached at 544-6032.
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~Prop_osed Medi-Cal cuts would leave
most nursing homes ailing
-r\J

T

HE LONG-TERM care industry
was charged with a major mandate in 1987 with the passage of
:
the federal Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act. Supported by the industry, the
act set national standards for quality of
care in nursing facilities.
Many of us had been making broad improvements in our facilities long before
the act, but the provisions set the stage
for national reform. ·
• At the same time that these rules call
for dozens of positive changes, however,
we are faced with losing much of the
funds that help us provide high-quality
care to our most ill and needy residents.
· Here in California, for example, Gov.
Pete Wilson is proposing a $27.9 million
cut in Medi-Cal reimbursements to longterm care facilities. With that cut comes
an additional loss of 50 percent in matching federal funds , totaling $56 million.
That's a sizable chunk of the $1.8 billion
budget, which is apportioned to fund the

'That will only
drive up
health-care costs.'

--

needs of some 70,000 California nursing
home residents who rely on Medi-Cal.
Most alarming is the fact that as we
face these proposed cuts, current reimbursements already are dramatically below what they should be to cover·all the
costs that nursing homes incur.
With fewer reimbursement dollars,

comparisons illustrate that the health
care reimbursement system is clearly
skewed in favor of more costly services.
Ifwe are to get a handle on skyrocketing health-<;are costs, consumers, providers anclpoliticians must become more
cost-conscious. Too often when faced
with health-care decisions, we tend to rely on t1ie word of the "experts" -physicians and providers - rather than doing
more research and shopping for the best,
most cost-effective option, just aswe
would when buying a car or a house.
Government and consumers should demand the highest quality care possible,
but they also need to take an active role
in seeking cost-effective and innovative
solutions to the health-care crisis.
Many people are unaware, for example, that nursing homes now provide rehabilitation. Rehabilitation is just one of
the ways nursing homes have answered a
need for more cost-effective health care.
Just as consumers need to be more

L

-Michael
Dunn

many facilities ·are likely to stop accepting the sicker, more "heavy care" patients - those who require more care,
more staffing and consequently, more
money.
Many of these residents will remain in
hospital-based skilled nursing facilities,
which are more expensive. Ultimately,
that will only drive up health-care costs
and further strain the Medi-Cal budget.
Lack of funds is a problem that is
pointed to throughout health care, but in
few other places will you find that so
much care is provided for so little money.
At my facility for example, we are reimbursed $81.42 per day for each MediCal resident. That rate covers 24-hour
nursing care, room and board, social services and activities. It's difficult to find a
hotel these days that offers those rates.
Conversely, hospital-based skilled
nursing facilities, wliichoffer the same
services we do, are reimbursed $209 per
day for each Medi-Cal patient. These .

cost-c:onscious in "shopping" for health _
care, we long-term care providers need to
more actively educate physicians and
consumers about the cost-effective, quali·
ty services we provide.
Of course, I am not arguing that longterm care facilities are always the better
alternative, but I do believe that we
should be looking for the most cost- ·
effective way to obtain and provide treatment, be that in an acute care hospital, a
hospital-based skilled riursing facility or
a nursing home.
■

Michael Dunn is the executive director ·
of Driftwood Convalescent Hospital in
Gilroy. He has a bachelor's degree:,n :
psychology from the Umiersjty of San ·
Diego and a master's degree in coJn- '
seling education from the University of
·
Southern California.
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~ ~go is presenting a foure
o al Decision Making " which will
enmg class
meet from 6:30...to 9:30 p.m. at the Douglas F. Man~hester Execut1v_e Conference Center. The speaker is
om Morns, assistant professor of International Manag~ment. The course fee is $215 per per~ n..:..~ egis.:::?_.'15':5~
trat1on information, call 260-4644.

~

"Changing Organizations: The Impact of,Quality Management," from 7:30 to 9 a.m. at the USO Douglas F.
Manchester Executive Conference Center. The
speaker is Dr. Gary Whitney, associate dean in the
School of Business Administration. The cost is $15 per
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO (Shile
Theatre, iOcala -Park): "An Evening of Broal
USD's Opera:
u b·o=
way_Hits" ~
Musical W
0 p.m. Tuesday.
,
Call 260 4600
_/
, ext. 4425.
-

pera Workshop

Perform~

Co tinued on next page
Continue/ tr

us page

What: Excerpts from current popular
-

operas, such as "Les Miserables•.

"Sweeney Todd"; "The Phantom ~fthe

Opera"

.

.
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_........-University .,9J San Diego's
Opera-filusical Theatre Workshop presents "An Evening of
Broadway Hits," students performing excerpts from "Phantom of
the Opera," "Sweeney Todd," and
"Les Miserables," Tuesday, 7:30
p.m. in Shiley Theatre on USD's
campus. Tickets are $5 general.
Jack Lasher is works~op jirec~~
tor.

..

Where: Shiley Theate~ USD campus,
Alcala Park, San Diego·- - - Playlng: 7:30p.m. May 13
Tickets: $5; $3, students
Info: (619) 260-4600, Ext. 4425
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EVENING OF BROADWAY HITS'
- The..!,ISD Qpera-Muslcal Theatre
~orkshop will perform excerpts from
The Phantom of the Opera " "Sweeney Todd" and "Les Miserables " 7·30
p.m. Tuesday. Shiley Theatre, USO ·
Linda Vista. $3 and $5; 260-4600. '
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Harping fortgc!c,~use. San Diego Choral Artists will
premiere David Ward-Steinman's "Seasons Fantastic" for harp
and chorus on June 25 at the American Harp Society's national
convention, which will be held June 23-27 at the University of San
Diego~ Ward-Steinman, composer-in-residen ce at San Diego State
University, was commissioned by the harp society to provide the
ntw:.:wor.k. Local harpist Marian Hays will solo, and Ron Gillis will
• cyJJ)~tthe work in the university's Immaculata ChapeL
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~
Some att orneys are
proud of their credentials.
plate spotted on a Volvo
wagon with a USD Law
decal: JDMOM~

really
Vanity
station
S: ~l

. . . :z5/~~

lorie Seyfert QLSP) j s of counsel at ...-Grady,

_...'~
Farley & Gerson. She 1s also president of Strategic
Dispute Resolution, which provides mediation and
~
arbitration services.

•

~

san Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
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Bradley Ellis (USD) has joined the El Centro of•
flee of Horton, Knox, Carter & Foote as an
\ ·, /
• • •
associate.
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/ How do you choose a lawyer? Betty Arnold, f n attorney who teaches business law at the University of
San Diego, thinks "word of mouth" is 'st1H the oest

way .
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_.,- Bar Associations: The County Bar's Public
Lawyers Committee will sponsor a debate between
City Attorney John Witt and challenger Bruce
Henderson on May 13 from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the
Bar Building. Panelists includ'- USD law professor
Donald Weckstein, Tony Battaglia. Paul Pfingst
and journalists Cathy Clark of Channel 51 and
Adrienne Alpert of Channel 10. Deputy D.A. Jim
.::?__
Waters will moderate.

96~

c:zf/..5.5'°

But "I actually recommended the Yellow Pages."
Not the "outrageous" ads, mind you. And there are the
County Bar and San Diego Trial Lawyers lawyer
referral services.
Arnold taught a Business Update Seminar last
Friday at USD which attracted about 20 people, including representatives from small to large-size companies and two law firms.
Rohl Olson, accounting manager at Jennings,
.Engstrand & Henrikson, showed up because she
wanted to learn what consumers are thinking.
"The consumers of law services are becoming real
consumers," said Olson. ''They're not going to write a
blank check anymore." In the mid-1980s she wrote a
paper on lawyers and advertising while getting her
master's of science in business administration at San
Diego State.
"The consumers of law services are becoming more
sophisticated than they have in the past," she said.
Olson also discovered that some consumer s don't
know the difference between advertising and marketing. One of the seminar questions was, "Do law
firms market?"
· Arnold advised participants to be aggressive in
checking out a lawyer or law firm: Do they have
malpractice insurance? If they give a State Bar identification number, call the bar to see if it's active.
Check out references. Are you comfortable with this
. _/
person?

...

/
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CHILDCARE AND DEVELOPMENT: A ~l'ljl[!1_g.
create a community agenda that will helf"dEveloJ>
rommunity strategies, and an action plan to make
quality child care and development services accessible
and affordable fur San Diego children and families. Fri.,
May 15, 8 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Uni i of San Diego.
LIBERTY
,

-- '5..C.

USO SPRING DAN~f oN'i5ERT iJii1versity of San Diego students and
faculty present choreography ranging
from classical to contemporary. 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday; 2 p.m. next Sunday. Shiley Theater, Camino Hall, Alcala Park, USO campus, off of Linda
Vista Road. $4 and $5; 2 6 0 - ~

Temecula, CA
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/4s0 SPRING DANCE CONCERT

UniversifY. of San Di~o students and
faculty preserifcriore6graphy ranging
from classical to contemporary. 8 p.m.
tomorrow and Saturday; 2 p.m.
Sunday. Shiley Theatre, Camino Hall,
Alcala Park, off Lirulii Vista Road. $4
_ and $5; 260-4803.~2:::-.Cf ~
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USD OFFERS
COURSE ON )
FINANCES;J--'i s-'J
The University of San Diego
is holdin g a new and educational
course on "Perso nal Financial
Succes s" every Thursd ay through
June 4, from 2 to 5 p.m., in the
Califor nia Buildin g Confer ence
Room, 27450 Ynez Rd.,
Temecula.
The class highlights creating
and preserving wealth in the
1990s, tax deferred guaran teed
returned investments, avoiding
probate and the "ultim ate estate
plannin g tool."
The course will be instructed
by Bill Wagner, preside nt of
Resour ce Planni ng Institute.
Wagne r is also a re istered

5--S-

investm ent ihvestor,'-9
cdl.lege
instruc tor and talk show host.
Other speakers will include:
William B. Treitler, a San Diego
attorney specializing in estate and
business planning; Brenda
Mccah an, CPA, specializing in
personal ·and business tax planning; and Fred M. Vaught,
CHFC , president of Execut ive
Benefi t Systems, Inc., specializing in investm ent plannin g, insurance, retirement and financial
planning.
For registration and information, call (800) 696-7533.
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~ The University of San Diego
sen, a 6-3
signed Nya Oxfe~
180-pound center from Copenh a:
gen, Denmark. She will become the
ry of
first foreign play~
the prog_ram. Jetlsen ~ft6 played
on a Damsh club national champion
team m 1990, will come to USD as a
sophomore.

7
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The Univer sity of San Diego

unveile d its ·1992-93 schedu le,
Highlig hted by its annual City
'Qhampionship showdown with San
Diego State, a trip to the Hawaii
Tipoff Tournament, a December
visit to UCLA and a Midwest trip to
Southern Methodist and Oral Roberts after Christmas.
The Toreros open Dec. 1 at the
c.::an Diego Sports Arena against
SDSU, then travel to Honolulu for
the four- team Tipoff Tourna ment
against a field of Hawaii, Tulsa and
.-Gal State Long Beach. After a Dec.
1-0 game here against the non-Divjsion I College of Notre Dame, theToreros play at UCLA Dec. 12,
then return home to play Colorado
, State the 19th and Cal State Hayward the 21st. On the 28th, they
_play at SMU, then continue on to
,Tulsa to face Oral Roberts on the
-30th.
They open the new year at
h.ome, playing host to St. Peter's on
Jan. 2, followed by a rematc h with
, Oral Roberts on the 5th.
West Coast Conference play begins Jan. 9 at Santa Clara and
. oontinues through Feb. 27. The
.'J:oreros finish the regular season
,March 2 at Cal State Northridge
before the WCC Tourna ment begins March 6 in San Francisco.
Under rules recentl y passed by
.the NCAA, practice next season
begins Nov. 1 (instead of Oct. 15)
and the season can't begin until
Dec. 1, except for exempt tourna ments.
-ALAN DROO

baseball team, with a
The Univ er~f San~
2-1 West Coast Conference victory against Santa
Clara at Cunningham Stadium on Friday, ensured
itself of a winning season for the first time since 1987,
and of a finish no worse than third in the WCC going
into its season finale doubleheader today.
USD second baseman Dave Pingree hit a leadoff
home run in the bottom of the eighth to give the
Toreros the victory, and make a winner of freshman
Mike Saipe, a University City graduate. Saipe allowed
five hits, one unearn ed run and he walked one and
.
· struck out seven in his eighth complete game.
After Santa Clara (19-31, 11-17) scored in the first
inning, San Pasqual gradua te Kevin Herde singled in
Ed Scofield, with two out in the third for USD's tying
run.
USD improved to 27-23, 13-12. In 1987, the Toreros
last winning season, they finished 31-27.
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U!il2...bl!_eball - Junior utility
layer Kevin Herde , a San
asqual High alum, was named
University of San Diego's Most
Valuable Player for 1992 at the
team's annual awards banquet.
Herde, who won the award last
season, played catcher , pitcher,
first base and designated hitter
for the Torero s this season. He
led the team in batting (.340),
hits (66), runs batted in (44) and
doubles (13) and was ses:~n,d...)A..
home runs with seven.
Junior first basem an 'fony
Moeder, a USDHS alum, was
named Outstanding Hitter and
won the RBI Percen tage award.
Senior right-hander Jeff Crane, a
Bonita Vista alum, was selected
as the team's Outstanding Pitcher; junior shortst op Chad Boyd, a
Hilltop alum, won the Gold Glove
Award; senior third baseman Jim
Keen won the Hustle Award;
freshman left fielder Brady Clark
was Most Improved Player and
freshm an right-h ander Mike
Saipe, a University City alum,
was named Rookie of the Year.
The Torero s finished 28-24,
their first winning season since
1987's 31-27 record. USO finished 14-13 in the West Coast
Confer ence, good for second
place, its best finish ever in the

A
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&tecs-Toreros baseball:

1,n.

What ha})pened to crowd?'.~
Ten minutes before the first
pitch. Thirty-nine
people. Count
them. It's easy ...
Seniors are introduced. Twelve
of them. Last chance to shine
under the lights ·of Smith Field
There stands Jim Dietz. Twenty-one years, just--sh-y-ef--900-c---a- reer victories. There stands John
Cunningham. Twenty-nine years,
671 W's. Classy men, both of
them. Care about the kids ...
Larry Williams starts things
off. Walk. Three claps. Count
them. It's easy ...
Nineteen San Diegans either
wearing Aztec black or Torero
gray. By the way, where are the
people? ...
Kevin Herde. Local kid. High
drive to deep left field. Two-run
blast. USD, 2-0 ...
Oinge==Buingo blares from the
loudspeaker. Waiting for an invitation to arrive. Going to the
1
party where no one's still alive.
The people aren't here. Must be
some party ...
Senior Jeff Crane pitching for
USD. Same kid who wasn't good
enough to play at SDSU. He's 8s 4 with a 3. 77 earned-run average. He leads the West Coast
Conference in innings gitche__d.
He retires the side in order ...
Diving catch by SDSU right
fielder Brent Ferguson. Nice
play. Ver nic

Ah the famou~ Ragger' s Rail.
Two people. Standing. Motion- _
less. Speechless. What happened!
Where's the 10th man?
Whereare the rowdy students
playing havoc w~th the visitin_g
right fielder's m_md, thre_atemng
him and his family and his dog?
People say the lack of ~aggers
has something to do with a b~n
on alcohol at the Rail. Could it
be? How sad, if true. How very
sad ...
The guy who was ~sing the
Rail as a bed left. A lonely
Ragger remains. He look~ sleepy
... Derek Vinyard. RBI single off
Crane's leg ..11.SD, 2-1. Brad
Gennaro RBI tnple. Make that 22 ·They're playing "YMCA" by
Village People. Maybe it's best
people stayed home. Not • • •
Bottom of the fifth. Steve
Dietz bunts for a base hit. A ~2game hitting streak ...
A scout in the press box wonders: "Where are the people? I
expected more." What sh?ul~ we
tell him? Waiting for an invitation to arrive?. ..
Sixth inning. Williams makes a
great throw to cut down Rick
Page at the plate. Still tied, 3-3
· · Seventh-inning stretch. The
Kuhn children - Shannon, Colleen and Bridget - sing "Take
Me Out To The Ballgame." Loud
cheers. Well-deserved .. •
SDSU leads. RBI single by
Greg Quam. The Aztecs score
- - three in the seventh . . . .
It's top of the eighth, which
means it's time to estimate the
C..o l'\,"T\ h ~--=?
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Murray Has Moxie, And A5-Year-Old Firm
Lori Murray, a 10-year_ veteran
of San Diego's public relat~ons a~d
18
marketing commun~ty,
celebrating her fifth anniversary
as the owner of her own agency, a
· company that deals alm~st exelusively in the commercial real
estate industry.
Considering the sad state of the
real estate market, what's to celebrate?
Plenty, says
Murray. She
claims she is just
as busy now with
Lori Murray &
Associates a:s she
was when the
real estate ~nd~stry ';as flymg
high. Its a matMurray
ter of hustle and Mui:ray's gohtknplentlydof thaftthplus an m-dept
ow e ge O
e
market and close, personal attention to her clients.
At the height of its growth, Murray & Associates was a five-person
agency. It has since shrunk to two,
by design. Murray says she wants
to keep the agency small, and very
specialized.
Murray got her start in the profession in 1982, following graduation from the University of San
Diego, when she became publi~ information officer for the San Diego
Association of Governments. Later,
between 1984 and 1987, she
worked at two of the largest public

relations firms in town - Stoorza,
Ziegaus & Metzger and the Gable
Group.
•
Murray says she was able to
move swiftly up the "agency ladder" from account executive to account supervisor at the big companies, but as she did so she fell
further away from the day-to-day
duties of dealing with clients. She
became more involved in managing
account executives. ·
Dissatisfied, she left the Gable
Group in 1987, started her own
agency, and within a month landed
Coldwell Banker Commercial, one
of the largest local public relations
accounts. Today, Murray's active
clients do business throughout
Southern California, including
Trammell Crow, the Koll Co.,
California Structures, Donovan/
Irving Group Chicago Title Co.
and Conkey 'companies General
C t cto
on ra rs. • • •

Julie Andrews, another veteran in the public relations field, has
been promoted to the position of
. manager of news and information
for General Dynamics' western
region public affairs. Her area of
responsibility includes the Convair, Space Systems and Electronics divisions.
Andrews joined General Dynamics in 1980 and has served as a
marketing communications writer
and editor and a senior human
resources specialist in internal
communication and college rela~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ tions. She joined the western
region public affairs staff in 1986

Marketlnk
by Manny Cruz

as a senior communications consultant.
·
Last year, the International
Association of Business Communicators voted Andrews "Communicator of the Year."

AButcher's Too
Busy To Talk Of
America's Cup
San Diego Business ReaJly
Booming, Despite Cynics,
Thanks To A Sailboat Race
ByGARYSHAW
San Diego Daily Transcript Managill/l Editor

Everybody seems to have a
favorite bad story to tell about the
America's Cup, ranging from the
Warren Pateman fiasco to liberal
credentialing of media, from excessive compensation to top organizers to mounting debt and litigation.
Well, shiver me timbers and all
that jibe jive. If the definition of
news is the unusual, and all you've
heard lately is bad news, then
we've got news for you - good
news, significant and novel. ,
The America's Cup means big
money to San Diego, and the ho, nanza is now. Maybe ncit the $405
million of direct spending forecast
by University of San Diego
economists two years ago (old
news, based on the arrival of 15
syndicates rather than the final
eight), but to paraphrase a politician, "A million here, a million
there, pretty soon you're talking
about real money."
To bend the phrase only slightly
more, "A few jobs here, a few jobs
there, pretty soon you're talking
about real employment."
The number of businesses malting money off the America's Cup is
in the hundreds. The jobs are in the
thousands. The dollars trading
hands are in the hundreds of millions.
Go ahead, cynics. We. dare you
(vegetarians excluded) to challenge
the goodness of tlJ.e Italian
America's Cup crew ordering hundreds of pounds of meat to meet
their needs as they sail their vessel
from San Diego through the
Panama Canal to New York after
the races, win or lose.

Too Busy To Talk
Dan Moore, the meat manager at
Horton Plaza Farmer's Market, is
so darn busy he can't be interviewed. But Terry Shirley, the market's
general manager, explains, "It was
a large meat order - different
cuts, different steaks, veal, pork,
lamb, chicken, beef - probably a

nds."
couple
Does he love this business?
"Of course we do," says Shirley.
"We have a lot of America's Cup
crew and people involved with the
different syndicates who come in
each morning and sit around the
coffee bar. It creates a nice atmosphere. We have a lot of summer
tourists anyway; this is a little advance."
And what cynic dares ignore the
homeless folks who lined up tern. porary work with Artistic Florals
and Plantscapin g through
Episcopal Community Services'
Please turn to Page 18A
Continued from Page 1A

downtown work center?
"We're contracted by the
America's Cup Ball Committee,
sponsored by the San Diego Yacht
Club, to handle all the florals and
plants to decorate the America's
Cup Ball (tonight)," says Tim Higgins, co-owner of Artistic Florals.
"We're employing 15 people on the
job, including seven extra people,
some of them homeless."

h

n

SJ
tionally," Griggs continues. "It's
,
the long-term exposure that's going
In~}
to make this great for the city, and I.)
that's what rm planning to build JVQ rtrr
on - the -international exposure
that the America's Cup has given I AaLJ 7 iQcn
JI I ~
IV'I V
us."
Tourism executives agree that
the mass media exposure, especially televisfon coverage of the
America's Cup, is introducing a
new world to San Diego. But it's
hard to quantify.
ESPN, which will have provided
100 hours of live America's Cup
coverage by the time the whole
show is over in less than two
weeks, charges an average of
$30,000 per 30 seconds of commercial advertising time adjacent to
that coverage, says Nancy Duvall
of Chapman/Wawrick Advertising.
By that accounting alone, ESPN
will have provided San Diego with
$360 million of free, live air time;
not counting taped news reports.
And that's only ESPN.
CNN International is covering
the races heavily. ABC Television
will broadcast live the first race of
the finals on Saturday. Other networks will spotlight San Diego in
their news and sports reports.
Then there are the foreign journalists in San Diego from 26 countries. Network time on Japanese
televsion makes U.S. advertising
look inexpensive, says Duvall.

l<Jl>

New Business Contacts
Including this and prior work,
Artistic Florals is doing about
$30,000 of business off the
America's Cup - and it won't necessarily end with the final race.
''We've made a lot of friends and
contacts , through America's Cup
Services; probably a lot of business
will result from that," says coBeyond ConVis' Budget
owner Teresa Higgins.
"We're getting many millions of
Part of the reason for some of the
negative attitudes may be expecta- dollars' worth of commercial televitions greater than the reality, hype sion exposure as a result of the
for which the America's Cup· America's Cup programming,"
Organizing Committee and the observes Duvall. "I couldn't even
press often draw blame. The former begin to estimate it, but it's cermanager of the Holiday Inn on the tainly worth more than the ConBay was quoted elsewhere weeks vention and Visitors Bureau could
ago expressing his disappointment. afford to pay for advertising. And
"He thought it was going to be a when they're airing the informathree-month event," says Gary .. tion on network news programs,
Griggs, the Holiday Inn's director that's worth a lot more than comof sales and marketing. "But for the mercial advertising because it carthree weeks in May, gee, we'll ries the validity of a news proprobably run 90 to 92 percent oc- gram."
And what message is the world
cupancy with an average room rate
seeing? That San Diego is a warm,
over $100. We're real happy.
"Plus, we expect a lot of walk-in attractive place for recreation.
"If nothing else, to see guys
business, especially if the weather
is good. We have up to 100 walk-ins sailing around in March while peaper night, especially on the ple are freezing elsewhere conve~
weekends. We're really busy."
Not bad for the middle of a reces- an image of San Diego as a great
sion while people are rioting in deS t ination," says Al Reese, the
recently retired spokesman for San
other cities.
Con Vis . "Certainly
Diego's
To attract that kind of business,
Griggs admits, "we've hardly done yachting ·is an upscale sport that
appeals to upscale viewers; that's
anything."
not bad. Beats the hell out of a tractor ull."
Long-Term Benefits
"From my standpoint, this city
hasn't been marketed interna-

front-)

Cynics love to mak:e fun of
Ame rica's Cup souv enirs , but
there 's money and jobs in those
products, which range from key
chain s to expensive clothing, even
Corvettes and Cadillacs.
Up In'A Dow n Econ omy
"We 've been dist ribu ting
America's Cup products since a
year ago Janu ary," says Bob Hood,
presi dent of Gatew ay Promotions,
a unit of Ron Fowler's Liquid Investm ents. "We've put toget her a
sales force, sold to many , many
retail ers - some of them very
small, some very large.
"A fair numb er of people feel that
the America's Cup produ cts have
given them a boost in their retail
sales in an economy that has not
been normal."
Hood has added six sales repre senta tives , a full-time sales perso n
and two ware house employees to
hand le the merchandise. Do away
with the America's Cup and kiss
some of their jobs goodbye.
"In the first year of operation,
throu gh Jan. 31, we did just a tick
unde r $1 million of America's Cup
merchandise, which equa tes in the
mark etpla ce to at least $2 million
in retail sales," says Hood.
"The pace has picked up since
then. We've probably incre ased our
business 100 perce nt a mont h over
a year ago. I wouldn't be surpr ised
ifwe do anoth er $1 million throu gh
July. Our retail ers have been excellent.
''We've been behin d this 100 perilint since it starte d, and that's
been difficult wih a lot of the publicity that's been out there . A lot of
the medi a has been focused on the
problems. Let's face it, if you have
an even t that goes on for a year a
half, people are going to look a
every angle to write about.
"There are people out there who
are maki ng money, who are using
this to keep their store s open.
Loca l Prod uctio n
"A fair amou nt of the merchandise is now being produced in San
Diego, such as the T-shirts. Tren ch
Manu factu ring, the licensee, is
maki ng T-shi rts locally with two or
three majo r scree n print ers so
they'll keep up with the demand.
"The y;ve open ed their own
distri butio n warehouse to send to
me and to send throu ghou t the
country. We've got one (delivery)
coming in today, probably two or
three deliveries a week. Ther e are a
lot of UPS peop le empl oyed
becau se of the Ame rica's Cup.
That 's part of the network.

''There's a ton of people out there
servicing the syndicates. Oakwood
Gard en Apar tmen ts had a lot of
people stayi ng with them from New
Zealand. The Char t House next to
the Dennis Conner syndicate, I'd be
surpr ised if they didn' t feel the
business.
"Our purpose was to be involved
in this and do a very good job as a
smal l company in San Diego and
certa inly share in part of the
money that's invested. Whet her it's
a half- billio n or a half- milli on
dollars, this has kept our company
going for a year and a half.
"The focus shou ldn't be on the
I

Todd Shi pya rds Corp.
States News Service

The Todd Shipy ards Stockholders Protection Committee, formed
by three share hol_ders, inclu ding
Jame s Allan Mactier, said it intends to conduct a proxy conte st to
elect its repre senta tives to the
Seatt le company's board, and has
retain ed a proxy-soliciting firm to
doso .
Ultimately, the committee was
formed to force Todd Shipy ards to
enha nce stoc khol der valu e,
A Fina ncia l Boon
possibly by enter ing an "extraora
to
ding
accor
dinar y trans actio n,"
one one-h undre dth of
Securities and Exchange Commis- th "If I had
e money flowing throu gh the San
sion filing . Such trans actio ns
my right now as a
usual ly include a merg er or sale of Diego econo
ica's Cup, I'd be a
Amer
the
of
t
resul
assets.
poor Lee
says
ire,"
iona
mill
the San
of
dent
presi
Griss om,
Diego Cham ber of Commerce.
''When I came back from the
Ame rica's Cup in Aust ralia in
1987, one of my fears was that San
Diego wouldn't unde rstan d what a
financial boon the America's Cup is
until we lose it."
Says Dan Goodman, president of
·Pacific Eyes & T's, a speci alty
retail er, "The America's Cup has
been a signf icant and obvio us
benefit to many of our locations
and it is unqu estio nably a profit
gain, a significant boost from the
day it was announced until today.
"We have been throu gh Supe r
Bowls, playoffs, the Holiday Bowl;
every one of those even ts has a
meas urabl e benefit to our business.
It absolutely affects our daily sales .
This has been by far the biggest of
any of those event s.
"I employ a couple hund red people and it sure helped those couple
hund red; thing s would have been a
lot graye r witho ut the America's
Cup. We hope desp erate ly the
thing comes back."
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~aking King a federal case
could produce same result
Juries should fairly reflect the races
By ROY L. BROOKS

he legal process, the President assured the nation, has not broken
down because it has not ended.
President Bush himself ordered the
Justice Department to study the Rodney King case from top to bottom, with
an eye toward filing criminal. civil rights
charges under federal law against the
police officers involved.
Notwithstanding the President's condemnation of the jury's verdict and the
vigor with which the federal investigation is apparently being conducted not to mention the public's persistent
outcry against the verdict unjustly acquitting the officers - neither a federal indictment nor a federal conviction of
the officers is a f ait accompli.
No one should be surprised if the
federal prosecution produces results indistinguishable from the state prosecution. The process is inherently biased
against African-Americans and, hence,
flawed, unless African-American jurors
will somehow be included in the federal
prosecution.

T

These cases are hard to win
While it is true that federal prosecution under applicable federal civil rights
laws has yielded some convictions in
recent years, these successes may be
more of an aberration than a trend.
Historically, criminal prosecutions
under federal civil rights laws have not
been successful. This is particularly so
in excessive force cases, like the Rodney King case.
Why are excessive force cases so difficult to win, regardless of the merits of
BROOKS, who teaches law at the Universjty
of San Die~o, is currently the'"Stephen C.
<YC'onnelis1t1ng Professor of Law at the
University of Florida. He is the author of
"Rethinking the American Race Problem."

the prosecutor's case? Why is it likely
that the federal efforts in the Rodney
King case will be no more effective
than the state efforts?
One explanation, proffered by some
of the jurors in the Rodney King case
in an attempt to avoid personal responsibility for their own verdict, needs to
be put to rest at the outset. It is the
argument that a jury simply follows the
judge's tight instructions on the applicable law.
Slot machine justice
This argument, what I call "the slot
machine justice argument" - put a
nickel in a slot machine, cover your
mouth, close your eyes, plug up your
ears and out comes justice - simply
will not hold water. As experienced
trial lawyers know, a jury will often
disregard the judge's instructions on
the law if it has a gut feeling that the
instructions will prevent it from righting an injustice.
Furthermore, the so-called r.ogue
jury is often seen as an essential part of
the Anglo-American system of justice.
It is one of the system's internal safeguards against injustice that can result
from an overly-technical application of
legal rules. As non-professionals, jurors
are unencumbered by legal technicalities that can blind the professionals to
justice. Sometimes the non-professional' s sense of justice is closer to justicein-fact than that of the most learned
judge or lawyer. It was Shakespeare,
who through the non-lawyer Portia,
said: "The quality of mercy is not
strained, it droppeth as the gentle rain
from heaven.''
There are at lea:,t three reasons why
it is so difficult to secure a criminal
conviction in excessive force cases.
■ First, the legal system places a tremendous burden on the jury in a criminal prosecution. It asks the jury to

KENT BARTO N

stand in moral judgment on a fellow citizen as a repre senta tive of the whole of
society, and to take personal responsibility for the proper exercise of this
high judgment. Neither the judge nor
the lawyers are saddled with this responsibility in a criminal trial. Indeed,
they, like everyone else, rely upon the
jury to understand and weight the evidence, apply the law, and come out
with a morally corre ct resolution of the
case. If not unfair, this is an incredible
burden to place on the uninitiated
whose first and only contact with the
legal system may be as a juror in the
pending case.
As difficult as it is to discharge this
responsibility in an ordinary criminal
case, it is even more difficult, for

whites in particular, to do so in a case
in which the defendant is a police officer. A criminal trial is at bottom a morality play, with gooa and evil characters. In the eyes of most whites, the
police officer, even as a defendant,
comes onto the stage cloaked not with
the highest moral rectitude of a Cinderella, but certainly with cultural
goodness derived from his statu s as an
authority figure in our society. Thus,
the degree of moral deference the averag e white citizen affords to a police
officer on the stree t normally carries
over into the jury box.
■ Second, when the police officer is
accused of criminal behavior toward an
African-American (or Hispanic), an additional dynamic comes into play: racism. Professor Joe Feagin, perhaps the
leading sociologist in the nation on
white racism (who himself is white),
sees racism in the remarks of those
jurors who used animal term s, such as
"mon ster" and "he roared like a bull,"
to described the Rodney King they saw
on the videotape. Americans are increasingly beginning to understand that
racism, like sexism, is built into the
fabric of our culture. The cultural
forces that give a defendant police officer a built-in advantage in excessive
force cases also give African-Americans
a built-in disadvantage.

■ Finally, one must not overlook the
role that the U.S. Supreme Court plays
in the prosecution of both federal and
state criminal civil rights cases. The
Court's handiwork was very much in
evidence in the King verdict and its regrettable aftermat h. If the jury's verdict tossed a grenade into the lap of
Los Angeles, the Supreme Court's de-

cisions on race relations certainly
charted that course.
The Supreme Court has construe d
the Constitution to preclude state and
local governm ents from using racial
classifications except under extremel y ,
limited circumstances. Consequently, a
racial classification that promote s integration - in particular one that would
democratically guarante e AfricanAmericans a place on the jury in proportion to their population in the county - is generally unavailable. The
Court treats all racial classifications the
same - those that promote racial segregation and those, like proportional
represen tation on juries, that foster racial integration. Does this make sense?
Congress doesn't seem to think so.
In the area of voting rights, Congress
has enacted legislation that requires
the Supreme Court to permit state and
local governm ents to create voting districts along racial lines, guaranteeing
minorities safe voting districts and,
hence, a voice in their own government.
Considerations of democracy and diversity apply with equal force to jury
trials. Proportional represen tation on
juries would give African-Americans
the same voice in the judicial branch of

governm ent that white Americans now
enjoy by virtue of their numbers. Just
as society would not countenance an
all-black jury trying a white person, it
should not allow an all-white jury to
pass judgment on an African-American.
Without proportional represen tation,
citizens and their viewpoints might well
be ignored or discounted, as was clearly the case in the King trial.
A seat at the jury table
Proportional represen tation, one
should understand, does not guarante e
a criminal conviction, even in a case
like Rodney King's. It only guarante es
an African-American seat at the jury
table, a recognition of the need and importance ~f an African-American viewpoint in jury deliberations when African-American interests ·are at stake.
Proportional represen tation has political benefits as well. It avoids the appearance of jury bias against minorities.
If a jury consisting of two or more African-American jurors acquits a white police officer, then at least the American ,
legal system can say to the world and ·
to African-Americans in particular that
you lost fair and square. Much of the
outrage concerning the Rodney King
verdict expresse d by whites and minorities alike arises from the appearance
that the defense did not win the case
fair and square.
Given the existence of racism and
the enduring gap in understanding be- ,
tween African-Americans and whites,
proportional represen tation may be the
only way to ensure that African-Ameri- J
cans as well as whites receive a fairc;/l
trial - that is, a trial before a jury of
their peers - in excessive force ca .
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The Wiley E. Manu el Award was
established by the state bar association two years ago and is awarded to
all attorn eys who dona te more than
50 hours of pro bono work each year.
According to Carl Poirot, executive
direc tor of the Volu nteer Lawyer
Prog ram, 167 attor neys in San
Diego Coun ty recei ved the . 1992
I!

Local Chicano-Hispano
ommunity Reacts
to Looting ancl Riotin
Los An eles
BY DANIEL
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Shock, dismay, and apprehension were the attitudes expressed by large segments of
the Latino community of San
Diego over what they saw happening on the streets of Los
Angeles. Memories of the
Watts riots, the Moratorium
marches in East L.A. and the
blow-outs which involved thousands of Chicano youth and
school age children flooded our
minds.
As the Military imposed curfews took hold and the smoldering fires finally went out, an
uneasy peace settled over
outh-..C-entral Los 7\ngele .
The imposed peace provided
time to think, reflect, and to try
and make sense out of what we
had witnessed on the streets of
t - entral L.A.

Herman Baca, Chairman Committee on Chicano Rights.

people which are alienatedand
have felt the rage that was beLa Prensa reporters sought ing expressed on the streets. In
out community members who
our community (Latino) the
had participated in similir upsame holds true. The leaderheavals. A noted Mexican
ship that supposably exists 1fr. American Historian was interouri community is not really a
viewed to see if history had , leadership. They are more of a
answers to . what was occurbuffer or a subservient leaderring. The top Catholic leader
sl;Jp that acts as a go-between
was interviewed seeking to
die establishment in power and
learn what moral lessons could
th¢se that are being oppressed.
be drawn and we spoke to an
Obviously, there is no adhereducator to learn what lessons
could be learned from the riots '" ence to this type ofleadership.
As ·an example, what can you
of South-Central Los Angeles.
say about a Black Mayor (Tom
Our first contact was with
Bradley) that has this happen
Herman Baca, chairman of
in his own town. How out of
the Committee on Chicano
touch can you be with your
Rights, the major Chicano
black community? SupRights organization with a hisp~ably, his election was an
. tory that goes back to the late
o\tward sign of being enfransixty's.
cpised. In our community, the
Question: Herman, one of
eftablished leadership does.n 't
the perceptions that came across
~ tlv reorese:rit l.1$, ,They reofrom the media was the iniesent the esfabhshmem and volvement of the Latino comtheir goals and aspirations.
They are disfranchised from
munity, of Los Angeles, in ar1
issue which they essentially had
their own community''
Q: The so-called Black and
played a minor role in, the
Chicano leadership, is once
Rodney .King case. What involved them?
again asking the government to
pour millions of dollars into
the devastated areas. They are
asking for a repeat performance
of the after-math of the Watts
''I don'tthinkthatwhathappened to Rodney King was just riots. With the obvious failures
of these types of social engian issue for the Black communeering programs, do you think
nity. We were just as impacted
this kind of assistance will be
by the Jury's decision, if not
more. We have Rodney Kings
doomed to failure fro1:11 the
every day in our community.
start?
"After billions of dollars
Our people suffer the same ecohave been poured into the Black
nomic and social problems as
and Chicano communities to
the Blacks. In fact, it is manisolve social problems, it is now
fested in our evident disfranclear, that the way it was done
chisement. What happened was
didn't work. The King Riots
not directly connected with the
demonstrated that. I believe
King issue but was a manifespouring more money into these
tation of the frustration, latent
communities in the same fashanger, and rage that was within
ion as in the past will not work
them. Rioting is the voice of
those in society who are not ~ nor solve the problems of the .
heard, seen or careC, for.''

own

1

Q: What lies at the root of
the burning and looting?
"Society is reaping what it
has sowed. As long as there is
systematic racism and discrimination that results in a seg·mented society, there will always be riots and civil disobe-.
dience. The larger question that
has to be answered is: Why do
people feel so alienated? Is it
that they have been disfranchised from the political, economic and social institutions?
There is the issue of felt or
actual discrimination in their
lives; the racism from the lack
of having any voice in the society. There are a lot of elements
that go· into making of a total
picture.
Q: From the images presented in the media, it appeared
that not one single Chicano/
Hispano leader, be it political,
organizational, or institutional,
spoke out to defuse the situation among the Latino elements.
To what do you attribute this
lack of participation -on their
part?
'' As in the Black community, the biggest losers will be
the Black leadership. It really
doesn't lead nor does it have·
any communication with the

poor. The people thatthe money
1s suppose to help are not involved iri the process nor do
they receive many benefits from
that money. The deeper fundamental problems involved here
are: institutional racism, discrimination, and having large
groups of people disfranchised
and voiceless. Consequently
the results are explosions. ,As
long as· those people are not
involved in the democratic
process and are not part of the
decision making process, the
same thing is going to happen
over and over ~again."
e-c.._,,,.__ _~ .
Q: What you are essentiaJJy
saying is that pouring more and
more money in organizations
or groups to solve the problems
ofa specific group or area without the affected group being in
the decision making process is
doomed to fail again?

"Wi ho

V\~,j

(a

fail. e fiave seen the end re•sults of programs which are
ca~ried out by 'B la,c k and
Chicano leadership' who are
estranged from the community
they are supposed to serve. The
end results are disaster!
' 'Nothing will change unless_ those who are oppressed
begm Participating in their own
salvation or those that are impo~e~ as their 'leaders ' betray
their interests! In history, not
too many people are prepared
to betray their class interest.
The establishment of dependent groups of people, the denial of alternatives, the institutionalization ofracism and discrimination is just part of the
strategy to maintain the statusquo: These conditions make it
possible to gloss over the causes
of poverty, the disfranchisement of large segments of our
society. Everyone is acting
- shocked_ ove wh~p_pened
in Los Angeles, but in reality
... Que hay de Nuevas? (What
else is new?)''

Aux. GIibert Chavez, Diocese San Diego. .

We next sought out the Vicar
for the Spanish speaking of the
Catholic Diocese of San Diego, Auxiliary Bishop, Gilberto Chavez.
Within Los Angeles live over
million and a halfLatinos, many
of them from Guatemala, El
Salvador, Nicaragua, Peru, and
Mexico. The majority of them
claim allegiance to the Catholic Church. Uppermost in our
minds was the apparent lack of
visibility of the Los Angeles
Diocese in dealing with what
could only be called a "Golpo
. de Estado" (overthrow of the
legitimate powers of state) in
South-Central Los Angeles.
Q: Bishop Chavez, we noticed that there were a large
number of Latinos involved in:
th~ burning, looting and vio:-'
lencein the riots ofSouth-Cen-:
tral Los Angeles. Does this sig-,
nify moral decay in the com-_
munity?
''I think that the looting was:
a result of the desire for mate-rial things. They will btain

(See L.A. -Riots, p . 3)
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L.A. Riots: A Battle Between

(Con't from pg. 1)

Good VS the Devil

Alvin Ducheny, Chairman HarborVlew Community Council.

thein by looting, by theft or try
to Iget them for free. Unfortunately, wehavethemediawhich
motivates the desire to want
material goods. It places a hunger in the people which they
can never satisfy. Every person has a Saint and a Devil in
· them and you can incite the
Saint in you or the Devil. The
Devil is greed primarily. Greed
is strong and orders the desires
to obtain what is not yours.
And, of course, this was the sin
of Adam and Eve. The riots
provided the occasion to bring
out the devilish spirits that one
, has. The spirit is promoted by
our materialistic and consumeristic society. They have
these innate hunger given to
them by the cultural values that
have in the U.S."

Q: With so many Latinos
· obviously involved in the rioting and looting does this give
- you cause for concenrthat-the
,morals and ethics are not adequately imported to the current generations of Chicanos?
"Yes, it shows clearly that
the church is not reaching a.
great number of its people. It
has been demonstrated that the
·church does not fully reach 80%
of its people with the mechanisms that it has."
· Q: With such large numbers
·of Latinos in Los Angeles, the
concern has been voiced that
·the church is partially a facade
- and is not really carrying out its
historical mission. Are there
~any changes that can be made
so that the message of the
~church will impact this large
community?
_ "The necessary change(s)
! bas to come primarily in reach: ing the fathers and mothers,
!• who are the pillars of the com.
: munity of the family and soc1~ ety. If we don't get good par: ents and train them properly
: and motivate the goodness in
; them, they will not have the
: ability to produce good stab~e
: families and children. Theywdl
: bring forth confused children.

(~4tYJ~ 'iJe reason why in the
: big cities we have an abun; dance of gangs, hoodlums and
: people that have lost the m~aning oflife. It hasn't been given
· to them from their very youth.
If they learn violence or ign~: ranee or all the vices in thetr
: homes then the fruit of the tree
: is not going to be much better
· than the tree itself. Unless we
· have the ability to get to the
roots of the family, which is the
parents, we can not reach
them.''
. Q: It was very obvious that
: there was a complete failure of
· the political, economic, ~>rg~nizational and religious mstitutions to present themselves
to the people and attempt to
. stop or induce the people to
. stop what they were doing. I
. can't recall seeing a single p~ish priest appear or. open his
church doors t9 those that
wanted sanctuaty. Cardinal
Mahoney made a perfunctory
'. statementw hichhadlit tleorno
impact and then disappeared.
He didn't send a call for the
churche~ 0 use their resources
to stop what was happening?
"I did note that there were
several Protestant churches organizing the people to promote
peace and the cleanup of the
city of L.A. Most of these were
Black Protestant and Baptist
churches along with some
White Protestant churches responding to the crisis. But the
church (Catholic) was not
present.''
Q: Then the largest religious
institution of the Hispanic community, the Catholic church did
not participate in trying to
normaliz the situation.?
''I think there has to be a re~va~uation of how the message
ts given and how it is received
especially to the poor. Not all,
but a great number of the rioters were poor people. In Latin
America, the Church has made
strides in this direction. Unless
the church in the United States
in -that direction-now
m
instead of waiting unfil there i~
a crisis, it will not know how to
res ond.''

Q: In your experiences witli

the Latin American church
when they have a "Golpe de
Estado •' is rioting and looting
a common response ofthe poor? .
''There is a tendency to be
destructive. I think it is a manifestation oftheir depression and
a way to emphasize something
is seriously wrong. They are
rebelling against institutions
which do not respond to their
needs. They see the monster
there and they attack the moqster. At least, that' is how they
see their relationship. They do
these things to show that they
are fed up with the system. A
system which always favors
the rich and middle class, will
always alienate the working
class and the very poor. And
the systems doesn't know how
to respond or eliminate the
problems. ''
Q: Areyouand BishopBro m
having any meetings on how
the San Diego Diocese can cope
with a similar situation? '
''How the Church responds
is dependent on the leadership
of the dioceses, which in this
case is Bishop Brom."
Q: Is there any pressure to
establish committees, commissions or advisory groups to prepare the dioceses to respond to
civil unrest of this nature?
"Being involved with the
the underclasses, like in Latin
America, is one way to cope
with social unrest. Such an effort was made through the
Hidalgo Center which was
originally located in Logan
Heights. It was created in response to the Chicano Movement. But, it was partially
closed and moved from Logan
Heights by former Bishop
Maher! Bishop Brom has
slowly been eliminating even
this type of outreach centers.
Unless people protest, which is
abnormal, they will all soon be
closed and there will be no
communication with the working poor."
Q: Then, as far as you know,
nothing is in the works to prepare our churches, priests, pa-

rishioners to cope with a serious social upheaval in San Diego?
"Not at this time."
The San Diego based Harbor View Community Council, from its beginnings, has
been an organization aligned
ideologically with the working
class neighborhoods of San
Diego. It has lobbied and fought
to protect the rights of those
who have been excluded from
the benefits of society. Al
Ducheny, founder and chairman, has a long history of dealing with actions in civil disobedience, their causes, and results.
Q: Indications are that local
Blacks and Chicanos reacted 1
mildly to the looting and riots
of Los Angeles. Why is it that
San Diego didn't also bum?
"I think that the Rodney
King event was mostly a Los
Angeles issue. It spilled over to ,
some cities across the nation.
But, it had little impact on San
Diego.
"That doesn't preclude that
other towns and communities
across the country couldn't explode over similar instances.' '
Q: When the moratorium
marches occurred in Los Angel es, it had a huge impact on
the local Chicano community.
What made the King decision
so different? We also have suffered similar miscarriages of
justice?
'' In my opinion, the moratorium marches and police riot,
was in response to rising expectations ... Chicanos were
demanding a better life. They
wanted a way of life that reflected the White American life

r

style. They w~nted the opportunity to be able to succeed in
life. The police reaction to those
demands were brutal. The
Rodney King incident was a
little bit different. This was not
a political issue that affected a
whole group of people. The
incident, th011gh highly unjust,
· provided the spark for the rioting, was not immediately perceived as an incident that cut
across class ancj group differences. The bases for the rioting
in looting in Los Angeles, and
a few other cities, is probably
found in the Black underclass
communities inability to raise
.
above its misery.
''The black community of
South- Central Los Angeles rioted in exasperation to their
plight and quickly turned into a
mob. What is clear is that the
distance between the haves- and '
have-nots has been getting
greater and greater. The underclass, which includes the under employed, the welfare recipients, the homeless, and the
unemployed, is getting bigger
and bigger in the inner cities.
At some point, the underclass
explodes. The Rodney King
incident itself had little to do
with this. At another time or
place it could be some other
event.''
Q: What you are saying is
!hat when the critical mass (as
m nuclear reaction) is reached
~t expl~des. The mix of people
m the inner city finally got to
that critical mass?
"That's absolutely right.
The trigger may be any incident which is perceived by the
affected group to be the last
straw that they can accept.
GivenJhe right circumstances
'
'

never reached the people they
were supposed to have helped. ' '
Q : If what we are hearing
now from Black and Hispanic
leaders, they are, once again,
asking for the same panaceas
from the 60's, that have not
worked over the last 30 years?
"Maynard Jackson, Mayor
of Atlanta is calling for more
grant funds, more monies, more
CBDG monies to prevent riots
and looting as happened in Los
Angeles. He claimed that in the
60' s they were receiving over
40 million dollars annually now
they are only receiving 9 mil lion dollars annually in CBDG
funds . Now, he is calling for
(See L.A. Riots, pg. BJ

it . could happen here in San.
Di~go: The underclass mass is
bemg mfused daily with more
and m~r~ unemployed, homeless, raismg welfare roles etc. I
note that some conservative
~alysts and politicians are saymg that the policies of the 60's
are responsible for what happened in South-Central Los
Angeles. I do not completeiy
~gr~e with this. What I am say!ng Is that the rioting and lootmg happened in spite of these
p~o~rams. The give-aways
di~ t cause the situation. The
milhons and millions, billions
actually, of dollars that were
and continue to be poured into -poverty agencies have actually
been squandered away and

Dr. Ray Brendis, _University of San Di!JlP._.

.

(Co n't from pg. 3)
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goi ng bac k to the 'giv e awa y'
pro gra ms. My que stio n to
Ma yor Jac kso n is: Wh y afte r
hav ing 40 mil lion dol lars
pou red yea rly into Atl anta , y~u
are still hav ing pro ble ms m
Atl ant a?"
Q: Aft er hav ing spe nt 10- 30
yea rs dev elo pin g a P?l itic ~l
bas e in the Chi can o-H 1sp amc
com mun ity, wh ydi dn' twe hea r
a sing le pro min ent His pan ic
pol itic al voi ce rais ed aga inst
wha t was occ urri ng in Sou thCen tral Los Ang eles ?
'' I feel that the His pan ic leadersh ip, are ver y turn ed off by
this who le thin g. The y are embar rass ed by sce nes of Lat ino s
carr yin g out who lesa le loot..:
ing, riot ing and sho otin g. I am
not ver y exc ited abo ut pro test ing in opp osit ion to the pol ice
or Nat ion al Gua rd par tici pation. Ma ny of us are com plet ely
turn ed off by wha t we saw hap - .
pen ing in Los Ang eles . We
abh or that kin d-o f thin g whe re
peo ple , dec ent har d wor kin g
peo ples bus ines ses, are bur nt
and gut ted... "
Q: That-is wha t I ask ed, why
did n't pro min ent His pan ic be
the y · pol itic os, bus ine ssm en,
Cle rics , etc spe ak out aga inst
thes e out rag eou s acti viti es?
"Th at's ago odp oin t... Wh )
did n't nati ona lly elec ted official s spe ak out ? Asi de from a
few local Chi can o lead ers, like
Olm os, the voi ces of our pol itical lead ers was non exi sten t.''
Q: Wh at do you thin k are the
real reas ons that led to the riot ?
"I thin k it was the lack of
real opp ortu niti es for the poo r,
job s, edu cati on (for the chil dre n), in tho se com mu niti es."
Q: If all the se thin gs are
don e, wil l rac ism and disc rim inat ion d1'ninish?
''Th ere is a cer tain amo unt
of rac ism inv olv ed in the lack
of opp ortu niti es, job s, edu cation , etc. As lon g as the bett er
off por tion of the pop ulat ion is
unw illin g to con ced e any of
the ir pre rog ativ es, rac ism wil l
exi st."

1 ,·

-"
His tory can ofte n prov1~e -:...,...'--"""~
was Kin g har med ?
valu able insi ght s and help m
"I hav e also hea rd that the
und ers tan din g the pre sen t.
NA AC P was pre sen t at the seWi th this in min d, La Pre nsa
lect ion of the juro rs and the y
San Die go sou ght out Dr. Ray
· had som e sort of a say or som e
· Bra nde s, _Professor of His sort of info rma l infl uen ce to
tor y at the Un iv~ ity o(S an
mak e sure tha t the jury sele cDie ge. A His pan icwifl'fa'""'de~p
tion was to thei r sati sfac tion . Is
inte rest in Arc heo log y and His that true ? We don 't kno w. So,
tory , Dr Bra nde s sha red his
as I said the ir is no que stio n
per cep tion s on the Los Ang ethat rac is~ was inv olv ed in the
Jes Rio ts.
beating. Non e of thes e thin gs
Q: Dr. Bra nde s wit h you r
can be exc use d and pas sed oft
bac kgr oun d and trai ~in g can
The pro ble mh ere isth atA me ~you giv e us an ana lysi s of.t he
can s don 't see m to lear n the tr
roo tsan d/o rca use stha tbro ugh t
less ons . The y don 't loo k bac k
abo ut the Sou th-C entr al Los
and use wha t has alre ady hap Ang eles riot s?
pen ed and the n use it to lear n
'' As an hist oria n, one of the
wha t not to do in the futu re.' '
thin gs we are trai ned to do is to
Q: Are. any of the pro pos als
spe ak the trut h no mat ter wha t
tha tare bei ngm ade byt heB lack
and to be obj ecti ve. We also
th
and His pan ic lead ersh ip any
hav e to 'spy the tige r in e
diff eren t than wha t was ma de
gra ss'. We hav e to loo k for the
in the pas t and whi ch ap_parn .
thin gs tha tthe eve ry~ yp_ erso
th
ent ly hav e not wor ked ?
may not thin k of dom g m e
, 'Un fort una tely all the lead hea t of disc uss ion . Now , ther e
ers Bla ck or Wh ite, hav e bee n
is no dou bt in my min d that
ve; y con des cen din g'in natu re.
rac ism is aliv e and well. The re
The y talk abo ut w.h at 'we oug ht
was no exc use for the beathting
to do' . But , tha t's wha t was
(of Rod ney Kin g) and ere
said 20 yea rs ago, 50 yea rs ago
cert ainl y was no exc use for t~e
... tha tsom eth ing has tob edo ne!
loo ting and the riot ing . It ~s
The y stat e the y are goin_g to
sad . It has real ly hur t, eco nom tapp rop riat e mo ne~ for this or
call y, tha tco mm uni tyth atto ok
that ... I thin k we wil l find whe n
so lon g to reb uild after the W ~tts
this coo ls dow n that red lini ng
riot . We did n't lear n any thm g
, wil l still go on; Tha t man y of
from that, any mo re than we
the peo ple tha t did not hav e
learnedfromthe'4S;).~tS,trit:-riots
insu ran ce wil l no lon ger hav e
tha t took pla ce dur ing Wo rld
s of
. thei r com pan ies. In term
the
Wa r Ii.
ng
amo
s
ship
tion
~. healing rela
"W e hav e the sam e ong oin g
s~d
the
e
hav
I
,
ups
. ethn ic gro
cau ses and effe cts. But ther e is
.feeli~g that this wil l be De- Ja
to
ed
add
be
som eth ing else tosay
· . i..,
e
hav
y
the
this , tha t's why I
vuQ ~~q uld you say tha tso cito 'spy the tige r in t~e_grasths'.
etie s inst itut ion s are not pe~For one, I thin k teleVIston, e
form ing or car ryin g out the tr
med ia !S resp ons ible , in a larg e
pro per fun ctio ns?
par t, for this who le bus ines s.
"W e can 't sole ly bla me the
As a hist oria n, I wou ld ask how
gov ern men t. I thi ~ we. ~av e
mu ch of the orig inal tape did
ver y wea k peo ple m pos itio ns
we see abo ut the Rod ney Kin g
of pow er. Peo ple who no lon ger
bea ting ? I am not say ing that
reg ard ethi cs as a sta~ dar d ~or
the bea ting was just ifie d in any
a way of life. It beg ms wit h
way . But wha t did Kin g do
gov ern men t esta61ishi~g cer ·bef ore the offi cer s beg an bea trtain stan dar ds an pay mg ating him ? We don 't kno w. We
ten tion to thin gs at hom e as
hea r the re wer e two oth er me n
mu ch as pay ing atte ntio n to
t wer e
in the car wit h him tha
not har med . We bea r tha t but
did it eve r com e up? We don 't
> kno w. we hav e to ask: why:

by Riots

things overseas. But there is
"!hat was important. We had a
another factor here: What is - ---'-~-- ~_ number of our politicians who
happening to the family? We
w~nt out into the community. I .
no longer have the family tothmk we have a good police :
gether. What we have is the
force with a strong mix of eth- '
single parent family.''
nic officers. Them being out in
Q: All these concerns fall
the community helped a great .
more in the area of morality,
deal. And, that made a differ- :
values, ethics ... What does this
ence. That helped keep the com- :
indicate to you?
munity peaceful. Our officers ;
"I think this is a fall out of
were out in the community.:
the 60's and 70's. Ethics, morOther than that, I can't explain ;
als and standards went 'south'
why San Diego didn't have an '
during those times and we
inflammation like Los Ange- :
haven't recovered from that."
les."
~
Q: Most observers of the
Dr. Nancy Montalvo beongoing scene seem to agree
came
the Superintende nt of thethat the riots, beatings, killSan
Ysidro
Elementary School,;
ings, and looting that occurred
District
two
years ago. La::
had little to do with the Rodney
Ptensa
sought
her
opinions on-:
King decision. If that is the
the
impact
of
the
riots
on her--:
case, what then turned so many
school
and
community.
.
Blacks and Latinos against their
~:
Did
the
Los
Angeles
riots,
own areas?
impact upon you and your .
''You hear that greed played
school
district?
a part in the looting. Its hard for
"My
senses were one of.~
poor people to be greec,iy. How
ambiguity.
I certainly did not :
can they be greedy? They don't
condone
what
happened. This :
have anything to start with.
is
a
democratic
society and we "
Give them a million dollars
certainly
need
to live within•
and most poor people would
that
form
of
government.
We .
have a terrible time spending it.
all
need
to
assure
that
we
all
I think most of it had to do with
follow
its
precepts.
Certainly,
people being poor, no jobs, and
rioting is not one of them. I am
being frustrated. The Rodney
startled
by the fact that this had
King decision was an excuse.
to
happen.
My feeling is that it ·
How could people in Buffalo
was
only
a
small number of'
and Atlanta riot over this? I
people
who
took
part in this.
think it all has to do with pov''Never-the-le
ss,
it becomes
erty and no jobs and then it
everyones
responsibility
. We ·
goes' back . . . Our youngsters
will
all
end
up
having
to
pay
for ·
are not educated. Without eduit.
Millions
that
could
go
to ·
cation the people are not going
education
will
now
have
to
be
to raise above the level of povspent rebuilding Los Angeles.
erty. They just can't."
We
all pay. What really sadden
Q: If your hypothesis is corme
was
that children were berect, then, if we got rid of poving
involved
in the looting. We
erty, unemploymen t, and evspend
thousands
ofdollars edueryone got educated, would
cating
our
children
teaching
racism then disappear?
them
not
only
academics
but
''I think it would.''
also
values.
It
now
seems
that
Q: What kept San Diego
we haven't done enough. The ·
calm?
childFen
wiU--be-the-1-eaders of"Well, we have a number
the
future."
of religious leaders in San DiQ: What kind of fallout or :
ego, particularly Black religious leaders who had a very
strong impact on their people.
(See L.A. Riot'
9)'
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L.A. Ri4jt~ Soci-a-1-Disord ervision, once the rioting ana loot(Con't from pg. 8) ;z.9!55
ing was over, that the commu-

impact will you have to cope
with?
''Its going to be lasting and
costly in the sense of the loss of
human services and dollars.
When you look at what happened. The South-Central Los
Angeles riots should be brought
up a! all school site counseling
sessions, class rooms, parent
meetings. The issue has to be
addressed. We have to bring
out the children's fears 'and
em~t~ons. In terms ofthe Jury's
decision, that was a side issue.
It could have been perhaps anoth~r case involving perhaps a
Latmo or Asian I don't believe
that this was a race issue. I
th~nk it was more having to do
with the economics of the
people. The people are concerned with what is happening
loc~lly, to the state, and the
nation.''
Q: What did you tell your
·
students?
'' I spoke to the 6th graders at
La Mirada school and related
how my role in society and
how I contributed positively to
s<;>ciety. Like we all should. we
discussed the Los Angeles riots. I shared with them and
linked their responsibility that
they had to help create a better
future. Critically think, is this
good or bad? They all said it
isn't good. I pointed out how if
they participated in the democratic society that they had to
be a part of it. They could beco~e Board Trustees, perhaps
a City Councilman or Senator
etc. •.. These were some of the
ways that we shm;e power with
the society that prevent such
things as what happened in Los
Angeles.''
Q: Has the television coverage from Los Angeles negatively impacted the school childreQ?
"I am sure it has. Children
are _always listening, hearing,
seemg, formulating values.
They model by what they see.
If they model after what they
saw on T. V. this past week it is
not going to be conducive to
~ood behavior. The good part
is that they also viewed on tele-

nity came together to clean up
and get things back to normal.
I personally saw in Los Angeles, I was there, that the children helped in cleaning up."
Q: In a sense, being part of
the solution and not just the
problem will help them?
''Absolutely, they are learning to take responsibility for
their actions."
Q: Is there anything going
on within the educational system to present on-going sessions on morals, ethics and the
problematic things that lead to
riots or social disorders?
"Our history/social science
framework is based on the importance to not only thinking
about local concerns but also
about worldly concerns. They
are taught that we are in a society that is interdependent.
Teaching this interdependence
is a strong part of our curriculum."
Q: It became clear that students did not participate in the
rioting or looting or general
civil disobedience as they did
during the L.A. blow-outs,
why?'
''It may be that now, that the
riots are over, the students may
become more involved with
peaceful demonstrations ' we
.
Just don't know!"
Q: From your point of view,
what do you believe were the
root causes for the riots?
"It might have been a combination of racial tensions in
addition to the Jury decision on
Rodney King. It obviously also
had to do with economics and
the inability of the people to
have any control over their
lives. If people are not educated, they don't have the kind
oflife style that they feel brings
them happiness, theydon't feel
they are contributing positively
to society, they are frustrated,
and they are unable to secure
the kinds of jobs they deserve
because ofracism, then we have
a big, big problem.''
Q: You were out of town

being recognized at a banquet
as one of six Latino Superintendents in California. Were
you fearful that your school
district or that San Ysidro
would be caught up in rioting
and looting?
"In Los Angeles the media
continued showing the riots on
a 24 hour basis. In San Diego,
on ~he ?ther hand, they only
earned. it during normal programmmg. In L.A. it was total
immersion in what was happening. I believe that nothing
~appened_ because the people
m San Diego saw it as being
'their (L.A) problem'. I had
. little reaction from the parents
or the students to the riots. But
it could happen here also.''
As our local community
leaders have indicated, it appeared as if the large Latino
population were not as involved
as the Black and Asian communities. A different picture is
now emerging which would
seem to indicate that televisions total focusing only on the
Blacks caused them to miss
perhaps the most important ingredient to their coverage: 18
of the riot-related deaths were
Latinos. The rioting blacks
destroyed over 4,000 businesses. Sixty percent were
Latino owned! Latinos make
up 40 percent of the 4 million
people in Los Angeles and they
were directly affected by the
violence.

. Pa~o Latino Aids Organization wall be presenting(EI) Entre
Latinos, a latino mens rap group
which is being held on Tuesday
at 6:30 p.~. for nine more
consecutive weeks at the Ctnter
For Social Services at 3780 5th
Ave. The group will be bilingual
ln1les/Spanish depending orrthe composition of the group.
The group is being facilitated
by Alberto Cortes. For more
information please call Jesus ·
Martinez 497-1889.
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DATE

TIME

DESCRIPTION

10 NEWS WEEKEND EDITION
2:00

KGTV-TV

5/02/92

5:00PM

Charger Girl
tryouts
V - USO gym
I - Rosalie Asuncion,
Charger Girls
Director
I - Candidates

NEWS AT TEN
1:00

KUSI-TV

5/02/92

10:00PM

Charger Girl tryouts
V - Auditions

NEWS SAN DIEGO
1:00

KNSD-TV

5/03/92

11:00PM

Survivors of the
Holocaust
V - USO
I - David C.
Reich, US Army
Veteran

ROSS/HEDGECOCK REPORT
10:00

KNSD-TV

5/07/92

4:00PM

San Diego singles:
Three bachelors
compete for
bachelorette Kelly
Christenson from
USO
V - Ross/Hedgecock
Dating Game

FOCUS ON SAN DIEGO
30 : 00

KFSD-FM

5/10/92

10:30PM

Sharon Ivey Richie,
Director of U.S.
Army Recruiting
Command Medical
Directorate, discusses the Army
Nurse Corp. Professor
Partnership Program
with faculty at USD
M - Dr. Janet Rogers,
Dean of the
Philip Hahn

-2-

fOCUS ON SAN DIEGO
30:00

KFSD-FM

5/10/92

10:30PM

CONTINUED:
School of Nursing
at USO

BUSINESS IN SAN DIEGO
2100

KFSD-FM

5/14/92

8:00AM

USO research group
reports local economy
still cloudy, indicators show 1/10 of
one percent drop

NEWS AT TEN
1:00

KUSI-TV

5/21/92

10:00PM

NEWS SAN DIEGO
2:30

KNSD-TV

5/24/92

6:00PM

Area colleges
graduate seniors
I - Kim Wilson,
USD graduate
I
Assia Bencheikh,
USO graduate
I
Tim Donovan,
USD graduate
I - Bob Hockey,
USD graduate
I
SDSU graduates

NEWS AT TEN
120

KUSI-TV

5/24/92

10:00PM

University of San
Diego graduation day
V - USD graduates

NEWS AT TEN
1:00

KUSI-TV

5/28/92

10:00PM

USD tennis star in
San Diego
I - Jose Luis
Noiega, USD
graduate: four
time All-American

10 NEWS WEEKEND EDITION
1130

KGTV-TV

5/30/92

5:00PM

# # #

USD Annual Athletic
Awards banquet to
be held
I - Chet Pagni,
USO banquet
chairman

Mayoral candidates
met at USD for San
Diego Asian
Communities Forum
V - Forum
I - Jesse Santos,
Candidates forum
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TIME

DESCRIPTION

PROGRAM

STATION

DATE

10 NEWS NIGHTCAST
3:00

KGTV-TV

6/01/92

11:00PM

Primary election
discussion
I - Pat Drinana,
USO Political
Science Professor
V - Bush, Perot,
Clinton

10 NEWS NIGHTCAST
2:00

KGTV-TV

6/17/92

11:00PM

Public Utilities
Commission wants
to block Caller ID
I - Robert Fellmeth,
USD Center for
Public Interest
Law
I - Stephanie Calhoun,
Caller ID opponent

BUSINESS IN SAN DIEGO
2:30

KFSD-FM

6/19/92

6:00PM

INSIDE SAN DIEGO
9:10

KGTV-TV

6/26/92

10:00AM

# # #

University of San
Diego study shows
San Diego's economy
is still slumping,
but the San Diego
Convention and
Visitors Bureau
study shows hope
for tourism industry
Political satirist
Mark Russell discusse~
his act: military
careeL, show at USD
celebrating PBS'
25th anniversary

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
Los Angeles Times
(Valley Edition)
(Cir. D. 1,064,392)
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Rodrigo Pimentel with his painting "Serpiente." It is o
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✓ the 28 works in his "Bestiario" show at the Iturralde Gallery.
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Ai Shared Obsession

Two sisters' passion for Latin American art finds expression in a gallery of works by artists little-known in
- By NANCY~

FF

ou will probably never meet two
more vivacious and enthusiastic art
dealers than Teresa and Ana Iturralde. These sisters, ages 28 and 26,
respectively, live and breathe for contemporary Latin American art.
"I have an obsession with art," Teresa
said. "I get so much out of looking at a piece
I like. It's like listening to music."
Born in Mexico City, they attended high
school in San Francisco and then the
Twenpty of §sP Diego. Teresa completed
her degree in art. Ana got hers in communications with a minor in art history.
With support and encouragement from
their family, they established an art gallery
in La Jolla five years ago, specializing in contemporary Latin American art, with an
emphasis on Mexican art. A year ago, they
opened their doors in Los Angeles on La
Brea Avenue.
Today, while running the gallery here,
the Iturraldes also continue to work with
clients in the San Diego area by appointment from an office in downtown San
Diego. The La Jolla gallery is closed.
They have cultivated solid relationships
with-collectors more than twice their ages,
relationships that they consider friendships. "We don't believe in the onetime
sale," Ana said.
Teresa said: "It can be a handicap at first,

V

•

QINDAY, MAY 10. 1992 / F/ W

being two 'young girls' "...:.she supplied the
quotation marks with her voice-"bu t we
overcome it by building trust." One collector, upon II}eeting them, spent three hours
testing their knowledge of Mexican art,
throwing out phony names among the
names of real artists to see if he could
stump them.
"What f e've learned in the last five
years has oeen incredible," Ana said. "And
we enjoy if when people are interested to
learn about the art. When you try to build a
collection, 'you have to study."
The Ittirraldes present the work of
artists who have developed strong careers

A'RT NOTEB OOK
in their own countries and in Europe, but
may not be well-known in the United
States. "Many people know only the Mexi:
can muraijsts, or Tamayo, and now Kahlo,"
Ana sai<\, "But there is also conceptual,
abstract, ·Expressionist and performance
art coming from Latin America."
"We s~ow a selection of what we believe
is really iooo and what we like," Teresa
added. "It is not an easy business presenting som~ that hasn't been seen. You
have to have a passion for it."
Curre~tly in their gallery is "Bestiano,"
an exhibi of 28 paintings by Mexican artist
Rodrigo fimentel that depict real animals
and birqs in magical and mythic colors,

the United State~

art because of its connection to land,
styles and proportions. "It is not only the
animals and humans," Pimentel said. "It
but
line,
color, the transparency and the
has a tremendous amount of beauty, even
you see so many things behind the piecesthough it has a lot of brutality."
stories, histories, legends from pre~\ColumA reception for Pimentel will be held in
,
bian history," Ana said.
the gallery Friday from 7 to 9 p.m.
Pimentel instills human qualiti~ in his
"Bestiario," lry Rodrigo Pimentel, at Iturvibrant animal portraits because; in his
Gallery, 154 N. IA Brea Ave., Los
ralde
and
human
separate
mind, he can't really
Angeles, through June 6. Open 10 a.m. to 4
animal natures. Several of the images in
p.m. Tuesdays through Saturdays, till 9 p.m.
the show are of monkeys, an animal he has
Wednesdays. Call (213) 937-4267.
the
Catlos,
San
at
days
his
studied since
National Academy of Art in Mexico City.
As a student, he was often sent to the zoo to
sketch.
"The monkey's figure impresses menot only its movement, but how much it is
like a human's," Pimentel said, with Teresa
interpreting. "We all have an animal
quality inside, a beautiful quality. When we
are by ourselves in a natural environment,
we blend with nature. But when we're with
people, we pose, as if wearing masks."
In "Cotorritas," two proud parrots appear
to be talking to each other. Teresa said she
can see herself and her sister in the
gouache-on-paper work. "Guajolote," Pimentel's vision of a turkey, is fancifully
wild. "Serpiente" conveys the power of a
serpent with rich color and bold line.
The jaguar, in pre-Columbian culture the
god of night, is a constant in Pimentel's
work, appearing beautiful to him because it
is the guardian of the unkno~. "I have
always been in contact with pre-Hispanic
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The San Diego State College of Extended Studies

continues its Quality Issues Briefings with "Quality
Function Deployment - Is It Just Another TOM Tool?" ·
from 7:30 to 9:30 a.m. at
Manchester Executive
Conf~rence Center. The ~e is $25. For infor!2l5t!~
to register call Charlotte Fajardo at 594-4047.o<'f5Y
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San Diego, CA
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~RING DAN~RTUniversity of San Diego students and
faculty present choreography ranging
from classical to contemporary. 2 p.m.
today. Shiley Theater, Camino Hall, Alcala Park, USO campus, off of Linda
Vista Road. $4 and $5; 260-4803.

_,,
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/2 forum tomorrow is aimed at
developing an action plan to make
child care and development services accessible and affordable
throughout the community. Sponsored by USD, it will be held from 8
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the HJ!,l:m
Center on campus.
,R_C)GS

Lecture covers
Africa 211tlook .

ZDp --:J

· Linda Vista

Herman Cohen, assistant
secretary of state for African
affairs, will speak on "Africa in
the New World Order" at 5:30
p.m. May 21 in Salomon Hall at
th,e University of San Diego.
The lecture, sponsored by
the World Affairs Council of
S;m Diego, is free and open to
the public. It is the first Irving
Salomon Memorial lecture,
which is planned as a yearly
event.
Cohen was appointed assistant secretary three years ago.
He joined the State Department in 1955 and has specialized in African affairs since
1961.
He has held assignments in
Uganda, Zimbabwe, Zambia,
Zaire and Senegal, where he
served as ambassador.
The Salomon lecture was established to continue a tradition
of bringing added breadth and
depth to the intellectual arena
in San Diego. Salomon, a Chicago industrialist, helped found
the council 25 years ago after
retiring here.

• • •
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Unlversjty of San.J)iego Continuing Education is
sponsoring "Enhancing Your Persuasive Power," Part
Ill in a four-part management series, from 6 to 9 p.m. at
the USO Douglas F. Manchester Executive Conference
Cen1er.rhe cost is $59 per session or $220 for the full
series. For more information call Jackie Freiberg, or
Selena Catanzarite, USO Continuing Education, at
260-4644.
-
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Pac Rim Calendar
□

P.

WEDNESDAY Carlos Valderrama, director of the Mexico Trade and Investment"
Office for the state of California, will address a breakfast meeting at the South Bay
Golf Club Restaurant, 4475 Bonita Road at 7:30.
□ WEDNESDAY The city of San Diego's International Affairs Board meets in the
. Mayor's Conference Room on the 11th floor of the City Administration Building at
7:•30a.m.
□ THURSDAY Dave Flowers, CEO of Pulse Engineering, will talk about "Rewards
and Challenges of Offshore Production" during an 8 a.m. meeting at the San Diego
Princess Resort.
□ THURSDAY Herman Cohen, assistant secretary of state for African Affairs, presents the first Irving Salomon Memorial Lecture at 6 p.m. in USD's Salomon Hall.
Call 235-0111.
,__
.
□ The World Trade Association and the U.S. Department of Commerce present World
Trade Week tomorrow and Thursday.
Compiled by Pam McKay

c< '55
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A re a Colleges
ED GRAi_q t;~

Women's tennis teams

open NCAA play today
PA LO AL TO Th ey will arrive
, here, home to a
' ' modern-day collegiate spo rts dynasty, dreaming.
Before the first
-,, . ser ve is boomed
or the first volley struck
first dead-to-rights playeror the
passed,
those lucky enough to be inv
see theirs as a solid chance ited
to be
cro wn ed en ·oual cha mp
ion .
Unless you're Stanford. Th
you don't dream of_winnin_g en
You do it. It's required. Kin it all.
like passing tha t advanced d of
nuclear-physics class.
Th e NCAA women's team
nis championships begin tod tenStanford with San Diego Staay at
and USD j2i!ling 17 oth ers te
bid t o uns eat the six-time in a
defending-champion Cardinal.
Six straight titles. Unhea
Consider the influx of Europrd of.
players the past decade, the ean
ways growing number of tal alAmericans and Stanford's ented
stringent academic requirem
ents.
But before the locals can entertain thoughts of messi
with
what has become the expng
ect
result of this event, first-ro ed
opponents await. SDSU, seeund
14th, me ets No. 20 Kansa ded
morning at 10 on the Wests this
Courts . .USO, the 17 th
d,
plays No .16_Mississippisee
in the
stadium at 2.
Th e same Mississippi (16
tha t eliminated USD (15-4) -10)
last ye ar' s first round. Th in
Mississi i tha t is alwa s emasame
tch-

tough, ha ~g played the li~
es of
No. 1 Flonda, No. 5 Georg
ia
and
No. 11 Tennessee in the
Southeastern Conference.
same Paloma Collantes, a Th e
sophomore ranked sixth nationally
Th e same Sharla Barone, .
a senior ranked 19th.
Different this year, To rer
coach Sherri Stephens say as
s, is
he r tea m' s attitude. Last tim
jus t happy to be there. This e:
time:
Win.
"Some of our girls didn't
what to expect last ye ar, " know
phens said. "We'll be moreSteprepared this tim e."
En ter sophomores Laura
ards and Julie McKean. La Richst season was a learning experienc
time to cope with the transi e, a
from individual goals of jun tion
tennis to team goals of the ior
collegiate game.
.
Combined, the y'r e 32-3
singles matches this seasonm dual
Th ey 're 9-1 when playing .
doubles. Th ey 're no longerNo. 1
eyed, how-should-we-act kidwidewho have big ground strok s
es, but
little mental edge.
"I really think a player's
man season is the most im freshan t," said Stephens, takingportfourth team to the NCAAs. he r
This is old stuff for SDSU
coach Carol Plunkett, who
take he r 14 th tea m in 17 will
to the tourney. If you lookyears
rankings, look not to SDSUat
ior Eva Olivarez, two-time . SenWest Conference Player of Big
Year, is SDSU's highest ranthe
ked
player at No. 72.

Pilot People

·

-/•

Ken Lewis
HEIS·- - - - A recent graduate of University _of San Diego who
completed his master of arts
history thesis oi:t the late
Nell Murbarger, a longtime
Costa Mesa resident known
as the "Roving Reporter of
the Southwest."

NELL'S STOR Y--Born in Fall River County
South Dakota on Oct. 19,
1909, Nell Lounsberry · Murbarger lived the first 13 years .
of her life with her family ori
a rugged high-plains homestead.
On July 15, 1923, Murbarger and her family made
their first trip to Costa Mesa
.·
. .
and Newport Beach. It would be the start of her world-wide trav-

~

'

At that time, she also began building her shell business, West
Coast Curio Co., which would prosper ov~r the next several , de-·
cades. When it closed in, 19&9, it was the largest dealer ~f sea life .
in the world, as well as being the oldest business in , the area at ,
the time of its closure.
After years of traveling throughout the state, the family set up
home base in Costa Mesa.
,
·
At · the end of December 1945 at age 36, Murbarger retired
from newspaper reporting and editing at such publications as the
Costa Mesa Globe-Herald (now t_he J)aily, Pilot) _and Newport-_
Balboa Press to pursue a freelance writing career. For the n~xt 30
years, she would make many excursions through the Southwestern ,
United States, writing more than 400 articles and taking more
than 10,000 photographs. She also published four books: Ghosts
of the Glory Trail (1956); Sovereigns of the Sage (1958); 30,000
miles in Mexico (1961); and Ghosts of the Adobe Walls (1964).
Murbarger, who battled Parkinson's disease in her latter years,
died Dec. 19, 1991 in Lexington, Mo., the home of her longtime
companion Ed Gueguen. She was buried at Harbor Lawn/Mount
Olive Mortuary and Memorial Park in Costa Mesa.

ALOCAL S I I I J E C J - - - - - - - - -

Lewis, an Irvine resident, wanted to do a local biography for his
thesis when he came across Murbarger's collection of writings,
which she had donated to the Costa Mesa Historical Society in
1989 before leaving for Missouri. ·
"I began reading her diaries. She has more than 60 years worth
of hand written diaries," Lewis said. "I just fell in love with wha't I
was reading. She did the opposite of what was supposed to be a
woman's role at the time."
Although Lewis was not able to speak directly to Murbarger before she died, she was reportedly excited about being the subject
of his thesis, the first to depict her life story. "She was an independent personality and put her heart and soul into whatever she
was doing," he said. Lewis, 29, has donated a copy of his thesis_to
'the Costa Mesa Historical Society tor anyone who is interested 1ri •·
learning more about Murbarger. For copies of the thesis, residents
can write Lewis at 8 Cabrini, Irvine, 92714.
- By Anna Cekola
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f / TOP TORERA - ~ n i ~ r s i t ~ o ~ophomore Aimee Reinard / a
/ left-handed hitting first oaseiiian from Warreil, Ohio, was named the team's
most valuable player,Jq(. hj!!i'J.9.._;372 with 30 runs scored, 51 hits, three
homers and 37 RBI. L "IS:::, -
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;Doubles come back s beat USD,
win for SDSU in NCAA tourn ey

G/S" ;;;- ~~~~
~~~~~ missed
. four months this. season
=

By ED GRANE; z _

Staff Writer

Tenm•

S
with an injured anterior cruciate
PALO ALTO - Mississippi.
ligament in her left knee. She
M-I-S-S-I-S-S-I-P-P-I. Mississip- - - - - - - - - - - - - chose therapy over surgery.
pi.
back, she tore cartilage in
You can bet if any member of stadium court said USD led, 4-2. theOnce
knee. Arthroscopy was orthe USD women's tennis team One match to win. Just one. Re- dered. Nine days later, she was
had ~ l e m spelling it as a venge. How sweet it would taste. playing. And winning. No pain, no
youngster, she doesn't now. It's a
Then USD's No. 1 doubles
wonder every Torera doesn't teainlost. Then No. 3 blew a oneIt was Hammond who teamed
spend time reciting the history of set lead and lost. Then the No. 2
with
sophomore Tanya Lauer to
that state's most famous universi- team of freshman Tracy Ishii and
beat
Casey Cooley and Abby
ty.
sophomore Kara Brady found itWoods
6-1, 6-2 in the deciding
They no doubt can tell you all self in a third and deciding set:
No.
_3
doubles
match. The win
about Rebel forehands and volPascale Piquemal-Nina Topper
leys. And doubles play. Mustn't defeated Ishii-Brady 5-7, 6-2, 6-4. earned SDSU (13-7) a date with
fourth-seeded Duke this morning
forget that.
Six hours and 15 minutes after it
If that was then, this was then. started, USD's group shook its at 9 in thf stadium.
Again.-Closer_scoi:e, same result. heads in unison, picked up the
Said SDSU coach Carol PlunkMississippi yesterday beat .ll.Sl!: bags-an w
off that stadium ett: "(Hammond) enjoys playing
5-4, in an NCAA first-round court. Again. Swept aside, dou- more than life itself."
match at Stanford University.
So it is with much of Plunkett's
bles style.
It was doubles that lost cUSD....
"We had been in that (third- group. Susheel Gulati faces evenits match, and doubles that won set) position a lot of times," tual knee surgery. Shawn Egan
San Diego State its. The 14th- Brady said. "It came down to already has it scheduled for the
seeded Aztecs rallied by taking good points, good shots. We real- off-season. Sue Hawke showed up
two of three doubles matches to ly wanted that one ... "
at a match in Indianapolis this
beat Kansas, 5-4.
But if USD (15-5) should ad- season on crutches. Strained
"So close," said USD sopho- vance to its fifth straight tourna- ankle ligaments.
more Julie McKeon. "We usually ment next season (a solid chance,
She put the crutches down long
play better doubles."
considering only two players enough to play. Then picked
them
There was less drama during graduate), and if that first-round back up.
last year's 5-1 Ole Miss NCAA matchup comes against those
"When we needed them, every
tournament victory. Fewer big good ol' gals from Mississippi, will
kid has stepped up for us," Plunkpoints, prayers whispered and the Toretas mind?
emotions drained. If you'·re
"Not at all," McKeon said. ett said. "They feel responsible to
be there when it counts most."
among the USD faithful, this one . "We just want to win one."
hurt. It was won.
It will count more today. An
Singles play had concluded. Tough Aztecs
even more, should her kids co e
The impressive scoreboard atop
SDSU junior Paige Hammond through.

IArt on wild side

Ican be off the wall
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Since graduating from UCSD four
years ago, Lowe has taken this apn the middle of the floor at USO' s proach in exhibitions locally, in Santa
Monica, in New York and elsewhere.
Founders Gallery there is a paintThe Encinitas-based artist has attracting that wryly imitates a rug.
i The style of this unstretched can- ed a good deal of critical attention,
too.
I vas parodies 18th-century rococo
Her execution is often cavalier,
I furnishings, with its dense arrangewhich
had its charms when she made
ment of preciously executed images
her solo debut in 1988 at the nowi
and
OI'Jlamental
borders.
In
the
middle
1
of that painting is an image of an em- defunct Dietrich Jenny Gallery. But
four years and several projects later,
bryo labeled "Future Good Samariit has become increasingly clear that
tan."
Don't take Jean Lowe literally. Her her art would benefit from a tighter
parody of the rococo style.
art is drenched in irony.
The driving passion of Lowe's work
Like previous exhibitions, the largeis
our
relationship to Earth's other
ly deft "Jardin Zoologique" has the
look of a furnished room. Picture and species. Its central argument is that
text occupy wall as well as floor, on · human behavior is cruel and unjustified, though this message is delivered
paintings that look less like paintings
than sendups of tapestries with multi- not as a sermon but as satire.
ple scenes. Image and word also fill
Costumed animals
chairs, stools, a sofa and mirrors.
Good Samaritanism is 'One way, in
When the ornamentation isn't fussy
Lowe's
view, of making ourselves feel
enough on the furniture, Lowe adds
more important, and zoos (along with
more to simulate the look of details
like upholstery buttons on seats and
See REVIEW page 13
floral carvings on arms.
By ROBERT L. PINCUS

Art Critic

I.

I

ART REVIEW
"Jardin Zoologique," an installation of
paintings, painted furniture and painted
mirrors by Jean Lowe

Through May 29 at Founders Gallery,
University of San Diego. Free. 2604600, ext. 4261.

Jean Lowe's
installation,
"Jardin
Zoologique,"
contains paintings,
mirrors and
painted furniture
that create the look
of a furnished
room. The central
argument of Lowe's
pictures and props
is that our
treatment of other
species is cruel and
unjustified.

related preserves like Sea World)
are the biggest manifestations of
our efforts to "do good" for animals. This show attempts, she
says in an accompanying statement, "to question the ethics of
caging other species for what is
primarily the entertainment of
man." And Lowe " also hopes to
challenge our more idealistic rationale, including preservation,
research and education."
To transform argument into
art, she offers scenarios in her
paintings that occasionally suggest stories. Lowe's good Samaritan is likely to be the type of
person who will support the mission of zoos, but the little images
that surround him imply he is
destined to have a suburban life.
There, the "compatible species"
are ants and rodents.
In the wall-mounted painting
at the far end of the gallery are
monkeys, dressed in cute uniforms, holding up a banner that
reads "Call of the Wild." Other
pictorial vignettes within this
same canvas neatly contradict
the phrase. In one, a costumed
bear strums a guitar; he is labeled "entertainment." In another, an elephant is confined for
"semen collection."
The biggest image in the "Call
of the Wild" is a garden with
.neoclassical architecture (lofty
structures with stately pillars).
Elephant and giraffe romp among
these Greco-Roman inspired edifices.
This formal setting for animals
is a clear reference to the 18th
century. There are zoos reaching
back into biblical times, but the
kind we know and visit were established in 1752, when the
Imperial Menagerie of Vienna's
Schonbrunn Palace opened.
A hellish road
Evoking the historical roots of
modern zoos, Lowe wants us to
ask ourselves: Have more than
two centuries of existence improved them?
Precious little if at all, in her
view. Zoos have laid down a hellish road paved with good intentions. Though the maintenance
and care of the population is
vastly more sophisticated than it
was even 50 years ago, animals
are still at our mercy. "The basic
rights of other species are virtually non-extant," she writes.
(This is obviously a provocative
message to deliver in San Diego,
given the international reputation
of our zoo.)

Lowe wants us to see our
preservationist impulse as sinister, though on this score she is
less successful than when she
chides us for employing animals
for entertainment. Her wall panel
- labeled "Research, Preservation,
Education" just doesn't make the
,....._case strong enough by offering
images of a medical chart and
. sexing probes.
·
She is right to highlight our
"overbreeding" as the central
threat to other species. However, the proliferation of the human
race isn't lessening but intensify-

Lowe wants us to
see our
preservationist
impulse as sinister.

ing. Helping some species survive, though only a small form of
intervention, is a lesser evil than
standing idly by as they disappear. But Lowe would seemingly
have us do nothing instead, if we
can't radically alter our habits.
Her implied position, on the
· entire range of rights for animals, is both pessimistic and
idealistic. In highly industrialized
cultures
, like the Uriited States ,
Lowe s art declares, our relationship with animals is a hopelessly
cruel and unethical one. She suggests this relationship isn't likely
to change anytime soon. .
Yet, Lowe isn't consumed by
bleakness. Lurking within it is
the hope that some viewers may
see the dynamics between us and
animals in a fresh way. This is a
sweeping kind of optimism. For
Lowe, the possibility that her art
could have a large impact on
even a small number of viewers
seems to be sufficient inspiration.
Her social criticism may be overly simplistic, but the passion of
Lowe's art is authentic.
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Economy still in doldrums here
By TERRY SACKS
Staff Writer

While si~s are growing that
the U.S. econo my is turnin g
around, San Diego 's economy
continues to show little improvement, two new economic repor ts
indicated yesterday.
San Diego Coun ty's jobless
rate fell to 6.6 perce nt in March,
but a generally bette r employment picture was explained entirely . by seasonal factors, the
Employment Development Departm ent said.
There were 78,60 0 county residents unemployed in Marc h,
down by 1,500 from Febru ary,

when the jobless rate was 6.8
perce nt.
Employers added 4,100 jobs to
payrolls in March, but a seasonal
upswing in construction accounted for virtually all of that gain,
said state labor marke t analyst
Lucile Sullivan.
The count y's non-farm payroll
employment fell 19,50 0 below
the level of a year ago. That was
the secon d-stee pest decline on a
year-to-year basis since the recession began in July 1990.
Since the recession began, San
Diego County has lost 40,80 0
jobs, a decline of 4.1 perce nt.

Also yesterday, the University
of San Diego said its index of local
economic indicators fell 0.1 percent in March after the index had
gained for two straig ht months.
USO economist Alan Gin said
declines in local stock prices,
tourism bookings and new order s
for defense goods outweighed a
surge in building permits.
Gin said the latest evidence
sugge sts the area's economy will
continue to lag behind a modest
economic recov ery taking shape
nationally, bolstered by a 0.9 percent jump in retail sales during
April.
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Busin ess Toda y
Elsewher e

Local Scene

Stock prices were narrowly
mixed yesterday despite two new
reports showing favorable trends in
inflation and retail sales. The Dow
Jones average of 30 industrials
rose 6.86 points to 3,391.98. Story
onPage7A.

The San Diego Stock Exchange Index lost 0.45 percent to
314.125 yesterday as 38 issues
declined, 17 gained and 83 remained unchanged. Immune Response
Corp. led the gainers, up $1 to
$18.75. Brooktree lost the most,
plummeting $2.75 to $12. The
SDSE is on Page 14A.
* * *
HomeFed Corp. bondholders
can kiss off hope of getting paid.
The OTS has filed a cease-anddesist order that prevents either
HomeFed Bank or HomeFed Corp.
from paying $3.8 million in interest
due tomorrow. According to an
OTS official, the HomeFed Bank
board voted earlier this week to
make the interest payment on $120
million in subordinated debt, but
the OTS decided it needed to preserve the ·value of the thrift and cut
the costs to taxpayers. "This kind of
thing was done a lot in Texas," says
the official, who requested anonymity.

* * *
Early May sales of North
American-made cars and trucks
fell 0.1 percent compared to a
recession-weakened period a year
ago. Even light trucks, which have
provided the only tangible good
news so far this year, were down 2
percent. Car sales were off 2.6 percent.
The trade journal Automotive
News said dealers in Los Angeles
reported sales down by as much as
50 percent. U.S. Big Three sales
were up 1.6 percent while sales of
transplants - autos built in North
America by foreign auto companies
-were off14.5 percent.
The nine automakers who
report sales . sold an average of
23,051 vehicles a day, compareq. to
23,619 vehicles in the May 1-10
period last year.
*

•

•

*

* "'

More layoffs have hit the McComic homebuilding firm and construction financing is nowhere to
be found. Story on Page lB.

L.A. District Attorney Ira
* * *
Reiner announced yesterday that. \L,,
he wants to prosecute Officer ?ft;- U~D's I~dex of Leading ~conom1c Indicators for San Diego
Laurence Powell on one excessiveCounty fell 0.1 percent in March to
force charge unresolved in the
116.1, after peaking in February.
Rodney King videotaped beating
Leading the decline were the San
trial. The ultimate decision on a
Diego Stock Exchange, off 0.95 perretrial was up to Superior Court
cent; tourism, down 1.11 percent;
Judge Stanley Weisberg, who will
and new defense goods orders,
hold a hearing on the matter Fridown 1.23 percent. They offset imday, Reiner said.
provements in residential building
* • •
permits, up 1.67 percent; the naThe Departments of Commerce and Labor announced a joint tional Index of Leading Economic
Indicators, up 0.27 percent; arid
program yesterday designed to
local unemployment insurance
help smaller manufacturers and
claims, off0.5 percent.
their workers participate in what
San Diego's decline "ilwas called 't he "Second Industrial
lustrates the continued weakness
Revolution."
of the local economy relative to the
"American manufacturing is
national one," says professor Alan
Industrial
in the midst of a second
Gin. "This indicates that the recovRevolution as profound as the
locally is likely to lag that of the
ery
first," said Commerce Secretary
economy. The recent (pronational
Barbara Franklin after signing an
agreement with Labor Secretary posed) sale and possible relocation
of local components of General DyLynn Martin. The program will
namics further clouds the outlook
focus on implementing the latest
the local economy."
for
production
and
technologies
* * "'
methods and upgrading worker
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Sa n. D ie go Ju dg es
JUDGE JUDI TH KEEP
AGE4 8
COURT/DEPT. Chief Judge , U.S. Distric t Court
COURT CLERK Corey Spado ni
.
SECRETARY Nancy Aman s
APPT . TO BENC H Munic ipal Court in 1976 by Gov.
Jerry Brown
JUDIC IAL BACKGROUND Has been chief judge
for
16 mont hs- the appoin tment lasts for 7 years;
Munic ipal Court judge, 1976-79; U.S.
Distri ct Court, 1980-91.
EDUCATION Scripp s College, 1966;
USD Law School, 1970.
LEGAL BACKGROUND Federa l Defen ders of San
Diego Inc., 1971-73; Keep, Mahlu m&_
_ ........='-'--'-"',;;c-...=-~-=~~ '7.~·~75;-p-rivafe practic
e
housed in the same office with
Sherid an & Michael Reed until
appoin ted.
FAMILY LIFE Husba nd Russell Block is an
attorn ey with his own law offices
who teache s busine ss law at SDSU.
INTE REST S Favor ite ski escape is Park
City, Utah; tennis is great, though
she doesn' t alway s beat attorn eys
Bonni e Readi ng & Ann Paroda .
COURT ADVICE Attorn eys must be prepar ed for
court becau se.dela ys canno t be accommodated
due to the jamm ed courts and lack of
two federal judges .
TIDB ITS Super vised the Coronado Co.
conspi racy case involving a large
mariju ana-sm ugglin g operat ion.
While attend ing Scripp s she met
curren t judge Sherid an Reed.
By Rhon d4 Nours e

Peers Have Split Opinions
Onfudge's Strong Beliefs

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
Dally Journal
(Ci r. 5xW. 20,000)
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'Attorneys know that
SAN DIEGO - In the aftermath of last
I go by the book,
~onth's first state-sanctione~ exe~uti~n especi ally with regard
m 25 years, Howard H. Shore s article m
support of the death penalty seems as to the Evide nce Code.'
J/ timely as when he wrote it.

L-r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , .

Prof ile

Howard H. Shore
Judge
San Diego Municipal Court
Appointed by: Gov. George
Deukmejian, January 1990
Career Highlights: San Diego deputy
district attorney, 1974-90; adjunct law
professor, University of San Diego,
1979-present
Law School: University of San Diego,
1972

Age:46

He's Ang ered at
Moral Injus tice

"He's extremely bright, very knowledgeable of the law, and I thin~ attorneys
appreciate the fact that they Will get a full
hearing," said Deputy Public Defender

"The Case for Capital Punishment" apJudge Howard H. Shore,
peared in the July 1989 issue of "Dicta,"
San Diego Municipal Court
the San Diego Bar Association magazine. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Shore, now a San Dieg? ~unicipal Court Richard Gates, who supervises the cenjudge, was a deputy d1stnct attorney at tral court misdemeanor unit.
the time.
"But ideologically he is prosecution"!'vfY thesis is basicall)'. ~at in a moral ,oriented
and someti~es uses his facility
so_c1ety, one of trre quaht1es-than:i~ter- with the law to make it easy for prosecummes how moral we are as human ben~gs tors or at least more difficult for the deis our ability to become angry a! mora_l m- f ' ,, Gates said.
· · " Shore_ "d ·
· ht·
Justice,
sai m a recent mte rview• ense,
Gates believes Shore participates m
"The community's ang7r_has_ to ~e tern- igation beyond the limits appropriate for a
pered to t~e level of th~t mJustice.
judge. He said he has discussed the issue
The article was published !6 m~nths af- with Shore and both see it differently. "So
t 7r_Shore prosec~ted Jos~hto Cmc~ for wehaveagr eedtodisag ree,"Gates said.
k11lmg two San Diego policemen. Cmco Other defense attorneys had similar
was sentenced to death m March 1988 but .
·
If"m ·
·
hanged h1mse
pnson nme
mon ths Iat - views.
But James D. Pippin, a deputy district
er·
. .
.
. attorney who has known Shore from his
"If somebody 1s killed m our ~oTmum- early days as a prosecutor, calls him an exty'. w~ should be angry about 1t, . S~ore cellent lawyer and an excellent ju~ge,
said. w_e s~ould wa~t whoeve! did it to who makes the "right rulings for the nght
pay a pnce, irrespective of any issues re- reasons."
lated to deterrence, irrespective of any is- "The fact that a judge makes proper
sues related to et'onomics. Just becaust rulings doesn't mean he's pro-prosecuweareamoralcommunity."
tion or pro-defense," Pippin said. "You
To support his argument, Shore note~ can't blow stuff by him. What he is able to
that great men throughout history hav~ do is prevent [the defense] from manipurecognized the need for capital punish- lating the system. The defense attorneys
ment: Shakespeare understood that Mac- want the crooks to win. That's just the
Beth had to die; Abraham Lincoln autho- way it is."
rized 267 executions as president.
Assistant District Attorney Richard J.
Moreover, he notes, the U.S. Supreme Neely, who picked Shore as co-prosec~Court recognized the function of retribu tor with him on the Cinco case, also 1s
tion in its justification of the death penalt: among those who praise Shore's knowlin Greggv. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976).
edge of the law and of the evidence code,
Like a dedicated professor, Shore, who in particular.
for the last 12 years has taught an adWhen Neely was assigned the Cinco
vanced course in evidence law at the Uni- case in 1984 and told he could select
versity of San Diego, expounds enthusi- someone to help him, he said, "It took me
astically on his subject._
about 5¼ seconds to know who I wanted
Shore's teaching skills also were in de- to co-prosecute the case with me, and that
mand as a prosecutor. He often ran train- was Howard Shore."
ing sessions for new deputies and reThroughout the intense, hard-fought
mains a sought-after speaker at various trial, Neely said, Shore remained upbeat,
seminars on the law.
dedicated and h~d-working. He ~ -Sparks Strong Opinions
ined expert witnesses and handled all motions, including an unsuccessf ul chalNot surprisingly, however, someone lenge to a venue change to Orange Counwith his strong convictions has drawn di- ty.
vided opinions from those who have dealt
The case capped a 16-year
with him, both as a lawyer and judge. the district attorney's office, career with
Prosecutors tend to focus on his legal acu- Shore handled everything during which
from family
men, while many defense attorneys see support and welfare
fraud cases to capital
him as a zealot for the rosecution.
crimes.

r

Soon after the Cinco case ended, Shore
applied for a judgeship , explainin g, .
"When you finish a four-year, cop-killing
death penalty case, it's tough to think of
a?)ything beyond that being exciting."
He also believed the time was right to
make use of his backgrou nd from a different perspecti ve.
Since Gov. George Deukmej ian appointed Shore to the bench in January
1990, he has been on a three-mo nth rotation circuit, including a recent stint hearing felony and civil trials in Superior
Court.
Richard L. Pinckard, who represent ed
the San Diego Sheriff's Departme nt in a
complex case involving the seizure of
gaming devices on a nearby Indian reservation, said he has no complain~s about
Shore's ability in civil matters.
"We've had our differences on issues,
but I found him to be a very fair, very
even-han ded and extremely independ ent
judge," Pinckard said.
But he warned attorneys to be prepared
because Shore does not have patience
with "stupidity or negligent oversight s."
Sitting in his temporar y chambers amid
unpacked cartons of his belongings, the
mustache d Shore, who favors suspende rs
and paisley ties, says being a judge entails
going by the book - literally. To keep on
top of issues that might arise in court, he
keeps a copy of Jerome Frank's, "Courts
on Trial," on his desk for easy reference .
'Go By the Book'
"Attorney s know that I go by the book,
especially with regard to the Evidence
Code," said Shore, holding up a wellworn copy ofFrank's 1940 classic book on
fact-finding. "It's not a question of who's
_making the argumen t. . . it's just a question of opening the book, reading the case
law and deciding wMt the correct decision is."

LORfSHEPLE R/For the Daily Journai

HOWAR D H. SHORE - "A judge has tremendo us power to ensure that a trial is
an orderly process and that the adversary process works the way it's suppose d to
witbJm -exami ation bein thee ine of truth."

~or-1'~ ;
As for participating in litigation, Shore
notes that under Evidence Code Section
765, a judge has an obligation to contro~ ·'' -"-.....,..,butonthepeoplewhorunit.
"A judge has tremendous power to enproceedings to prevent harassment of
that a trial is an orderly process and
sure
memory,
from
recites
he
and,
witnesses
that the adversary process works the way
"to provide for the orderly ascertainment
it's supposed to, with cross-examination
of truth."
being the engine of truth," he said.
"I think a judge needs to get involved to
Friends describe Shore off the bench as
do that," Shore said. "The danger is that a
a dedicated family man. He and is wife,
judge has to do that without giving the appearance of being an advocate for one side Esther, have two children, ages 6 and 3.
To keep in top physical and mental shape,
or the other. That's an art.''
he usually skips lunch - saying it makes
Shore recalls a trip he made to Lisbon,
him groggy - and uses the time for work.
Portugal, in 1990, as part of a team of lawHe also runs regularly and swims in the
yers and judges invited by the national
ocean year-round.
government to demonstrate the American justice system. The team presented a
mock murder trial. Shore, who was still a Advanced Studies
prosecutor at the time, played a prosecuA Boston native, Shore, 46, grew up in
tor in the trial.
He said the Portuguese, who have a the small seacoast town of Winthrop,
modified inquisitorial system, viewed the Mass. with his mother, two sisters and
American practice of cross-examination grandmother. His father, who fled Russia
as a means of determining which attorney during the 1917 revolution and started a
did a better job, rather than a search for burlap business in Massachusetts, died
truth. Closing arguments were dismissed when Shore was 9.
But his father's interest in social justice
as pure theatrics.
"It makes you think of the benefits and issues lived on and probably helped infludrawbacks of the adversary process," said ence Shore's career choice, he said.
Shore earned a bachelor's degree in
Shore, who believes the success of the
s stem is based not on the rules govern- math in 1969 from Worcester Polytechnic

Institute, ana received a law degree tnree
years later from the Uni~.ersi~
ego.
- Re received a master's in law the following year from the London School of
Economics and Political Science and a
certificate in international law from the
Hague Academy of International Law in
The Netherlands.
Shore returned to San Diego and took
his first and only job as a lawyer with the
San Diego District Attorney's Office.
"I long ago made the decision that I was
willing to give up more income for the
peace of mind of finite hours," Shore said
of his choice to become a government
lawyer over private practice.
So, it stood to follow, he said, that if he
left the district attorney's office it would
only be for a bench appointment.
He hasn't regretted the move.
"I love it," Shore said. "I didn't feel any
discomfort at all in making the transition.
The law is very stimulating intellectually,
and I'm never bored. I'm learning a lot. .
"To me, that's the main thing, the continual learning, growing," he said. "One
you stop doing that, it's just another· ob.'
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~nor recuperacion en el
area de San Diego

~1..SS

SAN DIEGO, California, 13
de mayo.- La Universidad de
San Diego dio a conocer
algu11t>S'lndicadores
econ6micos de la region de
San Diego. Durante el mes de
marzo, indica el reporte los
precios de las acciones ~l
turismo Y las nuevas 6;denes
de materiales para la defensa
'
disminuyeron.
La investigaci6n indica que
la economia del condado de
San Diego va a demorar mas
aun en la recuperaci6n 'de la
recesi6n que lo que demorara
el resto del pais.
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Archbishop John R ·
. Qumn,
head of the Archd"
, tocese Q,f San
Fra ·
DCli.ca bas b
een named to<
'
the B
.
. , . oard of Trustees 0 f
the
University of San D"
iego. He will
serve th
ree-year term b · .
Sprin? 1992. Archb. o egm_m~g
association with ~ [Quinn s
goes6ack
h
to 1947
. ' w en 1re-ente1ect St
F
.
ranc1s. Seminary to stud
the_ priesthood. Archbi~h:r
P
•
Qumn, a native of R ·
ivers1de, be.
came th
e first native of the
D"
t~cese of San Diego to be m d
a e
a bishop.
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due honors
)abbi, agency
7--Cf~-,s-

.

SAN DIEGO - Roman Catholic Bishop Robert H. Brom is
honoring a rabbi and a service agency with the annual Diocesan
.
Unity awards.
Rabbi Aaron S. Gold, senior rabbi for Tifereth Israel Synagogue in San Diego, is being honored for his years as a leader in
the interreligious movement. The Mid-City Christian Service
Agency, a group of nearly two dozen Christian congregations, is
being honored for its ecumenical outreach and assistance to the
needy in central San Diego.
They will receive their awards at noon Thursday in the bishop's office on th~ USD_came,us.
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/ Cup inspires
a multitude

~!f.!YE~!~cup

runn eth over with thing s to see and do

WILLIAM FARK/F or the Times Advocate

A relative few partic ipate directly in America's
Cup races, but the regatt a's influence is pervasive.
Coast Guard officials said that on- the first da
-o racing, 587 priva te boats swarm ed aroun d the
conte nders to watch first-h and. Despi te this apparen t conge stion, the seabo rne spect ators behaved well. The Coast Guar d repor ted no incidents.
Cabrillo Natio nal Monu ment on Point Loma attracte d watch ers as well. Several hundr ed specta:t.ors crowd ed the norm ally well-used touris t attracti on to see the races from the vanta ge point
And while the recession dashe d hopes of the $1
billion impac t of touris m prediced by economists
at t~e University of San Diego ;. local organizations
have tied-i n to America's Cup enthusiastically:
ral
■ "Cele brate the Amer icas" is a multi cultu
Raza
la
de
ral
Cultu
o
Centr
the
ing
festival involv
and the African-American Muse um of Fine Arts.
Festi val acts are Satur day and Sund ay at the
America's Cup Intern ation al Cente r, 1101 Pacific
Highway.
Satur day's events are a diverse mix from Pacific
Rim desce ndant s to those of Africa and the Caribbean.
Sama han and Pasac at Dance Companies represent the Philip pines . Both group s perfo rm from
dance tradit ions that includ e Mosle m, Span ish
Please ee CUP, D2 ►

~~:.±~~f:.~~=
let Folkl orico en Aztla n performs Span ish and Mexi can
works. Teye Santh iosan ne and
Bitoto Dance Companies represent Africa. Jamal lade plays reggae, which starte d in the Caribbean.
Quee n Ida and her Zydeco
Band are the headl ine act, performing Cajun music at 5 p.m.
Sund ay's show has a simil ar
eclecticism. The large st act is
Voices in Prais e, a choir of 250
members from all over South ern
.Calif ornia . San Diego -base d
group s inclu de the Latin o
eSOeS; Sol E Mar, a Brazi lian
band; and B Natur al, a femaleled jazz group. Bobby Mato s and
the Heritag&En-semhle-is-an-Afro-Cuban group from Los Angeles.
The headline act, Flora Purim
and Airto, perfo rms at 5 p.m.
Celeb rate the Americas plays
from noon to 7 p.m. Satur day
and Sund ay. Admi ssion is free.
For infor matio n, call Centr o
C4ltu ral de la Raza , (619)
235-6 135; Afric an Amer ican
·Muse um of Fine Arts San Diego,
(619) 696-7799.
■ Ba1boa Park does not usually see so much marin e activi ty as
the harbo r, but manages to connect with America's Cup nevertheless.
S..111 Diego Muse um of Art has
a special exhibition, "The Great

~:!,e asm es F,om ilie
Marit ime Muse um."
nal
Natio
The artist ic surve y, cover ing j
three centu ries of Europ ean and
Ame rican seafa ring, runs
throu gh Oct. 11.
The Muse um has exten ded its
marit ime activities throu gh a series of films with seafa ring
themes.
"Trea sure Island ," show ing
May 24, was a 1934 Acad emy
Award winner. Wallace Beery is
a dasta rdly Long John Silver ,
with Jacki e Cooper as Jim in the
story based on Robe rt Louis Stevenso n's adven ture novel. Lionel
Barry more and Lewis Stone
round out the cast.
The late, legen dary Cecil B.
DeMille, who had earlie r celebrate d the pirate Jean Lafitt e in
"The Buccaneer" (1938), cast off
again in 1942 with "Reap the
Wild Wind ," show ing May 31.
Besid es future Oscar winn ers
Ray Milla nd, Susan Hayw ard
and John Wayn e, the wild adventu re film featu res a giant
squid who mana ges to wreak
havoc amon g the huma ns. The
special effects were spect acula r
enoug h to earn an Acad emy
Award.
Films play at 2 p.m. Sund ays
in the Muse um's board room .
Ticke ts are $4.50; $3, members.
Reser vation s are required. (619)
232-7931.
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Ragged rodent
is kid comforter
Here's what nine years of love
gets you:
Sagging belly.
Tom ears.
Frayed tail.
When Boddy was new, he was
a stuffed mouse of natty green
terry cloth. These days, he looks
like he underwent a nasty round of tests at the
Velveteen Rabbit Labs.
No r:natter. When Kyle was an infant, his first
baby sitter noted the bond between boy and
Boddy. "That boy sure does love his rat" she
said. Nine years of snuggles and snuffles' haven't
improved the rodent's appearance, but he's still
the last thing reached for when sleep begins to
settle my oldest son's features.
At breakfast, I asked Kyle if I could borrow
the stained and tattered critter.
"Why?"
"I'm talking to a nursing professor who has
studied 'comforting possessions,' blankets and
stuffed animals."
Kyle frowned. "Be careful," he said. "And remember to bring him home."

Sleeping alone
Susan Harris inspected Boddy and pronounced
him the real thing. In a La Jolla coffeehouse she
introd~ced the mouse to some colleagues: '
Mat!, a knotted length of soft blue material
the remains of a blanket once treasured by '
Adam Harris, now 10; Dipee, a white cloth diaper, ragged at the edges from 4-year-old Will
Harris' caresses; and Oxie, a ,pumpkin-colored
blaqket that was Susan Harris' childhood companion.
From- such unlikely material, Harris fashioned
a doctorate of nursing science at the University
of San Diego, producing a dissertation on "The
Everyday Life Experiences of Three- to Sixy ear-Old Children With Comforting Possessions."

Seem like a silly idea?
"Not to my committee," Harris said of the
academics who supervised the 1990 study.
"This is a feature of everyday life - and we
don't understand it from a child's point of view."
Harris spent three months in a local school unnamed, to protect the kids' identities - talking to children about their dolls, blankets and
bears.
This Western phenomenon, Harris speculated,
stems from our bedtime customs.
"Children here usually sleep alone," she said.
"Cultures where children sleep with parents or
siblings, the incidence is not as high."
The custom also links generations and households. My mother sent us Boddy a month before
Kyle's birth. When The Woman Next Door was
pregnant with our third child, her sister sent the
mouse now known as Wuvee.
"It's almost as though family members anticipate the new child and their relationship with
this new child," said Harris.
Harris found girls more apt to discuss their
stuffed animals, although older boys would share
their feelings if assured word would not get back
to their pals.
Boys may act cool, but don't be fooled. Two
years ago, we spent a night at the Disneyland
Hotel before going to the Magic Kingdom. After
checking out, we waited curbside for a tram to
the park.
"Won't this be great, boys?" asked The
Woman Next Door.
"It would be," Kyle calmly said as a tram
pulled up. "If only I hadn't left Boddy in the
hotel."
I raced back and retrieved the animal from a
maid. You don't throw away years of loving.

Growing up
After my interview with Harris, I drove home
and Frisbeed the mouse onto Kyle's bed.
"Boddy's back," I told Kyle.
"OK."
Kyle always has seemed self-possessed, mature for his age. When he organizes baseball
games, bikes around the block, or directs a
neighborhood talent show, his independence
thrills his parents with a nervous joy.
That night, I walked into his room to kiss him
good night. He closed the book he was reading,
said his prayers and fluffed his pillows. Then he
arranged his friends - Sarah the monkey, Bart
Simpson and, clutched to his chest, Boddy.
I turned off the light and left him alone in the
Land of Comforting Possessions.
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_ _ _NEWSMAKER INTERVIEW_ __

Janet A. Rodgers
President, American Association of
Colleges of Nursing
By Claudia Morain

Just as campaigns to lure bright, ambitious students to nursing have begun to pay off, nursing
programs across the country find themselves forced to turn applicants away.
That is one of the dilemmas Janet A . Rodgers, PhD , RN, FAAN , confronts as president of the
American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN). A recent AACN nationwide survey found
that more than 3,000 qualified applications for entJy -level BSN programs were rejected last year.
Rodgers, who is also dean and professor of nursing at the University of San Diego, earned a
bachelor's degree with a major in nursing from Wagner College in 1957. In 1971 she earned
her PhD in nursing from New York University, where she also obtained her master's degree .
She is a fe llow of the American Academy of Nursing.
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NW: What 1s tfle u1ggest issue coUeges of nursmg face?
RODGERS : Clearly, it' s inadequate financial resources.
That includes everything from shortages of faculty to
shortages of classroom and laboratory space.

NW: Are California programs facing any unique or
additional problems?
RODGERS: The situation in California mirrors what's
happening in the rest of the country. Problems aren ' t more
severe here , particularly compared to the Northeast, where
the economy has been in much worse shape.
NW: How has Gov. Wilson treated nursing education?
RODGERS : Gov. Wilson has identified prenatal care as a
very high priority in his administration, and nursing ties in
with that priority, since nurses and nurse practitioners
provide that care. I have not heard any comments he's
made directly about nursing or nursing education .
NW: Are other professional training programs facing
the same cuts as nursing schools? Or do you think
nursing schools 'are unfairly singled out for cuts in
some cases?
RODGERS : I don 't think nursing has been singled out;
hi gher education in general is feeling the combined pinch
of the long-term recession and state budget cuts. I think
that legislators appreciate the scope of the nursing shortage, but they ' re having to make very tough cuts.
NW: Are private schools of nursing faring better than
state programs?
RODGERS : Private schools are having the same problems because of the downturn in the economy. It's harder
for them to get support from business and foundations .
They ' re hurting, too.
NW: Do you expect to see growth in applications to
and enrollments in California nursing programs? ·
RODGERS: Growth will continue. Over the last three
years , applications and enrollments in baccalaureate programs in California-and nationwide-increase d dramatically. That's largely a response to better media coverage
of the nursing shortage and to two major media campaigns.
All of that has helped improve salaries, working conditions, and the image of nursing. I think people see it as a
secure, challenging and personally rewarding career.
NW: What about graduate enrollments?
RODGERS: There has also been an increase in master' s
and doctoral enrollment. This is important, but it lags
behind what's needed. By the year 2000, federal estimates
are that the demand for nurses with advanced clinical
trammg will be twice the supply-so there 's a tremendous
concern. It 's a Catch-22: If we don 't have the students
and faculty for undergraduate programs , we won't have
t_he students for graduate programs.
NW: Will qualified students continue to be turned
away in the near future?RODGERS: Yes. In our latest AACN enrollment survey,
schools g_ave three _maJor reasons for turning away quali fied applicants. First, they had filled their admissions.
~econ_d,_ they. had a faculty shortage. Third, they had
msuffic1ent clm1cal and classroom space. In California, a
lot of my col_leagues are only able to accept half the
quaiified applicants. But there are regional variations.
Schools in some areas may have openings.

NW: What solutions are being explored?
RODGERS: Some educational programs have been
moved out of the state system and privatized as continuing
education programs , which can be funded by hospitals and
other private institutions. Some schools have joined to
jointly operate a program. Some schools have crosstrained faculty in two specialty areas.
In another rather exciting development, the AACN and
the Army Nurse Corps have launched a Professional Partnership Program in which graduate-prepared Army nurses
can serve as preceptors, guest lecturers or consultants for
schools. So a number of creative solutions are being
--....__
explored.
NW: Will the minimum educational requirement for nurses controversy ever be resolved?
RODGERS: I think the debate should be and will
be resolved. The public is demanding a higher
level of minimum education, although we will
always need nurses who can be employed in a
variety of ways.
NW: That higher level being a bachelor's degree in nursing?
RODGERS: I think that's what the public is looking for. A bachelor's degree is the minimal degree
nurses will need.
NW: What will happen to nursing faculty salaries, given current budget problems?
RODGERS : In some categories in the past two
years, AACN surveys show faculty salaries have
barely kept ahead of inflation. In other areas,
they've actually fallen behind. They definitely
haven ' t kept pace with the private sector. I think
that will cont..in._,u::..:e:..•,_~ - ~~ -- ~ - - - - ~
NW: How well are schools of nursing competing with
private industry and hospitals for top nursing faculty?
RODGERS: A colleague of mine in the Bay Area just told
me about a new graduate from her school this spring who
was offered a position for $47,000 in a local hospital. The
dean told me she wasn ' t sure she wanted her faculty to hear
that! So there is a problem with schools of nursing attracting and keeping high-quality faculty .
NW: What changes do you expect to see in nursing
school curricula?
RODGERS : We will continue to respond to needs for
preparation in areas such as AIDS , gerontological , maternal/child health, cancer and cardiac care. But with the
increasing shift toward community-based systems and primary care, we're going to do additional preparation for our
nurses in this area, too. The AACN just established a task
force to recommend policy on education' s role in preparing RNs at the baccalaureate, master's and doctoral levels
to meet the challenges of the new federal Healthy People
2000 initiative, and also to meet the challenges of
nursing ' s own Agenda for Health Care Reform. □
FQr more information
Contact the American Association of Colleges of Nursing, One Dupont Circle NW, Ste. 530, Washington , DC
20036 ; (202) 463-6930.
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San Diego Spotlight
Sleuth Uncovers Mighty
Gems in KPBS Archives

D

anny Shapiro has turned into the Indiana Jones of KPBS
radio.
It was Shapiro, a producer at the public broadcastin
station, who uncovered a recording of a speech Dr. Martin g
King Jr. made in San Diego in 1964, which the station airedLuthe r
on
King's birthd ay this year.
On Friday, the station will broadcast anoth er Shapiro
discovery,--a recording of the commencement speech Presid
John F. Kennedy delivered to San Diego State studen ts in ent
the
spring of 1963.
KPBS will air the speech as part of a graduation special that
begins at 9 a.m. Friday.
Kennedy's speech is surprisingly releva nt, Shapiro said,
especially in the wake of the budge t cuts threat ening many
unive rsity programs. Although it was made in the contex
Cold War, Kennedy delivers an impassioned argum ent fort of the
spending money on education and its importance to a democ
ratic
society, he said.
Last year, KPBS, perennially strapp ed for space, was lookin
g for
ways to condense its archiv e storage area. Appalled at the
thoug
ht
that some of the tapes might be destroyed, Shapiro, a histor
y
gradu ate studen t at the University of San Diego, began sifting
throug h the tapes. The chore invokes images of a Shapiro,
flashlight in hand, working his way throug h a dark and cold
basement, using a free hand to brush away huge cobwebs.
In fact, the 400 reel-t o-reel tapes are stored in one of the
station 's noticeably unglamorous trailers. Nevertheless,
there was
a sense of discovery as Shapiro slowly worked to catalogue
the
tapes.
"Find ing the King speech was a surprise," Shapiro said.
the Kennedy speech, I knew he had been here, but I didn't "With
think it
, had been recorded."
The King and Kennedy speeches were definitely the nugge
ts,
but he also found other tidbits he found interesting, such
as
conversations with psychoanalyst Erich Fromm.
Although KPBS has no definite plans to air any more finds
future, the discoveries have sparke d an enthusiasm for preserin the
ving
· the bulk of the old tapes. The San Diego Historical Societ
y
has
agreed to store them, Shapiro said.
Shapiro hopes the local comm~rcial stations might take a
similar
intere st in their own archives.
. "They 're sitting on a lot of tapes they don't even realize
have," Shapiro said. "If anyth ing comes out of this, it is to they
hold on
to them. Don't erase anything."

THE SAN DIEG O UNIO N-TR IBUN E • TUES DAY, MAY
19, 1992

□Itemized
Elliot Richardson, former secretary of defense and attorney general
under Nixon, and Robert Wycoff,
~ of Atlantic Richfield, will accept
nonorary degrees at USO graduation
ceremonies Sunday. Consumer advocate Ralph Nader delivers the USO
Law School commencement address
Saturday, but no honorary law degree this year ... The May issue of
The Informant, the SD Police Officers Association newspaper, headlined its cover story on the Robert
Alton Harris execution with one
word, "FINALLY." ... Ever wonder ·
what happens to all those recycled
SD phone books? I'll tell you anyway:
627 tons of them, collected in a
three-week drive by the City Waste
Management Dept., are going to
Taiwan this month, where they'll be
reincarnated as shoe boxes ... Australia's famed Little River Band headlines the July Fourth Rancho Bernardo Symphony on the Green at the

RB Inn.
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Burl St iff

Besides Beverly and Bett y and Jonas, the to ·
Ster ns' guests included Maureen and Dr. Rena
Dulbecco (he's president of Salk), and John
Henry Felix (he's chairman of the board), who
chief
commutes from Hawaii. He is chairman and a ·
and
p
Grou
k
executive officer of The Borthwic
council member for the City and County of
Honolulu.
Anne Ratn er was there , and so were Ettie and·
Homer Delawie, King Durkee, Judi and Dick
itus),
Freeman, Fran k Dupar (he's chairman emer LamTed
Dr.
and
Bess
,
berg
Lee and Fran k Gold
,
bron, Rita Bro now s~H arrie t and-Bick Levi
hy,
Murp
ael
Mich
and
Martha Meade, Kathryn
Jeanne Larson, Jacque Powell, Viola and Mikeren, ·
Rusnak, Ann and Bob Martinet, Viviane War ia ·
Nancy and Ward Deems, Sara Blunt, and Glor
~
,and Ed Self.
"
er
dinn
l
smal
a
g
durin
Salk talk continued later
'
who
e
thos
ng
Amo
.
rante
Risto
e
Sant
's
at La Jolla
joined that party were Warrine and Ted Cran
and
a
gian
Geor
ield,
Garf
d
Davi
ston, Dottie and
Ray ·
Harr y Hixson, Charles Massey, Ann Mound,
lian,
Tella
Aram
e
Ramseyer, Margo and Judg
'' 'J' •
Kathy Glick and Keith Liberman, and Abbe
'·
·
the
ASI,
W
Wolfsheimer, a past president of
"·
tute.
Insti
Salk
of
n
Women's Associatio
• ::: :
Next on the 30th anniversary calendar is the '·
the
to
ion
addit
on
milli
groundbreaking for a $20
Salk campus. That 's supposed to happen some
, '
time this fall.
Kudos for cari ng
The Salvation Army Central Advisory Board "'r
1992
honored Elsie and Frank Weston with its
"Tradition of Caring" award.
din-"
Marion Bateson chaired the annual awards the
at
oom
Ballr
na
Mari
the
in
year
this
ner, held
San Diego Marriott.
Some of those who turned out to salute the
Westons were Irene Allis, Geo rgett e and Jack
McGregor, Andie and Dr. Richard Bowers, er
Jeanne Brace, Mary and Dr. Bob Fadem, Esth
BurnhaQl, Karin and Lud Camp, Mary De- on,'
Brunner, Lee and Fran k Goldberg, Alice Dutt en,
Anne and Mike Gonzalez, Ingrid and Joe Hibb ld
and the Salvation Army's Debi and Capt. Dona
Bell.
Helen and Don McKinley were there , and so -~ ·
and
were Carole Laventhol, Georgia BorthwickDr.
· '
Ed Hope, Pat and Ed Keating, Sandra and
II
,
Peet
Ray
.
Adm
Vice
Douglas Pay, Dian and
ss,
Mim and Al Sally, Iris and Matt hew Strau
and
Sally and John Thor nton , Mar gare t Gooding,
r.
sake
Hun
ld
Dona
Barbara and Dr.
KFMB's Clark Anthony was the mast er of ceremonies; the Rev. Michael McKay of USO deliv
-a
sang
ton
Wes
Amy
and
n;
catio
invo
ered the
number of the Westons' favorite songs. me- ->"
Amy is their niece - daug hter of all-ti
great-singer Jo Stafford and orch estra leader
Paul Weston, Fran k's broth er.

.

•

•

Union-Tribune/ JIM BAIRD !'

11
Mark1ngt1me: Thechiefso/Salklnstitute ·',
gather to celebrate 30 years of research.
They_ are (from le/!) Dr. Renato Dulbecco, J.
presulent;Jonas Sal , ounaer; and John ~
Henry Felix, chairman of the board.

Birthday bash honors:::
Salk Institute, now 30-:··
Dr. Jonas Salk said it hardly
1
seemed possible that 30 years had 1
'
sped by, but last week he and
:,i
tute
Insti
Salk
the
of
rs
pilla
r
othe
for Biological Studies began celebrating its 30th anniversary.
Commemorative even ts will ·''1
''
continue during the year.
.
she
and
ge,
char
in
an
wom
Bett y Knox is the
ram ·
prog
ing
open
the
for
hand
on
se,
co':1r
o~
was,
ward '
at the msh tute and for a cocktail party after
n
Ster
Marc
and
Eva
of
e
hom
Jolla
at the La
Beverly Sills - the retir ed diva who chai~s n
the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundatio
occathe
to
ence
vesc
effer
dary
legen
her
ght
b_rou
for
sion. (They didn't nickname her "Bubbles"
.)
in
noth
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University of San Diego sophomores 'Dl.ura ft!Chards and Julie
McKeon did not fare well in singles
competition during the NCAA Division I championships at Stanford.
Each lost in the first round.
But later they won in doubles as
did Sue Hawke and Nicole Storto of
San Diego State.
Richards-McKean, seeded 15th,
defeated Liz Barker-Dana Evans
of Wake Forest, 6-3, 6-4, and will
face No. 17 Eveline Hamers a nd
Rebecca Jensen today.
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Herde, Saipe
Named All-WCC
.dJ..'f..r~
Universitr.__of San

Diego baseball
players KevTrrrlerde and Mike
Saipe were named first-team allWest Coast Conference Thursday.
Saipe, a true freshman from University City High, was named
Freshman of the Year and a unanimous choice for the first team.
Herde, a junior from San Pasqual
High, received first- team honors
for the first time as a utility player.
Herde, USD's team most valuable
player, drove in 44 runs, ranking
third in the WCC. Saipe, a righthanded pitcher, compiled an 8-3
record and 3.53 earned-run average and led the conference with
eight complete games.
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ousfed in semis

The University of San Diego's Julie McKeon ancr·
Laura Richards lost to top-seeded Susan Gilchrist
and Vickie Paynter of Texas 6-2, 6-4 yesterday in
the semifinals of the NCAA Division I women's
tennis championships at Stanford.
'
McKeon and Richards, a Vista High alumna, de ::
feated Georgia's Shawn McCarthy and Stacy Shep1 pard 6-2, 7-5 in the quarterfinals earlier yesterday.
McKeon and Richards finished the season at 18-6:'.'USO Ct'Ul.- Sophomore Jay Vigeland was named --~~
most lmproved oarsman and won the Steve Estes .,..
Award for outstanding performance by a first-year - ~
_ rower for the USD men•~ crew team. Sophomore _
Dan Ferguson won the Effort Award; sophomore..-'~"
Jonah Scott (3.50 grade point average) won the-~Scholarship Award; and Ferguson and senior Noel ,. ~
1
Stehly, of Valley Center, were winners of the Men's-- -.:
Varsity Leadership Award. Shannin Reely was Mos ~
Improved Oarswoman for the women's team. Soph- : omore Kristen Sauve won the Effort Award and: ~
senior Sarah Brastow won the Varsity Leadership - Award. Freshman Amy Pyle (4.0) and junior M" J:~:.:.
chaun Carnahan (3.8) won the Scholarship Awar . ~ ' !

fUSDpa ir

advances
in.N ~
The-J.loivers1tf~ an Dieio..'..§.
Julie McKeon and Laura Richards
routed Eveline Hamers and Rebecca Jensen of Kansas 6-0, 6-1
to advance to the third round of
doubles yesterday at the NCAA
Women's Tennis Championships
in Palo Alto.
San Diego State's Sue Hawke
and Nicole Storto lost in secondround play to Amanda Gregory
and Marija Neubauer of Wisconsin 4-6, 6-3, ·6-0.
USO softball The Toreros,
who finished 31-14, announced
their end-of-season awards. MVP
was Aimee Reinard, a sophomore
first baseman; Golden Glove was
Reinard's twin sister, Melissa, a
left fielder; 'Fop Pitcher was junior Tiffany Wasilewski; Top
Hitter was Mari Anne Stahl, a
junior outfielder; Rookie of the
Year was Lisa Goodwin, freshman
catcher; Most Improved was
Cindy Harris, a sophomore outfielder; and Coach's Award went
to Laura Cisneros, a junior utility
player from Marian High.
College goH UCSD shot a
first-round 306 and is fifth at the
NCAA Division III Championships
in Wooster, Ohio. Gustavus
Adolphus leads at 299. UCSD's
Pete Roberts shot a 3-over 75
and trails ieader Dave Pierce of
Ramapo by four strokes.
Men'• tennl1 - Brian Nurenberg of Tufts stopped UCSD's
John Cross 6-2, 6-3 in the second
round of the NCAA Division III
Championships ih Atlanta ... San
· Diego State's Joe McDonough
will meet UCLA's Bill Barber
today in the first round of the
NCAA Championships in Athens,
Ga. Jeff Belloli and Chris Numbers of SDSU will play David Culley -~ d Jason Y~ager of Kentucky
in first-round doubles tomorrow.
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Salesian
principal .
su~c'umbs
Ricardo
M. Valdez,
principal of
Salesian
High School
in East Los
Angeles, died
on Tuesday,
May 12 of,
heart failure
at the age of
43, according
to school officials.
Services were held for Valdez, a
resident of Monterey Park and recent candidate for the Montebello
School Board, on Thursday and
Friday at Santa · Isabel Church in
East Los Angeles followed by buri·a1 at Resurrection Cemetery, also
in East Los Angeles.
According to Rev. Jim Nieblas,
who is now serving as acting principal of Salesian· High School, the
entire student body of 300 students
attended church and grave-side
ceremonies.
"He did his very best," stated
Nieblas, "and I mean that in the
very best sense. He was very much
concerned about the community
and showed a lot of interest in it."
Valdez was selected principal of
Salesian, a parochial school, in
August of 1991. An alumni of the
school, he was born and raised in
the East Los Angeles vicinity.

Valde:i; had more than 20 years
of experience as ·an ·educator prior
to his selection to the post. His
received a bachelor's degree in
1970 from the University of San
D"eg;-rd was pursuing a master's
rom Cal State Univers~ty
g
/
.
Los Angeles.
In an interview with Valdez j,ust
shortly after assuming his post, · he
had commented, "I feel comfortable here and I think that, in a
sense, Salesian has served as the
educational center for the community of East Los Angeles.
"I grew up here and my parents
always wanted me to return and
work in the area. I feel I've gathered enough footnotes in my life
now to consider myself ready for
the position as principal," he expressed.
Valdez is survived by his wife
Brenda, his mother and three sisters.
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FIRM CALLAHAN, LITILE & SULLIVAN
ADDRESS 625 Broadway, Suite 725
San Diego 92101
PHONE (619) 232-6846
, FAX (619) 236-0847
PERSONNEL 3 partners, 1 associate and
4 support staff
OWNERSHIP Partnership/association
combination
FOUNDED February 1978 as Callahan
& Little; Tim Sullivan joined in 1983
TYPES OF LAW Civil practice, including
probate, estate planning, trusts,
real estate and personal injury
MAJOR CLIENTS HomeFed Trust, Travelers
Centi:i°ry2i and several-smal l
businesses, including landscapers
and contractors
BANK Bank of America, HomeFed ·
LAW SCHOOLS ll§_D, Loyola
RAINMAKERS "Everybody works together,"
says Patrick Callahan
TIDBITS When the firm started it had
360 square feet; now it has
2,500. The attorneys go to lunch
together 2-3 times a week, and two
favorite restaurants are Veva's
Mexican Cafe and Joseph's. John
Little makes a wonderful "cat
trapped in an elevator" sound.
Callahan, who was one year behind
Little at USD, recalled that there
were few law professors Little
didn't roast. He's got a "nonstop sense of humor."

Chula Vista, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Star News
(Cir. 2xW. 12,053)
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/so uth Ba y Superior Court
judge is r'Jllring May 31
Superior Co~£ ~Carlos A in the fall of 1971 to bring HisCazares, 62, will retire from the panic representation to the court.
bench May 31 after 20 years of He initially declined to apply,
service.
then changed his mind in
Primarily assigned to civil December when he decided that
cases, Cazares presided over the his law firm had grown too large.
famous 1979 lawsuit filed by 270 Governor Ronald Reagan appoinPoint Loma plaintif fs who ted him to the San Diego Municiclaimed that airport noise had pal Court in May 1972. Governo r
lowered their property values. Jerry Brown elevated him to a
The jury in the seven-month long new Superior Court seat five
case decided that the residents years later.
had been damaged, but they
A certified public accountant
waited'too long to file suit to force with a degree from San Diego
the airport to relocate. Although State University, Cazares had
the jury decided that the damage served as tax manager at Touche,
fell outside the statute of limi- Ross for six years when he entations, tfie iiirpondici -institut e
red the University 0£ San-Diego
noise curfews after the verdict.
Law School 'to better represent
Cazares currently works from his clients at federal tax court.
the same floor at the South Bay
The judge served on the execuRegional Center as one of- his tive board of Western State Unibrothers, Municipal Court Judge versity College of Law for 10
Roy B. Cazares.
·
years, from 1973-83. He also serPresiding Judge Arthur W. ved on the University of CaliforJop~s sai,<l. 1Qazar~s was "very de- nia at San Diego Board of Overvoted to Ore bench and tenacious seers, the boara of visitors at the
'ih.udut'p~ ·uit of justice. He'has a USP Sehool of Law, and was
1
s~rise of'cluty .to, the,task s before president of the Arthriti s Founhim ,Wf~ perfo,11DB thejn diligen- dation. He served as an Army
tl_y. His calm determination will staff sergeant during the Korean
definitely be missed."
War and is a naturalized citiien
Cazares never planned to seek who came to San Diego from So~
the hen until he was recruited ora, Mexico as a child.
~
0
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T he N ew A ge .a n d H ow it E ff ec ts C at ho li cs
Catholic~ and The New Age: How

bibliography of recommended and unrecommended books on the whole range
Jungian Psychology, The Enneagram, of
topics treated in the book.
and The Age of Aquarius, By Jesuit
Father Pacwa also exposes incisively
Father Mitch Pacwa. Servant Publica- what
can most kindly be described as the
tions (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1992). 234 pp., sillin
ess of the so-c alled "cre ation
$8.99.
spiri tuali ty- of Dominican Father MatReviewed by Father Robert Kress
thew Fox and his hangers-on. One will
Catholic News Service
·
find much more reliable creation theolOne only need to look at the title and ogy and spiri
tuali ty in St. Thom as
subtitle of ..Catholics and the New Age:
Aquinas and Karl Rabner.
How Good People Are Being Drawn Into
Father Pacwa describes not only the
Jungian Psychology, the Enneagram, fascinatio
n of New Age theories, but also
and the Age of Aquarius" to adequately their pract
ice in certain Catholic circles,
understand its contents.
especially in certain professional clerical
During his first six chapters, Jesuit and religious
enclaves. This is the most
Father Mitch Pacwa also narrates anec- depressing
part of the book,
dotes from his own life as a college stuHe concludes with suggestions about
dent and Jesuit seminarian. He thus il- how Cath
olics can dialogue with New
lustrates personally the attraction that Agers in gene
ral and Catholic New Agers
Jung, astrology, the enneagram, crystals, · in particular.
channeling and other esoteric and occult
I have only two cautions about the
practices had for young people in the book.
I 960s and still do for many people of all
First of all, as is often the case, one
ages today.
extre me can bree d anot her. Fath er
His explanation is usually clear and Pacwa's youth
ful liberalism does seem to
understandable.· A glossary of technical have led him
to a certain conservatism
term s, inev itabl e in such a book , now. It is
not that his conservative apfacilitates the reading. There is also a proach is
wrong. But it does not neces-

Good People are Being Drawn into

sarily lead him to advocate the best of
cont emp orary main strea m Cath olic
theology.
Finally, I do think that he could have
developed more effectively the fact that,
as weird as much of the New Age is, it
nonetheless does clearly show that the
religious interest and quest of the human

being is part and parcel of human nature.
Father Kress is a-professor of theology
and autho r of books and articles on
various theological topics, including
especially religion in the modem world .
At your bookstore or order prepaid
from Servant Publications, 840 Airport
Blvd., P.O. Box 8617, Ann.Arbor, Mich .
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Graduates Receive Confused
Messa~e
~ fr~o~m
~-~S:. c:.: : .h:.: .; _o~
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By Gail Quinn

,

.

The Catholic University of Amenca
held commenc ement exercises this
month. Near the university on my way
to the office, my thoughts turned to my
brother's graduatio n from Catholic
University a few years ago.
It was like most graduations. But pride
in Jim's achievement made the long
ceremony, hot weather and uncomfortable seating only minor irritations. Many
details are lost, but I remember the commencement speaker's message: Put your
education and your faith to work to make
a better world. Never compromise your
ideals or the faith that has undergirded
your education in a Catholic institution
of higher learning.
Will today's graduate of Catholic colleges and universiti es be similarly
motivated and inspired?
This year Father Edward Malloy,
president of the University of Notre
Dame, urged Catholic Universit y
graduates to "translate your faith into a
lifetime of service." Gr.aduates at the
University of Notre Dame, Fordham .
University Law School and Rosemont
College (a Catholic women's college il_l
Pennsylvania) may hear similar messages. But these graduates are more likely to be confused than inspired.
Geraldine Ferraro ·will deliver the
commenc ement address at Fordham
Law School. A public figure who oQce
ran on the Democratic ticket for Vice
President of the United States, she is an
outspoken proponent of legal abortio~.
The University of Notre Dame will
honor Daniel Patrick Moyniha n,
Democratic Senator from New York, as
an outstanding Catholi~ and award him
the Church's prestigious Laetare Medal.
Moynihan too supports legal abortion.
Protests by cardinals, bishops and Notre
Dame alun ni about the inappropriateness of awarding the medal to Moynihan
because of his support for abortion fell
on deaf ears. Father Malloy has said that

the award to Moynihan should riot be
seen as an endorsement of abortion by
the university because Notre Dame's
"position is absolutely consonant with
the Church's." Moynihan said he has "a
responsibility to the university not to
make this any more controversial that it
can be and anything I say can do that."
But he told reporters he will be on the
platform to receive the honor. "I get the •
last word," said Moynihan.
Graduates at Rosemont will fare no
better. Their commencement speaker
will be Lynn Yaekel, a Senate-hopeful
from Pennsylvania running on a proabortion platform. Cardinal Anthony
Bevilacqua, the Archbishop of Philadelphia, told Rosemont authorities that
regardless of the content of Yaekel ·s
commenc ement remarks, it "clearly
sends the wrong message to women."
Again, deaf ears would not hear.
Parents send their children to Catholic
universities, expecting that they will
receive a good education undergirded by
Catholic faith. But some Catholic institutions of higher learning are selling
parents short. Worse, they are indicating
to ·young people that the Church · is not
serious about its teaching on abortion.
When a Church institution provides a
- platform for a public figure - no matter
what the person speaks about - it sends
a clear message to the community: This
is a person held ~ high esteem with the,_
added benefit of being presented as
someone the Church admires.
In 1989, the Catholic bishops of the
United States said, "At this particular
time, abortion has become the fundamental human rights issue for all men and
women of good will. The duty to respect
life in all its stages and especially in the
womb is evident when one appreciates
the unborn child's membership in our
human family, and the grave consequences of denying moral or legal status to
any class of human beings because of
their age or condition of dependency."
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. GRADUATION - Many college graduates will receive mixed messages during commencement exercises as keynote speakers often do not represent the teachings of the Church.

The Supreme Court is expected to
reverse or weaken its 1973 decision that
made abortion-on-demand the law of our
country. Such a decision may come as
early as this summer or as late as next
year. When this happens, there will be a
"window of opportunity" for pro-life
Americans to help enact laws that protect
both women and unborn children.
Will graduates of our Catholic univer-

sities be involved in this critical effort?
Or will they recall their commencement
speakers and others honored by their
schools - schools like Notre Dame,
Fordham Law and Rosemont -;-- and
believe that what one says and does about
abortion does not matter?
Gail Quinn is Executive Director ofthe Secretariat
for Pro-Life Activities. National Conference of
Catholic Bishops.
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Tamela .i s
onherway
to miracle
RANCHO BERNARDO - It was
3 a.m. under a full
moon. Tamela
Ridley ran to the
end of the pier
and dived in.
''The lake behind the dam at Langdon, N.D.,
looked deep. But it was only a
foot deep at the end of the long
pier. I broke my neck," Ridley
says.
She woke up paralyzed from
the chest down. "I hoped for a
sudden miracle," she says.
This Saturday, eight years
after the dive, she graduates in a
wheelchair from the University
of San Diego's law school.
"A miracle can be a step-bystep thing," Ridley says.
She had gone from the University of Hawaii to North Dakota
on a summer visit to her father.
She joined friends for a beach
party. "The moon was high. The
temperature was higher. I ran
down the pier.
"There was no warning sign. I
dived. My head hit bottom. I
floated. I didn't realize I was paralyzed," she says.
Ridley was face down in the
water. She tried to turn her
head. She couldn't.
"I was drowning. I couldn't believe it. This was the big it. How
stupid, I thought.
"I often skied. I did body surfing in Hawaii. And yet here, after
a simple little dive, I was meeting the big zero," she says.
A young man on the beach saw
the accident. He thought the
water was deep. He couldn't
swim. He ran for help. A friend
named Terry, a swimmer, carried the now-unconscious Ridley
to shore. He revived her with
the mouth-to-mouth technique.
"In a country hospital, the
doctor didn't realize I'd ruptured
my spinal cord. 'We'll just keep
you overnight,' he said. I kept
telling the nurse my: neck hurt so
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Tamela Ridley: With her mother, Edla Hoffert.
much," Ridley says.
"So the nurse began turning
my head this way and that. It
hurt more. Eight hours later, the
doctor realized."
An ambulance sped her to a
hospital in Fargo. A Fargo specialist told her she would begin
rehabilitation. Ridley could move
no arm, no leg, no hand. "Impossible, I told him. I'm too weak,"
she says.

nose itches. There was nothing I
could do about it. For two
months.
"Then I could lift my left hand.
And scratch my nose," she says.
Her mother saw the first nosescratch. "I told myself that
Tamela's on her way," the
mother says.

Ridley wanted books. But how
to turn the pages? She clamped a
pencil in her teeth and turned
the pages with it. "I hated being
The doctor put her on a slant
fed. A bowl of potato chips sat in
board. Up went her head. Down
front of me.
went her feet. "My dizziness
"Finally I could clamp a chip
began oozing away." They began ·
exercising her knees and elbows. between two paralyzed fingers
and lift it to my mouth. Fanny
"Did you ever realize how
Farmer chocolates were my next
wonderful it is to scrafch your
victory.
nose when it itches? You
"I was too victorious. I gained
wouldn't believe how often a

35 pounds," she says. Dieting
was added to her regimen. She
lost the 35 pounds.
She regained some use of her
arms. She powers her own
wheelchair. "I wanted to do
more than sit," she says. She'd
wheel herself to the swimming
pool of her mqther's condo complex.
A neighbor, Tony Martini, directs motivation seminars. He
was swimming. He emerged from
the pool.
"I picked Tamela up from the
wheelchair and set her in the
water. She swam," he says.
Before he became president,
Franklin D. Roosevelt lost the
use of his legs to polio. Swimming gave him freedom of movement. "I know how FDR felt,"
Ridley says.
Roosevelt had a Ford convertible fixed with hand controls to
make himself more mobile. Two
years after the dive, Ridley got
her van.
The first day she drove it
around an empty San Diego Jack
Murphy Stadium parking lot.
"The second day she drove to
Phoenix to visit an aunt," her
mother says.
Ridley went further. She won
a scholarship to England's Oxford
University. At an architectural
meeting at Oxford, the Prince of
Wales spotted Ridley.
"Prince Charles came up to
me, examined my wheelchair and
asked how I got around. He apologizeJ ior Oxford's buildings
lacking enough modern conveniences for handicapped persons.
"The prince is a king," she
says.
Ridley toured Europe. In a
Paris railway station a baggage
handler "literally threw me in my
wheelchair onto my train that
was already moving," she says,
and laughs.
Some of Europe's older trains
are picturesque. But their compartment doors are too narrow
for wheelchairs. "So.I took to
riding through France, Germany
and England in the baggage car,"
Ridley says.
"America is better equipped
than Europe for wheelchairs.
Like Saturday, at graduation,
they've built a ramp for me to
roll up to get my diploma," she
says.
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hs n' s Noriega gets
well fast at NCAAs
By LINDA PENTZ
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Special to The Union-Tribune
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ATHENS, Ga. -Jose Luis Noriega's painful odyssey back to
health, after two months of intense physical therapy, paid off
yesterday when the USD senior
easily won his first-round match
in the NCAA men's singles tennis
championships.
Noriega, 22, had not played a
match since injuring his right rotator cuff in early March and was
not able to serve until a week
ago. But the second seed showed
no signs of rustiness yesterday in
dispatching Duke's David Hall ZS, 6-3.
"Tato worked very, very hard,
three or four hours a day, to rehabilitate," said US~oa ch Ed Collins, using ~eruv ian's nickname. "He even changed his service motion because he was so
determined to come back."
Noriega recogni zed that a
more fluid service motion was essential to eliminate any further
danger of injury.
"I've been working on my
motion to make it smooth er," Noriega said. "My serve was the
cause of the injury."
Noriega was satisfied with his
serving against Hall, though it
Jacked the power of his opponent's.
"I made a lot of first serves,"
Noriega said. "I didn't have any
aces, but I didn't let him attack
my serve."

•
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Noriega was relieved to have
played a baseliner and will face
one again today in USC's Wayne
Black.
"(Playing a baseliner) gave me
the opportunity to hit my shots
and get my game going," Noriega
said. "In the first set we moved
each other around a lot, but in the
second set he started going for
more and missing."
Hall played hardJ flat ground
strokes against Noriega, giving
the Torero a chance to groove his
strokes, but a 3-1 lead slipped
away before Noriega could forge
ahead, 6-5, then break Hall for
the first set, 7-5.
An early break gave Noriega a
2-0 lead in the second set, but
again Hall came back, breaking
Noriega in the next game. But
Noriega scored another quick
break back .and coasted home to
take the match.

Notes
San Diego State's Joe McDonough defeated Bill Barber of
UCLA 4-6, 7-6 (11-9), 6-1 in another first-round match ... Five
seeds were upset in the first
round, including fourth-ranked
Mark Knowles of UCLA, who Jost
to Georgia freshman Mike Sell, 6
4, 6-2.
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Judge sets

blsruling
aside; tied
to laWJer
ByMAi ~ s i ~ N
and JOE CANTLUPE
Staff Writers
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San Diego Superior Court
Judge Michael Greer took the extraordinary step last month of declaring a mistrial in a case in
which he had just granted a $2
million judgment.
Greer ordered a new trial because he had neglected to reveal
- as required by the judicial conduct code - that the attorney for
the winning party had once given
him more than $1,600 in free
legal services, according to court
records. In effect, Greer restarted the legal clock on a lawsuit
that had been wending its way
through the court system for almost seven years.
When he made the unusual ruling, Greer was aware that reporters for The San Diego Union-Tribune were reviewing his financial
disclosure reports, one of whid
listed the gift of legal services.
According to a transcript of his
closed meeting with attor eys in

the case, Greer decided to recuse
himself because "the appearance
of justice here has got to be important."
The newspaper's inquiry was
prompted by the California Commission on Judicial Performance's
ongoing investigation into
whether relationships between
six county judges, including
Greer, and some attorneys who
appeared before them has improperly influenced the judicial
.
.
process.
In particular, the state mvest11
gators are looking into whether_
judges made rulings beneficial to
attorneys who gave them gifts.
The case marked the second
time in less than a year that
Greer has disqualified himself
after a decision because of previously undisclosed personal relationships with lawyers.
In this latest instance, Greer
recused himself from the case of
Bessey vs. Wahler on April 20,
less than a month after ruling in a
five-week, non-jury trial that Michael Bessey was owed $2 million
from former business associates,
including Robert Wahler.
The move ended Greer's twoyear involvement with the Bessey
case.
In an interview, Greer said that
until he looked over his financial
disclosure forms in early April, he
Had forgotten that Bessey's attorqey, Peter Gamer, had given him
_legal services valued at
$1,662.50 in 1984.
"I completely forgot that mat~
ter," said Greer. "It absolutely

bothers me (that this happened)
. . . I can't remember everything."
Wahler's lawyer, Mic~el
Weaver, declined to comment, citing the pending litigation. He
confirmed, however, that a new
trial is schedule to begin in October before Superior Court Judge
Judith Haller.
Under the state's code of judicial conduct, judges are required
to disqualify themselves from proceedings in which they have a
personal bias or prejudice concerning a party.
They are required to either remove themselves from the case
or have all parties agree in writing that the relationship is irrelevant.
Greer said he looked at his financial disclosure forms after
learning that the newspaper had
reviewed them.
"When I saw that 1984 form I
became nauseous," Greer said,
according to a transcript. At that
point, Greer said, he decided to
ask the attorneys if they wanted
him to declare a mistrial.
Though it's not uncommon for
judges to disqualify themselves
for a variety of reasons during the
course of a trial, Greer's action,
taken after making a judgment,
was highly unusual, legal experts
said.
"In my experience, that's unuit_y _of _San..
sual," said ~
~ law professo~
·stein wlien told of Greer's decision. "But anytime you recognize,
as a judge, that there's cause for
disqualification - even if it's belatedly - you should throw it out
to the parties and see if they want
a disqualification.
"It could cause additional expense if (the relationship) served
as a basis for appeals," Weckstein
said.
· Based on the avera e--cost M a

said he looked into the proper ty
split, made phone calls and wrote
a letter on Greer 's behalf, among
other services, but doesn 't consider it unusual that he didn't
charge the judge.

said, according to the transcript.
The attorn eys who gather ed t
Greer 's office April 20 expres sj
concern that the judge's decisic'
to ask for a new trial would draf
them into what they characte1
ized as a media "witch hunt !
"If I can't help someone, I fre- stemming from the
state's ir51
quentl y don't charg e them, " quiry.
tc
Gamer said. (Greer was unsuc"Ther e is a witch hunt goin1
cessful in his efforts to subdivide on right now,"
Game r said, a<3,
the Poway proper ty.)
cording to the transc ript. "I thin~
Gamer got involved in the Bes- that we have
be carefu} not t•r.
sey case in 1988, three years let this matte rto
get sucked mto th
after it entere d the courts.
maelstrom of that witch hunt."
Bill Tucke r, Wahler's personal
Bessey had owned a campattorn
ey, said that even though
1992 FILE PHOTO
groun d comp any that sold
he
though
t Greer was impartial,,
Judge Michael Greer:
memberships. He sold the profitahe
was
concer
ned about the apble busine ss to Wahler and other
Withd rawa l ended two-year
pearance of bias, according to the •
invest
ors in 1984 after being
involvement with case.
made certain assurances about transcript.
"I have never found a superi or
the future of the company.
court
judge in this state to be anyGamer said that Wahler and his
thing
but hones t," Tucke r said.
associates had lied to Bessey, in
But, referri ng to Greer 's relafive-week trial, it could cost the effect defrau
state $20,00 0 to try the Bessey during the ding him of millions tionship with Gamer, he said he
15 months after the had
case, not to mention the thou- sale.
to ask the judge to recuse
sands of dollars in legal fees for
himsel
f.
Bessey sued. The case was su"The test is, that the averag e
attorn eys and the inconvenience pervised
by two judges - one of man
for the partie s involved. The Bes- • whom
on the street perceives the
died sey lawsuit was filed in August passed to Greer before being trial judge to be biased," Tucke r
in 1990.
1985.
Gamer said that when Greer 's said, according to the transc ript.
Game r argue d passio nately
Greer said that after seeing the name was raised to take over the against Greer 's declaring a mistriforms, he remem bered that in case, he told attorq eys for Wahler al, but Greer overruled him.
1984 or 1985 he had wanted to and other defendants about his
"The appearance of justice is
subdivide 10 acres he owns in relationship with Greer and the the most impor tant thing in this
Poway. He asked Gamer to con- free legal advice.
"They left the room for about system ," Greer said, according to
tact the Poway City Council about
an hour, called their clients and the transc ript. "I'm going to
the matter .
came back and said, 'We'll accept recuse myself, period."
In
"He wrote a letter for me," Greer, ' " Game r said. "The prob- sey a case unrelated to the Beslawsuit that surfaced shortly
Greer said. "It was just one let- lem here is that the judge himself after
the state's investigation
ter. Then he sent a bill to me, didn't make the disclosure.''
began,
an Escondido contra ctor
Though Weaver would not conmarked 'paid in full.' "
wrote to the commission comsent
to an interview, the court plainin
Greer said at the time he
thoug ht it was unusu al that transc ript shows that he did not fault g that Greer ordere d a deGame r charg ed more than believe that Game r or Greer ever insurajudgment against him in an
nce lawsuit without ever
disclosed anything about their re$1,600 to write a letter.
disclos
ing that the judge' s personlationship.
al
attorn
eys also repres ented the
In an interview and according
"Ther e had been no disclosure
to the court transcript, Gamer to me and in turn to my client insurance company.
When challenged about the resaid he remem bers his work on about the event that brings us all
-behalf of thejtrd ge-differently. He togeth er this morning," Weave r lationship, Greer disqualified him
self from the case.
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go, saving his energy for. the finalset challenge.
ATHENS, Ga. - Second-seed- . The plan almost backfi
red as
ed Jose Luis Norie g~US D used Black scored the first break, takhis four years of co
ale tennis ing a 4-3 lead. A series
experience to score a narrow vic- rallies put Noriega back in of long
tory yesterday in the second as his superior ground control
round of the men's NCAA Divi- gave him a quick break strokes
back for
sion I individual championships.
4-4. Noriega then held for 5-4
Noriega, a 22-year-old senior and broke Black for the match
from Lima, Peru, edged USC 4, on his third match point. , 6freshman Wayne Black 6-3, 1-6, ·
"I think patience and experi6-4 and faces Louisiana State sen- ence helped me," Norieg
ior Mario Pacheco in today's third "After 4-3 in the third, a said.
round. Quarterfinal matches also trated on every point. I Iconcensaved
will be played on the University some energy in that
second
set
of Georgia campus today.
after he went up 4-0. I was
Noriega was ranked No. 1 be- He was running me all overtired.
the
fore a rotator-cuff injury in late . court."
March. He won his first mate
Noriega1-s poweMtas-be
Wednesday, but Black, of Zim- tailed by his injury, and en curbabwe, proved a tougher oppo- cannot serve at full speed. he still
nent, dominating Noriega after a
"It's a disadvantage that I can't
slow start.
hit my serve hard," Noriega said.
Black, the younger brother of "I'm not afraid to go
forme r USC stando ut Byron my arm gets tired." for it, but
Black, started nervously, trailing
Noriega hasn't faced Pacheco
· 0-2 before breaking Noriega's before. The senior from
o is
serve. But forehand errors cost an all-court player whoMexic
likes
Black another break and Noriega challenge the passing shots to
kept the lead to serve out the set backcourt players like Norieg of
a.
at 6-3.
Weariness took its toll on No- Notes
riega in the second set as Black
Pacheco was a 7-5, 6-2 winner over Aubegan to fire ground strokes all burn's Michael Hegarty ... San Diego
State's Joe McDonough lost to No. 4 seed
over the court, running ~s oppo- Brian
MacPhl e of USC 6-2, 6-2
San
nent from side to side and quickly Diego State's Jeff Belloli and Chris. . .Numbers
defeate
d
David
Culley and Jason
reaching 4-0. From that point,
Yeager of Kentucky 6-2, 7-5 in the first
Noriega appeared to let the set round
of doubles .
Special to The Union-Tribune
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Advances at NCAA Meet

USD's N.oriega wins
in NCAA close ·ca ll
By LIN-DA PENTZ

P. C. B. Est. 1888
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+:rom Staffand Wire Reports
~·· ATHENS, Ga.-Jo se Luis Norie_ga, University_of Sao Difgo senior,
• a1f vanced to the round of 16 at.the
NCAA individual tennis champion~hips at the University of Georgia
here Thursday.
_ Noriega, ranked second nation~ly and seeded second in the
tQurnament, won his second -round
·match over USC's Wayne Black,
-6-3, 1-6, 6-4. But Noriega, showing
signs that a rotator -cuff injury still
bother s him, strugg led in the last
-set, having to come back after
trailing 4-3.
Noriega will play LSU's Mario
Pacheco today.
This is the fourth consecutive
year Norie ga-19 -0 in single s
compe tition this seaso n-has
reached this round. In the last two
years, Noriega has fallen to the
eventu al champion in the quarte rfinals. He lost to Texas' Steve
Bryan in 1990 and Stanford's Jared
Palme r last year.
San Diego State's Joe McDonough, who was unseeded, f~ll to
fourth -seede d Brian MacPh1e of
use, 6-2, 6-2.
USC and Peppe rdine were
among four schools with two players advancing to the third round.
USC's David Ekerot topped Bobby
Mariencheck of Georgia, 4-6, 6-2,
6-3. USC's Jon Leach lost 6-0, 6-0,
to Mike Sell of Georgia.
Charles Auffray and Howard
Joffe were the winning Waves.
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~ .t last, Noriega's in semifinals

1
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USD sf J ~ ~a
•
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ill NCAA tenms hunt
.
aft er 3 f:ailed trleS
By LINDA PENTZ
Special to The Union-Tribune

ATHENS, Ga. - USD senior
Jose Luis Noriega, the second
· seed in the NCAA men's tennis
champ ionshi ps, finally broke
throu gh after havin g been
stopped at . the quarterfinals or
soone r in all three previo us
NCAA attemp ts.
The 22-year-old from Lima,
Peru, won two match es yester day
to advance to a semifinals meeting with third- seede d Alex
O'Brien of Stanford. In a morning
match, Noriega easily disposed of
LSU's Mario Pacheco 6-4, 6-1.
But an afternoon encou nter with
unseeded David Kass of Michigan, the field's most dangerous
floater, almost proved to be Noriega's undoing again.
Noriega lost in the second
round of the NCAAs his freshman
year, then twice was stopped in
the quarterfinals. But yesterday,
Noriega fought throug h three

grueling sets to defeat Kass 7-5,
5-7, 6-2.
Noriega got off to a bad start
against Kass, a senior on a hot
streak who had marched throug h
his third-round match 6-1, 6-1
over Pepperdine's Charles Auffray. Kass raced to a 4-0 lead before Noriega could break the Kass
serve, but the :Michigan player
stayed on top, ta~ing a 5-2 lead.
The net-rushing Rass then made
a series of careles. errors on the
volley, and Noreg a's passin g
shots found their rnark as Noriega
won five straigh t games to take
the set 7-5.
When Noriega broke a de,spondent Kass for 4-3 in the second set, the matchappeared to be
won. But Kass cane back, breaking Noriega twice, the first time
when Noriega served for the set
at 5-4 and the iecond time to
take the set 7-5.
The players e:ichanged breaks
early in the third set, but when
Noriega broke Kais for 3-2 as the
Ameri can's volleys fell apart,
Kass appeared togive up. Noriega held serve easiy to take the 6. 2 victory as Kassdumped a backhand deep.

"It was a weird match, and he's
a weird player ," Noriega said.
"He doesn 't have much technique, and he gives you no pace.
He just pushes the ball back. But
I'm glad I didn't lose in the quarterfinals for the third year in a
row."
Noriega ·missed two months because of a rotator-cuff injury before playing in the NCAAs and
still cannot serve at full speed,
and he said his injury problems
might have contributed to his determination not to get beaten
early.
"I came back here with more
determination this year," Noriega
said. "I had some pain in my
shoulder, but I didn't have to
serve hard against him because
he doesn 't hit winners off the return."
Said USD coach Ed Collins: "It
Will be a minor miracle if he wins
the tourna ment after all he's been
throug h."
Noriega will earn a degree in
business administration with ceremonies scheduled for tomorrow,
after which he will turn profes
sional.
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'SEBALL
Pitcher Mike Saipe of the University of.§an.J2j,ego receivealion )rable meiiTion on the Mizuno
Freshman All-Americ a team.
Saipe, who graduated from University City, was 8-3 with 3.53
earned run average this season. He
appeared in 15 games, starting 13
and led the West Coast Conference
with eight complete games.
Previously, Saipe was named the
wee freshman of the year and was
a unanimous selection to the WCC
all-conferenc e team.
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Local Briefs
College baseball - USD freshman right-hander Mike Saipe was
an honorable-mention selection to
the Mizuno freshman All-America
team.
Saipe, a University City High
alumnus, went 8-3 with a 3.53
ERA, pitched eight complete
games and was voted West Coast
Conference freshman of the year.
Four members of
Softball the USD softball team have been
selected to the District VIII
GTE/COSI DA academic AllAmerica team: senior second
baseman June Andrews, junior
Tiffany
itch
ri-ght-hande
Wasilewski, junior outfielder Marianne Stahl and sophomore first
baseman Aimee Reinard.
All four players qualify for the
national ballot, from which three
Academic All-America squads will
be announced June 5.
Andrews, a , Madison High
alumna, started all her team's 45
games and batted .314 with 37
runs, 17 RBI and eight stolen
bases.
Wasilewski, a Mission Bay
alum, went 19-8 u:i 28 games (26
starts) with a 1.44 earned-run averag~ in 170 innings.
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Peppe_!:dine's Joffe Beaten in Semifinal Match
Ali'~ ~aining players from
Southern California universities
were eliminated Saturday in the
NCAA men's tennis tournament at
Athens, Ga.
Howard Joffe of Pepperdine lost
a semifinal match to sixth-seeded
Wade McGuire of Georgia, 7-5, 3-6,
6-3, and second-seede d Jose Luis
Noriega of the University of San
Diego was upset l'iy third-seeded
Alex CT'Brien, 6-0, 6-3.
In doubles, David Ekerot and
Andras Lanyi of USC lost to second-seeded Chris Cocotos and
O'Brien of Stanford, 7-6 (8-6), 6-4.
Cocotos and O'Brien ousted Jeff

Belloli and Chris Numbers of San
Diego State in the semifinals, 6-3,
6-3.
Joffe, a junior from South Africa
who is 36th on the Volvo Tennis/Collegiate Rankings, held a 3-2
lead in the final set before losing
four of the final five games.
"I feel like I didn't choke," Joffe
said. "I made him play all the
points to beat me in the final set."
Joffe and McGuire combined for
17 service breaks in 30 games.
McGuire held serve only seven
times, but two of those closed out
the first and third sets.
"I don't think I've ever been

involved in a match. like that,
where nobody could hold serve,"
McGuire said. "He was closing in
really tight. [Georgia Coach] Manuel [Diaz] told me to hit behind him
and lob a lot. ... In the third set,
after I got broken, I just to!d myself
to relax and play it out."
O'Brien defeated McGuire, 6-4,
2-6, 7-5, in a Stanford-Georgia
dual match in the USTA/ITCA
National Team Indoor Championships. If O'Brien wins in singles and
doubles, he will be the first player
to take both titles since John
Whitlinger of Stanford in 1974.
-STEVEN HERBERT
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ederal sentencing guidelines that have been criti.
cized as inflexible are being
softened in California and much ·
of the West through a string of
recent opinions by the nation's
largest U.S. appeals court.
These rulings by the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals are favorable to certain types of criminal defendants, and have broadened the power of federal judges
to give lighter prison terms than
otherwise are mandated by the
guidelines.
Under these rulings by the San
Francisco-based coun, federal
judges are empowered - in limited situations - to give lighter
prison terms based on "mitigating circumstances," including situations not sufficiently addressed
by the guidelines.
Some of these rulings have national significance, and mark a
reinterpretation on the sentencing rules enacted nearly five
years ago by a tough-on-crime
Congress.
"I think it's fair to say these
cases have been path-breaking,"
said Kevin Cole, a professor of
criminal law at theJ]SD School
of Law and co-author of a guidelines reference book.
"I think the 9th Circuit is
trying to say to district judges,
'You have some maneuvering
room here,' " said Judy C.
Clarke, a San Diego defense lawyer who publishes a newsletter
on the guidelines.
The 9th Circuit has jurisdiction
over nine Western states, Guam
and the Northern Marianas Islands, and sits between the region's federal district courts and
the U.S. Supreme Court.
It received national attention
last month when it was rebuked
by the Supreme Court for granting four last-minute stays to the
execution of convicted murderer
Robert Alton Harris.
In the 1980s the court was
criticized as being too liberal, and
it retains a strong liberal wing
today. But appointments to the
28-member court b the Rea an
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and Bush aadrinistrations have
given its overall rulings a more
centrist tone. ,
In the recent guidelines opin· ions, the 9th Circuit has specified
that sentencing judges may consider:
■ Whether a crime c~mmitted
by a first-time offender is a "single aberrant act" by an otherwise law-abiding person.
■ The socioeconomic background of impoverished Mexicans
arrested as "mules," or bordercrossing drug smugglers.
■ Whether an offender may
have acted out of "duress."
And, in a Fresno drug case last
summer, the 9th Circuit indicated that lower courts should cons1der the "total pattern of behavior."
"The guidelines are not a

"The 9th Circuit is
trying to breathe
some humanity into
t~e guidelines."
JUDITH N. KEEP
U.S. district judge

straightjacket for district judges.
They do give discretion to depart," the court said.
"The 9th Circuit is trying to
breathe some humanity into the
.guidelines," said U.S. District
Judge Judith N. Keep, chief of ·
San Diego's federal court.
· "Frankly, that's necessary, because they (the guidelines) are so
heartless."
And U.S. District Judge Earl
R Gilliam said, "I think it's very
important, if we're satisfied that
we have a person that won't get
involved in this conduct again,
that we not take away so much
of their lives with these (stiffer)
types of sentences."
The guidelines were authorized in the mid-1980s by a Congress seeking to combat rising
crime ancj decrease sentencing
dis arit in the ation's federal
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courts.
Critics of the old sentencing
system - under which judges
enjoyed broad discretion pointed out that two similar offenders could receive wildly divergent prison terms, depending
on the judge handling the case.
Moving to reform the system,
Congress created the U.S. Sentencing Commission, which drafted the guidelines. The guidelines
went into effect in November
1987, and are updated annually
by the commission, a sevenmember panel of judges and law
professors appointed by Congress.
Today, federal judges choose
prison time from a set range.
The calculations, which are done
along a grid, include consideration of several factors, including
the .type of crime and the defendant's record.
Judicial critics have attacked
the guidelines as flawed in many
ways, and argue that the rules
have robbed the judiciary of the
power to choose punishments independently.
Critics also say the guidelines
are overly harsh, contribute to
prison overcrowding by eliminat.ing parole in federal prisons, and
enhance the power of prosecutors to determine prison sentences through the number and type
of charges they file.
Despite the opposition, the
guidelines have been upheld as
constitutional.
While many o(San Diego's
federal judges welcome the 9th
Circuit's recent adjustments to
the guidelines, some prosecutors
view the action as contrary to
the intent of Congress.
"The effect of allowing all
these departures is that some
judges will depart (from the
guidelines) and some judges
won't, thereby restoring the
disparity that the guidelines were
intended to overcome," said Assistant U.S. Attorney Roger W.
Haines Jr., who publishes a national guidelines newsletter.
The guidelines are evolving,
undergoing review in criminal
cases heard by federal courts
from coast to coast. The Sen-
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CLASSICAL MUSIC / KENNETH HERMAN

San Diego Spotlight
Composer's Passion
a Sacred U~ertaking
omposer Ran£rb~es knows that writing ch neh music puts
him in a less than prestigious category am0ng his peers.
"Within compositional circles, sacred music and the people
who write it are seen as charming-at best-or as a curiosity. It's
no wonder, considering the general level of pop music sung to
eaFmedaccompaniments that is now rampant in churches," Giles
served, with some exasperation.
3ut Giles, a 41-year-old doctoral candidate in composition at UC
Diego, has pursued his muse without regard to the
expectations of his contemporaries. Besides expressing his
Christian faith, writing church music has landed him a number of
commissions; Eton
College, Chicago's
WBP--- --,1--:Kuiman Catholie
Cathedral and the
All Saints
Episcopal Church
in Pasadena head
the list of
prestigious
institutions
requesting his
services. In 1989,
he wrote a piece for
two organs for the
Uniy~r~l~ San
Diega,...w hen the
school dedicated a
second pipe organ
in its Founders
Chapel.
His most recent
composition, his St.
John's Passion, will
be premiered at 4 p.m. Monday by the Los Angeles vocal ensemble
I Cantori and members of the La Jolla Symphony at Rancho Santa
Fe's Church of the Nativity. I Cantori music director Edward
Cansino will conduct the Passion, written for double chorus, eight
ists and orchestra.

C

Giles began composing his Passion (a traditional liturgical genre
that recounts in musical terms the crucifixion of Jesus according to
the Gospel narratives) last summer in Madras, India. That luxury
was made possible by a $6,000 grant from a private party who
asked that Giles not make his name public.
"I decided that the money would go farther in India than in La
Jolla."
Wm¥ -wa:s-ther~, he decided to stucly tne singfngscyle ana
theory QfSouth Indian Karnatic music. Exposure to Indian music
did not change his compositional style, but it did encourage him to
incorporate drones and other static harmonic material-traits of
traditional South Indian music-into the Passion, his magnum opus
to date.
"The most obvious audible influence is that of [the late French
composer] Olivier Messiaen, notably his harmonic vocabulary and
his use of modes," Giles said. "The structure is similar to the Bach
Passions, with liturgical texts dividing up the Gospel narrative."
iles' peripatetic musical studies haye contribute~ to his
eclectic approach. The Oregon native, who did his
undergraduate work at England's University of York, studied
privately in London with noted British composers Peter Maxwell
Davies and Harrison Birtwistle. With the U.S. Peace Corps in
Llbe-~ia,-he developed a music curriculum based on indigenous
Liberian music. Another project took him to Alaska, where he
recorded traditional music in remote villages.
Among other student and faculty composers, noted for their
commitment to the avant garde, Giles has been an anomaly.
''Compared to the UCSD music department, my own music is
more conservative," Giles acknowledged, "although, when I take
my music to a church choir to learn, they find it quite difficult."
Giles is not limited to writing church music, however.
"About half of my music is secular. I've written a string quartet,
orchestral music, music for a Belgian mime troupe-even a
television jingle."
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on San Diego

The bar crowd at La Jolla's Top o'
the Cove is more accustomed to Cole
Porte r or Rogers and Hart, but two
dozen patrons joined in Thursday
night when Harry Caray, the legendary Cubs broadcaster, stepped up to
the piano and starte d belting "Take
Me Out to the Ballgame," accompanied by Cristi Rickert ... Developer
Ernie Hahn, a member of the board
of trustees, will be handing out the
diploma at USD today when his
granddaughter, Jennifer, earns her
degree in art and history. It's a family tradition. Five years ago, her father, Ron Hahn, chairman of the
board at La Jolla Country Day,
awarded Jennifer her high school d'ploma ... Comedian Shelley Berman,
in last night for a benefit show at the
Hahn Cosmopolitan Theat re, came a
day eady to play San Diego tourist.
Friday night, Berman dined on tutto
mare at Fio's in the Gaslamp (just a
few tables from Harry Caray, who
gets around) ... When country singing star Wyrionna Judd checked into
the Marriott Marina hotel for her SD
concert, she used a cover name: Ima
Goodin.
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Graduation: Pomp and Protest
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Face to Fae~:· Robert Fel meth ·

.Seeks health
care for all kids
,Qy RIVIAN TAYLOR

;. At fir.st glance, Robert
!Fellmeth might seem a bit out of
place in his adopted San Diego
~ounty, which is better known
fPr laid-back surfers than hardr,attling reformers.
For almost two decades,
:E'ellmeth, a Harvard-educated
tiwyer and an original (Ralph)
tJader Raider, has taken aim at
fOwerful and special interests
throughout California.
• His field is public interest law,
advancing the interests of the unrganized and under-represented
in the courts and before the LegQ,lature and regulatory genc1es.
.. Fellmeth moved to San Diego
in 1973, after working with con&umer activist Nader for five
~ears, and joined the district attorney's office, where he pro~ecuted, among other cases, child
abuse and white-collar crime.
•. Of the decade spent as a proecutor, Fellmeth is proudest of
the anti-trust unit he formed; it
'was the nation's first anti-trust
unit in a local prosecutor's office.
Fellmeth also served a term as
~hairman of the California AthletlC Commission, and he lists the
world's first pension system for
boxers as one of his proudest ac~omplishments. It was "a hell of a
battle," he said. "The promoters
}ought me all the way."
-~ For the past decade, Fellmeth
,h as been running the Center for
'Public Interest Law at the Uni,irersity of San Diego. The center
·is a r,t:telie watchdog of the 60
tate agencies that regulate busi.ness, the environment, professions and trades.
· In 1986, the Legislature re•~ponded to public complaints
about errant and dishonest law.yers and created the post of state
Bar Discipline Monitor. Then-At-

torney General John van de Kamp
appointed Fellmeth to the post
and charged him with overhauling
the Bar's system of handling complaints.
Now, five years later, Fellmeth
has completed the job with generally high marks and has turned to
advancing the rights of children.
Question: What impact did
Ralph Nader have on you?
Answer: He taught me you
don't have to be part of the system in the traditional sense to
matter. You do not have to be a
politician or a big corporate executive; you can matter just as a
citizen, especially if you're a lawyer.
You can practice law from the
outside and leverage change in a
beneficial way without having a
·
llout having direct
public power.
He also taught me to subvert
your ego to your goal. Work behind the scenes, take joy in seeing
the policy change, not in the
headline and not in the credit. He
taught by example. When we
were working with him, he was
constantly . shoving us to the
front. Once we were urging him
to run for president and he said:
"The country does not need a
huge tree; it needs a forest."
That stuck with me.
Q: You've just spent five years
monitoring the state Bar's discipline system. How serious was
the problem and how successful
was the effort to improve the system?
A: There wasn't one problem;
there were a hundred problems
all deriving from the fact that the
system was being run and being
totally controlled by ... lawyers.
You had a backlog system that
took forever and produced very
little, which was being adjudicated
by practicing attorneys in the
field ... It was a system that was
clogged. Basically, it was a disgrace. It's not utopia now, but it's
definitely a better sy~Fem. More
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lawyers are being disciplined;
right now it's 500 percent more
in one-third the time.
Q: Now that your job as Bar
monitor is completed, what's
next?
A: I want to work on children
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advocacy almost totally if I can.
Q: Why is that so important to
you?
A: I've always wanted to represent children ... You only have
one life to live and you want to
have an impact. You look around
and say, "What's the group that,
in terms of all the public decisions
that are made and where all the•
money is allocated, is the most
under-represented?" It's children.
There's no question about it. Everyone loves them; they're cute,
they're cuddly. But when the cynical decisions are made in Sacramento and in Washington and all
over the world, they are the ones
who are cut. They are the ones
who are hurt because they're not
politically represented.
Q: Aren't there existing groups
. that reeresent childre!lL-,.,
A: they don 1t have st ng advocates. The advocates they have
tend to be people who are more
concerned with what people think
about them than the welfare of
their clients. It's not the same
,kind of zealous advocacy that the
environmental movement has
had, or the anti-war movement. It
lacks the kind of intensity that
has marked successful advocacy
representation of other groups.
Q: I take it you hope your Children's Advocacy Institute will fill
this void. What areas will you
focus on?
A: We want to see child support collected. We have $2.5 billion uncollected out there. California ranks just about at the bottom of the country in terms of
collecting.
We want to see health-insurance coverage for all children and
pregnant women. It's really a
source of embarrassment for us
as a nation that almost every developed nation - and some of
the undeveloped nations - in the
world have health insurance covering children, at least, and most
everybody.
More than half the kids in this
county and this state aren't even

being immunized from basic infectious diseases, and they're now
beginning to kill kids. A measles
epidemic recently killed 55 kids in
California. I just don't understand
a state that will enrich its wealthy
so generously and tax them so
little, really, in terms of the state
income tax and then will not provide immunization for its children.
We're also very concerned
about environmental dangers. We
have poor areas in California
where 25 percent or more of the
children have lead levels in their
bloo~ indicating permanent damage.
Q: What's your view of the current controversy over San Diego
County's Child Protective Services?
A: It's a public service in the
ense that Hlere-at"e undoubtedly
abuses in unnecessary removals
and so forth. But the problem I
h,;1.ve is the other side: If you put
children back into a home that's
abusive and you leave the children there, you'd be injuring or
even killing children.
When you develop a system
and fine-tune a system and twist a
system in one direction so that it
can never make an error in terms
of removal, what are the consequences of the failure to remove
in terms of the abuse in the other ·
direction? How do you balance
that? We ought to come up with
solutions that protect the innocent but do not inhibit the removal and protection of the children
who are endangered.
Q: What's wrong with government?
A: It's very frustrating to see
the way decisions are made. I believe in a ninth-grade civics system where the state is really independent and decisions are made
on the merits. I don't want to go
up to Sacramento and make an
argument - or have anyone have
to make an argument - and then
be beaten because of political
campaign money. And that's what
happens to us in Sacramento so _

often it makes me sick.
Q: Is Sacramento any worse
than other state capitals?
A: I think it's worse because
the stakes are higher in California
and the money spent for political
purposes is much greater ...
Other states don't have 1,000
lobbyists, with the money these
lobbyists have.
In Louisiana, you may have a
certain amount of demagoguery
and petty corruption. I don't
think that's nearly as bad. I can
tolerate petty corruption and I
can even tolerate the type of
thing the media jumps on . . . I
mean an institution can steal $25
billion and the media yawns. But
if a bunch of congressmen write
four or five bad checks .. : "Aha,
aha, aha, we got you."
Q: Along with your victories,
you've suffered some · defeats.
Which are most significant?
A: The one that hurts the most
is my continuing battle to combat
local monopolies that exist without competitive bidding or rate
regulation and are controlled by
local cities and counties that take
a piece of the action through a
franchise fee. I'm talking about
cable TV and trash hauling. I lost
that battle big. I also lost the battle to set up campaign financing.
Q: Why is it important for you
to teach?
A: As I've grown older, I've
discovered something about
teaching I never suspected at the
outset. These people actually
graduate and go out and do
things. Former students greet me
in the Capitol and they're now in
very important positions. And
they're there because of me, partially at least. Not only did they
listen to me, but they liked what
they heard and they internalized
it, the same way I internalized
some things from Nader and my
other teachers. And then I see
some of them passing me by,
doing better work than I've ever
done. It gives me a real good feeling.
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OPINION
Getting a grip on illegal drug trade
By BOB FELLMETH

rack, heroin, speed. What a price
U.S. citizens are paying for them.
We've lost much of a generation of minority youths. Drug money
finances gangs and is involved in many
homicides. We see prostitution, burglaries and muggings take place to support addicts' habits. Drugs create crack
babies and contribute to child abuse.
Shared needles spread AIDS.
So what are we doing about it? Imprisoning people and paying $40,000
per year per prisoner while they sit
watching television, that's what.
We have forgotten basic economics.
li you seize 10 percent of all the drugs
on the street, you increase the profit
margin of the drugs still there. The
higher profit attracts more investment,
which restores the supply.
The drug crisis has reached the point
where Orange County Superior Court
Judge James Gray and federal Magistrate Judge Ronald Rose recently joined
those suggesting legalization a la Holland. But the United States is not Holland. We lack cultural homogeneity and
have a substantial jobless underclass
and aggressive entrepreneurs who
would stimulate demand among them.
Legalization would be almost as harmful as the present reality.
There is another alternative. If you
want to destroy an industry, manipulate the market. When a large, powerful business undercuts the price of competitors, they eventually go bankrupt.

C
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HORACIO FIDEL CARDO

Ironically, there is no business more
vulnerable to this type of predation
than the illicit drug industry, and no
more effective predator than the state.
Here's what to do:
(1) Maintain illegal status for drugs.
(2) Undercut the dealers. Provide
free drugs administered by the state to
anyone who is already addicted to that
drug - focusing on cocaine, heroin and
speed. Thus, "CalDrug" is created, and
it engages in classic and massive predation. Sounds strange and even immoral
- the state administering a dangerous
and deleterious drug - but think about
it ...
Drug dealers prosper by slowly expanding their reliable coterie of repeat
users. Usually, they draw in friends of
addicts as the addicts cut their drugs
and resell at a profit to finance their
own habits. The business operates as a
classic pyramid scheme. The engine for
expansion is generated from its bottom.
But how can a dealer compete with
free drugs? To maintain business, he is
forced to sign on a new player, get a
new addict. But, under the predation
alternative, as soon as that person develops an addiction and becomes more
desperate for the money necessary to
feed his habit, he is likely to start going
to the state CalDrug office to get drugs
free.
FELLMETH is a professor at the University
of San Diego School of Law and directs the
Center for Public Interest Law. He is a
former antitrust and white-collar crime
prosecutor.

l

Here is the operating principle: People will opt for the lowest price, and
free is awfully low.
There is nothing intrinsically attractive about going to a government office
to have a shot administered. Therefore,
people are not apt to jump into drug
use with the idea that once they are
addicted their supply will be free. No,
people don't tum to drugs in anticipation of post-addiction bargains, but because their friends are doing drugs (and
often giving drugs to them free to get
them started).
For expanding drug use, the introduction has to be made and the private
supply has to be readily available. But
predation will reduce private supply by
strangling the economic incentive to invest in it. Thus, it becomes harder and
harder for the dealer to get new customers.
There' will be fewer at the bottom of
the pyramid to introduce new addicts,
because the salesmen have a preferable
alternative. The methadone clinics of
the 1970s and '80s, which provided a
marginal substitute for heroin, demonstrated how attractive "free" is - and
this draw will be substantially enhanced
by the use of real drugs.
Most would argue that the state
would set a bad example by administering dangerous drugs. True, but let's
get real here. The state would be
"dispensing," not "pushing."
Even from the addicts' point of view,

this solution is kinder and gentler - to
copy a much abused phrase. Few who
are currently addicted come clean without help, and here they would be in a
government setting where help is available. Plus, consider what we are paying
in medical costs for needle~bome AIDS,
hepatitis and overdoses, not to mention
what we pay as the addicts commit
crimes to finance their habits.
This proposal would clearly plit a
major dent in the drug culture - now
a large part of the economy of our
ghettos. The lesson learned: It is not
worth risking your life and fortune
rounding up cows, if someone consistently rustles them from your pen.
The final result is likely to be a severely diminished money base for
gangs; fewer drug-abusing pregnant
women; a decline in AIDS, hepatitis
and emergency-care social costs; a dramatic decline in crimes to. feed drug
habits; and most important - a declining use of drugs.
The question is:,Do we have any political leaders willing to discuss and propose such a solution? Do we even have
any willing to address anything beyond
IO-second sound-bite cliches?
Predation would not immediately win
the war on drugs. Nothing will win it
easily. And this solutibn has its imperfections. But to paraphrase Winston
Churchill's judgment about democracy,
it may not be perfect, but it's a damned
sight better than any of the alternatives.
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. Na de r urges law school grads

t~!!!:AP~~j\~~r.!or needy .~.~~!!!~oever
advocate Ralph Nader urged law
school gradua tes to pad their consciences instead of their pockets
by making time for needy individuals and causes.
Nader challenged the 324 University of San Diego School oiLaw
graaua tes to take an activis t
stance against big business, governmen t bureau cracy and social
injustices as he has for more than
three decades.
"There is a direct connection between legal advocacy and the fundamental needs of people to lead
dee nt -lives," Nader tolq graduates and hundreds of their friends
and relatives Saturday.
"But what we're lacking as a
profession is that we don't make
that connection often enough. Our
Constitution is · only parchm ent
without the bold advocacy of the
profession you are now enterin g."
Nader noted that law schools
provide gradua tes with skills that
make them attracti ve to wealthy
individuals, large corpor ations
and special interests willing to pay

-..

in the world for margin alizing
your contribution to justice in our
society because you can't afford it
or don't have the time," said
Nader.
"The pressur es are to turn you
inward, to lower your sights, to
play wi th th e microscope and forget th e telescope. You will have to
be your o_wn source of irritation,
a nd you'll soar."
Nader, who earned a law degree
from Harvar d University in 1958,
drew laughs . when he mentioned
the legal profession's plummeting
rating in the public's eye almost to
"the level of a used- car
Graduates also were urged to salesm an."
Nader acknowledged early confashion "a new toolbox of skills" to
ns to his consumer advotributio
that
system
l
politica
a
e
reshap
by USD Law School
efforts
cacy
Nader 1,aid has become stagna nt
t Fellme th, a
Rober
sor
Profes
ento
refuse
ans
because politici
of "Nade r's
er
memb
force laws they were elected to founding
and directo r
1960s
the
in
s"
Raider
uphold.
for Public
Center
s
school'
the
of
waiting
against
them
warned
He
Law.
t
Interes
until they've built up a comfortBecause of that center, USD
able nest eggs or are nearing the
end ofa lucrative corporate career gradua tes are exposed to more
at
before becoming concerned with public advocacy than students
/
said.
Nader
,
:ools
• m..:,t
:~htin g society's wrongs.
What most of those schools lack,
he said, is an approach designed to
help the needy and disenfr anchised by directing legal talents
against "massi ve and system ic"
corruption and deception in government.
"There are plenty of courses in
corporate collapse, but the cupboard is bare for collapsible tenements ," said Nader. "This goes
beyond petty crimes and bouncing
checks. The grossest crimes are
going on each day in Washington,
D.C., withou t detect ion and
through gross arrogance.,,

=
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Consumer
advocate
"addresses
USDgrads
The Associated Press .
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SAN DIEGO - Consum er
advocate Ralph Nader urged law
school graduate s to pad the~r
conscien ces instead of their
pockets by making time for
needy individu als and causes.
Nader challenged the 324 University of San Diego School of
Law graduate s to take an activist stance against big business ,
governm ent bureaucr acy and social injustices.
Nader noted that law schools
provide graduate s with skills
that make them attractiv e to
wealthy individuals, large corporations and special interest s
willing to pay high fees. .
What most of those schools
lack he said, is an approach design~d to help the needy and disenfranch ised.
Graduat es also were urged to
fashion "a new toolbox of skills"
to reshape a political system
that Nader said has become
stagnant because politicia ns refuse to enforce laws.
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Ralph Nader appeals to law school grads

SAN DIEGO - Consum er advocate
Ralph Nader urged law school graduates to
pad their consciences instead of their pockets by helping the poor and.Jlg_hting government corruption. ?._ °tt::;°S
"There is a direct connection between
legal advocacy and the fundamental needs
of people to lead decent lives," Nader told
graduate s of the .lJniversi ty of San Diego
School of Law on Saturday.
"Our Constitu tion is only parchme nt
without the bold advocacy of the profession
you are now entering," said Nader, a Harvard-educated lawyer and consumer advoRALPH NADER
cate.
Law schools lack training in how to help the needy and disenfranchised by directing legal talents against "massive ... corruptio n
going on in Washington, D.C., without detection and through gross
arrogance " he said.
Escondido, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Oally Times Advocate)
(Cir. D.47,500)
(Cir. S. 49,000)
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RALPH NADER

Urges USD law grads
to fight for the poor
■

Consum er advocate

Ralph Nader urged law school

graduate s to pad their consciences instead of their pockets by helping the poor and
fighting governm ent corruption.
"There is a direct connection between legal advocacy
and the fundame ntal needs of
people to lead decent lives,"
Nader told graduate s of the
Universi ty of San Diego
Scfi.oo o Law on Saturday .
"Our Constitu tion i's only
parchme nt without the bold
advocacy of the p rofession
you are now entering," said
Nader, a Harvard -educate d
lawyer and consume r advocate.
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One of the great sports comebacks of the year lies just up the
hill i! USD, where Jose Luis
Noriega recovered from rotatorcuff surgery in time to enjoy a
spectacular run in the NCAA
men's tennis championships before losing in yesterday's semifinals ...
San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union/
Tribune
(Cir. D. 392,388)
(Cir. S. 467,287

By KIM Q. BERKSHIRE
TIMES STAFF WRITER
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-/ Tor~ros. Aztecs
win rowing events
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■ Beach volleytiiw.i1/ith
younger players on the
rise~ the sport's best duo
knows the time at the top
is almost up.

at Sacramento

T!ie Uni_veisity of San Diego
and San Diego State won races
Y~st~rday at the Pa.cific Coast
Rowtng Championships in Sacramento. ·
. USD qualified for three grand
fmals and won the men's novice
foilrs in 7 minutes, 3.06 seconds
easily defeating Humboldt Stat~
(7:12.1). USD also was third in
the men's _varsity four (6:55.9)
and second m the women's novice Los Angeles, CA
•
four (8:31.2).
(Los Angeles Co.)
.San Diego State won the men's Los Angeles Times
~ovice eight fmal in 6:21.5, edgSan Diego Edition)
_ _ m!l UCSD (6:22.3).
Cir. D. 50,010)
Cir. S. 55,573)
. Was~gton won the men's varsity eight (6:00.3) and the
MAY 3 0 1992
women's varsity eight (7:00.1).
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Brad Thomas, an assistant to
University. of Sao Diego Coach
Kathy Marpe for three seasons has
/
resigned.

SAN DIEGO-Their loyalty is as
legendary as their royalty.
In more than a decade playing
the role of co-crown princes of
professional beach volleyball, Sinjin Smith and Randy Stoklos have
rewritten the Assn. of Volleyball
Professionals record books with
standards that begin with career
earnings, end with 112 tandem
victories and include a smorgasbord of marks in between.
Lately, the success that has been
synonymous with Smith-Stoklos
has taken a subtle dip. Last week's
ninth-place finish at Fort Worth,
Tex., was the worst in their 11year association.
On the verge of a first-round loss
to the 34th-seeded team at the
Miller Lite Open at San Diego
Saturday, Smith and Stoklos appeared briefly to be shadows of
their former selves.
"That was pretty hairy," .Smith
said after he and Stoklos held on
for the initial victory and two more·
after it to advance to today's semifinals.
At 9 a.m. at Mariner's Point,
second-seeded Smith-Stoklos will
meet sixth-seeded Brian Lewis and
San Diego's Pat Powers in the ~me
semifinal. Top-seeded Karch Kiraly and Kent Steffes dropped only
14 points in three games as they
hammered their way to the other
against 20th-seeded Brian Gatzke;
a Canadian who recently moved to
L.A. to train, and Jeff Rodgers,
upset winners over fifth-seeded
Brent Frohoff and Monte Vista and
raduate Mike Whitmarsh.

attendance. No more than 200.
No more. They announce 221
··Th is is a rivalry. Isn't it?
Wasn't it? Shouldn't it be? Good
coaches. Good teams. Good baseball ...
SDSU wins, 6-3. The teams
split their four games of the season. It's over at Smith Field for
anot her year. Someone wake up
the guy out on the Rail. Hey, at•·
least he showed up.

More baseball

.,,
no

SDSU junior pitcher Benji ;
Grigsby is one of 40 players in-,.,
vited to atten d the USA Team •
Trials, June 8-14 in Millington,
Tenn. The 6-fo ot-l, 200-pounder
is 9-1 with seven saves and a
2.53 earned-run average ...
PLNC senior outfielder Rich
Miller, who finished with a
school-record .467 batting average, was named NAIA District 3
Player of the Year. Miller also
had 19 doubles, 11 home runs ,
and 46 RBI.

NAIA track
Jim Hin es. Willie Dav enport. Billy Olson. Yeah, guess
there is some history to this
NAIA track and field thing.
Star s of today will try to follow
those of the past this Friday and
Satu rdaf ;whe n PLNC nosts tire
District 3 championships.
Names to look for? You can
start with Azusa Pacific brot hers
Dav idso n and Osmond Ezin wa
of Nigeria. Both are sprin ters, as
in the 100 and 200 mete rs. Both
are really, really, really fast.

Davidson ran the 100 mete rs
in 9.91 seconds (into a head
wind) last month. That 's five
one-hundreths of a second off the
world record held by Carl
Lewis.
People heard the time and
shook their heads. No way. Mus t
be a mistake. So Davidson
showed up at the Mt. San Antonio College Relays in Walnut a ''
week later. He ran a 9.86. He
finished second. Ahead of a fellow named Lewis ...
Azusa Pacific again leads the
field. Ten men 's titles in 11
years. But look to the host
:J
Crusaders for some serious
marks. Per Kar lsson hold's th~
nation's best hammer throw effort (231 feet, three inches) and
NAIA cross country champ Rob"'
ert Kete r has the year 's second'
best 800 time (1:49.74).

Serves and volleys

II
111
I

The good: San Diego State and
USD's women's tennis team s
were extended bids into the
NCAA tournament, which begiil&"
May 13 at Stanford University.
The bad: Possible secondround opponents.
SDSU, seeded 14th , faces
20th seed Kansas in the opening
round, while 17th-seeded USD
mee ts 16th seed Mississippi.
Should the locals win, SDSU gets
No. 4 Duke and USD mee ts No.
2 Stanford. The Cardinal have
won six strai ght titles .

S. D. U0100 ·-Tr, b.Jro

Tom Blair

Whatyou
don't know
can hurt
Our topic last week
was the new Caltrans
"Scenic Highway"
signs on the entry
lanes to the lovely Cabrillo freeway - for .
those of us who don't
know scenic when we
see it. Now, ophthalmologist Max
Smith sees, the bureaucrats have
given us additional signs at each end
of the Cabrillo freeway - just so
there's no mistake. They say, "End
Scenic Highway."

□ Words

of mouth

County Registrar of Voters Conny
McCormack fears a Ross Perot
write-in might delay the counting of
next week's primary ballots. But City
Clerk Chuck Abdelnour isn't worried.
"I have every confidence," he says,
"we'll complete our tally before the
Philippine government finishes its
count." ... Speaking of which: Former U.S. Atty. Gen. Elliot Richardson, now a special presidential envoy
to the Philippines, spoke on Pacific
Rim trade at a USD Corporate Associates luncheon Friday - and took
time out to introduce a special guest:
Gloria Ramos DaRodda, the Philippine consul general here and sister of
Fidel Ramos, the Philippines' leading
presidential candidate ... To settle
an America's Cup bet, the mayor of
Venice (Italy, not California) is scheduled this morning on XTRA's Steve
Mason show. If the Italians had won,
Mason would have sung the Italian
national anthem on Venice radio.
With America3 victorious, Mayor Ugo
Bergamo is expected to offer San
Diego his rendition of "The StarSpangled Banner.''

.
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/ Steven R~manoff
2- ss-

Steven
Romanoff has
joined the law partnership of
Latumo & Wilensky to start
the firm's new real estate department.
Romanoff attended th.e...llniersit of San Diego Schoofor
Law, where e graduated magna cum laude. He comes to
Laturno & Wilensky from
Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye
where he. represented de-

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Dally Californian
(East County
San Diego Edition)
(Cir. D. 115,002)

MAY 2 8 19~2

velopers and large local corporations in a variety of real
estate transactions, gaining
wide experience in real estate
development and land use law.
The real estate department
of the firm will handle the purchase and sale of commercial
and residential property; land
use and planning; landlord/tenant issues; CC&Rs; '
condominium association representation and related real
estate matters.
Latumo & Wilensky was established in September, 1991,
specializing in employment
and labor law. The firm, located in the Golden Triangle,
currently employs fifteen people and has a client base of two
hundred active cases.
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Stepfe1 ~~ x takes over as
superintendent of Julia n Unio n
Scho ol District on July 1. He has
been acting superintendent and
principal of Julia n Junio r High
Scho ol since Octo ber 1991.
Mad dox replaces Chris Foster,
who served as superintendent of
the district and principal of the
elem entar y school. He resig ned
in October.
The boar d of trustees, unde r
the guidance of Harr y Wein berg,
county superintendent of schools,
cond ucted a statewide searc h for
candidates for the position, narrowing it down from 40 applicants to four finalists.
Mad dox is origi nally from El
Centro. After receiving his bach elor of arts degr ee in s~ec h from
i1ie Umv emty of San Dieg o and
a mast er's degree in educational
adm inist ratio n from Nati onal
University, he retur ned to the El
Cent ro area where he taugh t and
coac hed at Central Unio n High
Scho ol from 1974-85.
He then beca me direc tor of
student activities from 1985-91
and assistant principal from 198991 at Oceanside High School.
The boar d of trustees has also
appointed Debbie Lark in principal of Julia n Elem entar y School.
She has been at the district since
1973, teaching special educ ation
classes until 1985 when she bec a me dire ctor of spec ial
programs.
Larkin is from the Ventura
area and recei ved her bach elor' s
degree from the University of
Cali forn ia, Dav is, and her •
mast er's degr ee in educ ation
from San Fran cisc o Stat e
University.
Julia n Unio n Scho ol District
serv es 500 stude nts at two
schools - kindergarten throu gh
sixth grade at the elem entar y
school and seventh and eight h
grades at the junio r high. Mad dox will continue as principal of
the junio r high school.

Poway CA
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Jan Gol dsm ith
Bl
·
tt
er
ba tt le for sentencing, "zerotolerance"laws,and~n:
/2
creased law enforcement pres~n~e. e
75 th A S Se fil bl y quire
convicted felons to pay_ v1_cttm and
public cost restitution. Place h~t s ~n appeals. Prioritize ·uvenile rehab1htation '.
se at r ~ s on
No bati?e-das oeen more bitte r than
t a t H » l ~ A ssem bl y distr ict
seat. Mud has be~n flung and accu sation s have been hurl ed as. four cand idate s - Jan Gold smit h, Ken Harrell,
Michael Scha efer and Connie Youngkin
- vie for the Rep ubli can nom inati on.
And with good reason. Whoever wins
the prim ary, is almo st cert ain to win
agai n in Nov emb er,. base d on _the
distr ict' s heavy Rep ublican populat10n.
The 75th distr ict is no ligh twei ght in
othe r resp ects . Reco nfig ured , it now
enco mpa sses a huge chun k of inlan d
· San Dieg o Cou nty, spra wlin g in all direct ions to inclu de Ran cho Bern ardo ,
Pow ay, Ran cho Pena squi tos, Borr ego
.
Spri ngs, Sant ee, Ram ona and Jamul.

Republicans
Jan Gol dsm ith
Age : 41
.
Occupation: Poway mayor/busmessman
Edu cati on: B.A. Ame rican University;
ni ver · Ulf.S.an Die o, School of Law.
Bac kgro und: om in New oc e le,
N.Y.; atto rney, prof essio nal arbi trato r
and med iato r; form er Jaw instr ucto r,
Univ ersit y of San Dieg o; co~chair ,
Citi zens to Pres erve Blue Sky Ranch;
elec ted Pow ay City Cou ncil 1988 ;
elec ted may or of Pow ay, 1990; Poway
repr esen tativ e to San Diego Asso ciation of Gov ernm ents (SA NDA G);
Top prio ritie s: s·aving our economy. I
stron gly supp ort the refo rms prop osed
by Pete r Ube roth and the Cou ncil on
Cali forn ia Com petit iven ess to redu ce
burd enso me regu latio ns, end wasteful
gove rnm ent dupl icati on and retain Californ ia busi ness .
.
Refo rmi ng the crim inal just ice system: Strengthen deterrence thr.
h firm

.

~~
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CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT CANDJDAl'ES

ICHAEL PERDUE 2

q5

■ Party: Republican
■ Age:36

■ Residence: Rancho Penasquitos
■ Occupation: Attorney
■ Background: 1Oyears practicing law; 19w degree, University of _
San Diego; former·president of San
Diego County Young Republicans;
lost bid for Poway school board by
250votes.
■ Priorities: Create jobs through
targeted capital gains tax cuts and investme
nt tax
credits and job creation; use affordable com
munity
clinics staffed mostly by nurse practitioners
to increase access to basic health care; opposes
abortion
rights except in special circumstances .
■ Quote: "Profit is not evil. It creates jobs and
jobs is the most important thing we can do. creating
The bulk
of the problems we have today are because
people
don't have jobs or they have a job that does
n't
pa
enough. "
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Bottoms up
The Juniors of Social Service Auxiliary's "Wine
& Roses: Ninth Annual Wine Tasting & Flower
Show" will be held Saturday at USD The charity
event features a debut tasting from 3 to 5 p.m.
($50 per person, 400 person limit) and a general
tasting from 5 to ; ~ e.m. ($30 per person, $35
at the door). Ziq
For information, and for details on underwriting
($250, $500 and $1,000 or more), call 447-5417.
The show benefits Camp Oliver, a non-denominational retreat for underprivileged children from
Los Angeles and San Diego County.
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■ The nihtfi annual Wine and
Roses wine tasting, auction and
flower show will bloom on the
Camino Patio of ~ University of
San Diego ,with more than 1,800
"wineries providing the wine and
the C;difornia Association of Nurserymen providing the roses.
Tiekets for the event, sponsored
b§ the Juniors of Social Service,
at $35 for general tasting
begin
1
and go up to $1,000 for "platinum level" underwriters, who get
a tented tasting area and other
perks. Proceeds from the afternoon will go to Camp Oliver, a /
children's camp in Descanso. For
m e information, call 447-5417. •
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Th:~ the second in a series of profiles on_candidates for the county
Board_of~upervisors 3rd-District seat.
The district ranges from San Diego
along the coast to south Carlsbad.
By Michael J. Williams

Staff Writer

SAN DIEGO - Under normal
circumstances , San Diego City
Councilwoman Judy McCarty
would be considered the unequivocal favorite to win Tuesday's primary election for 3rd District supervisor.
Having served on the City Council since 1985, McCarty, a San Carlos resident, is probably the most
well-known candidate districtwide
and has by far the most political
support.
But many political observers
agree that any incumbent is vulners
able this election year, given the
electorate's
rampant
antigovernment mood . .
Not surprisingly, each of the four
candidates actively campaigning
· for the primary has high hopes of at
least forci_!1g a runoff with McCarty
in the November general election.
If no candidate _gains more than 50
percent of the vot~ Tuesday, the top
two candidates will face each other
in November.
/hough she admits her vote-get-

(

Ca,

ting power may be _· lfivJ.'-'gl•
,
· · - - __,,..,· · · · · · · · · "
weakest in North
r1
t1
. council seat, which she regained in
County, McCarty
.
.
) b ' {y 1989 by about 65 percent of the
said she believes
·
vote, one must wonder why she
-her popularity in
►From Page B-1
would want to take the political
the southern part
.
·
.
risk ofrunning for supervisor.
of the 3rd Distri~t
motivated, and it does ~ot reflect
"I had plan?ed to sei:ve only one
and her council MM'ill
the f~~ts of the matter, McCarty term on the City Council," McCarty
record should pav~ ■illililiilfi■
~aid . ."J'.ve ~pent seven. years work- said. "Then I noticed things didn't
the way to victory. ·
mg on environmental._.1ssues, more get done as quic,kly as I thought
"I hope to win the North Coun-than any other council_m~mber.
they would, so I stayed one more
ty," McCarty said. '' I realize that
· · "I am not a knee-jerk en\rlron- term. Two terms on the council was
others might be more well known
mentalist and thereil! lies the prob- ample."
but I'd like North County con~
lem. I do support env.ironmental
Yet, if McCarty is elected she
stituents to know of my record on
ifi;ij-JJlf1I Y
' prot<::ction, but,it has to·be·ba,$ed on will serve on a board attempting to
the City Council. I think I've kept
a rational, logical thought process, come to grips with colossal prob~
I not on a m.ee-jerk r~a~tion.
the faith of the voters. The fact is I
We can~ lems, such as a huge budget deficit,
enjoy this work, and I think I do it
not protect the· environment at the a trash disposal crisis overcrowdwell."
expense of jobs, and I can't protect ed jails and a soci~l services
But in attempting to win the race
the economy at the expense of the department in disarray.
to replace incumbent 3rd District
environment."'
"When Susan Golding said she
Supe!:Yisc:ir Susan Golding, who is
:1'4c_Carty defends ~er recor_d by was going to run for mayor, I
rutfl:'ung f~~l9r of San Diego,
pomtmg out her cha1rmansh1p of thought long and hard about it
Mc'Ciirtyalso will have to overcome
the San Diego Association of Gov- because the county is in dire
a reputation for voting in favor of
ernments Regional Recycling Strat- straits," McCarty said. ·
development at the expense of the
egy Committee and SanDAG's Citienvironment and open space.
"I've been told it's not a fun job,
JUDY McCARTY
zen's Advisory Committee on recyUniversity of San Di~o law Pro· San Diego councilwoman
cling. She also speaks of her sup- but I feel like I have the courage to
fessor Robert Simmons, who with.
port for the Mission Trails Regional make some of the tough decisions
dre~ f~om th~ race and ~ndorsed . that she has ample support from
Park in San Die_go and the city's the county is going to have to make.
Encrn1tas City Councilwoman developers, she disputes the con- , Resource Protect10n Overlay Zone. They're totally broke. It's going to
Pamela Slater for 3rd District tention that .she is anti-environ- .
But considering McCarty's be a gargantuan task to bring some /
supervisor, has called McCarty "the ment
·' strength in the city's 7th District sense to the county government."
darling of the developers and · "I just think that is so politically
queen of the boondoggles."
~
While McCarty does not deny
► See Mcca/ty, Page B-2
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Private school's enrollment
applications up 26%
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last year.
"Our sense this year is that students are looking
at more options, all options," said Nina Lococo,
assistant director of undergraduate admis~
s10ns. ''I think whereas before they might have
looked more exclusively at the public sector, they're
considering the private sector to be a viable option
perhaps in light of the recent publicity."
And the publicity hasn't been good as all three
tiers of public higher education in California weather
what is expected to be a protracted budget crisis.
At SDSU - one of 20 schools in the California
State University system - at least nine academic
departments are expected to be eliminated due to
reductions in state funds.
Within days after the SDSU cuts were an-

S--30-~!L

Private school sees 26% rise
in enrollment applications
By STEVE SCHMIDT
Staff Writer

Point Loma Nazarene College - the seaside
school perched on San Diego's famed peninsula is riding a wave unseen on the private campus in its
20 years here.
Administrators say fall enrollment applications
are up about 26 percent, a record figure - and
many suspect they just have to look a few miles east
to find a reason why .
\Vith San Diego State University facing deep

nounced, phone lines to Point Loma Nazarene's department of nursing and some other academic specialties lit up.
"Some of the transfer students from community
colleges are discouraged by what they hear about
San Diego State. Others haven't been able to get
the classes they need at the community colleges,"
said Margaret Stevenson, chairwoman of the nursing department.
The San Diego Community College District hopes
to avoid layoffs this fall, but officials warn that vacant positions will remain unfilled and fewer classes
·
_J_
may be offered.

budget cuts, and with other public universities financially weakened, prospective students increasingly
are turning to private institutions like Point Loma
Nazarene for a degree, educators say.
"Possibly as a consequence of what's happening
in the state schools, we're getting a lot more inquiries and applications," Point Loma Academic Vice
President Val Christensen said yesterday.
Similar reports are coming out of other four-year
private campuses in San Diego.
· At the 1,250-student United States International
University, telephone inquiries from potential students jumped just after SDSU announced a series of
academic reductions.
At !be University of San Dieizo, freshman applications for next fall are up 20.5 percent compared to

l

See Private.En Page B-9
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PrivaJei qs ~
Administrators report
applications up 26%
Continued from B-1

Meanwhile, the 17 ,900-student
UCSO and other University of
California system campuses are
bracing for a possible 17 to 33
percent reduction in state funding
starting July 1.
In sharp contrast, donations
and other sources of funding to
many private colleges remain relatively stable, according to private educators.
Attending a private school continues to cost substantially more
than a public one, but recent
hikes in student fees on public
campuses have made the cost dif-

ferences less pronounced.
student campus estimate they
Annual fees at the 31,200-stu- have received an additional 180
dent SOSU and other CSU cam- applications compared to last
puses are due for a 40 percent year.
hike this fall to more than $1,300
"We have had slow, steady
annually. UC fees are increasing
growth
for 19 of the last 20 years
22 percent, up to at least $3,013
here," said Christensen. But, he
a year.
Full-time students at the pri- added, "this is sharper than I've
vate USO campus pay $12,160 ever seen it."
Both USIU and Point Loma
annually in tuition. Tuition at
Nazarene
are still accepting appliPoint Loma Nazarene is $8,704.
Some believe students will pay
the extra money charged by a pri- ,. ,.
vate school just to ensure they
can get a degree within the usual
four years, while their counterparts on public campuses are
sometimes slowed by ·a lack of
available courses.
"We're getting students who
are frightened of applying to a
state campus or they don't think
it's of any use," said Stevenson of
Point Loma Nazarene.
Administrators on that 2,200cations for the next academic
year. The fall application period
at the more than 5,900-student
USO recently closed, Lococo
said.
. USO spokesman Jack Cannon
and others expressed sympathy
for what their public counterparts
are going through. "It is with a
sense of anguish that we watch
their problems," Cannon said.

(

/
At least 193 full-time teaching
positions are expected to be cut
at Sand Diego State by next fall.
And layoffs are possible at UCSO,
officials said last week.
Meanwhile, Point Loma Nazarene hopes to increase its
teaching staff. "This happens to
be a good recruiting year to get
high-quality faculty,'' Christensen
said. "And we plan to take advantage of it."

(_
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To a degree, doc
is quite honored
Ladies and gentlemen, may I
present the man who has taken
higher education to the nth degree:
Richard C. Atkinson, Ph.B.,
Ph.D ., Ph.D ., Ph.D ., Ph.D .,
Ph.D ., Ph.D ., Ph.D ., Ph.D .,
Ph.D., Ph.D., Ph.D., Ph.D., Ph.D.
Did I leave any out? The "Who's Who in America" entry for Atkinson, the chancellor of UCSD,
lists only the Ph.B. from the University of Chicago and the Ph.D. from Indiana University.
Those doctorates were earned the old-fashioned way, by completing a course of study.
"Who's Who" does not list honorary degrees, but
the local champ in that arena must be Doc 14
Atkinson.
Earlier this month, I called Atkinson after he
had returned from the University of North Carolina, Greensboro, with yet another sheepskin and
the traditional hood bestowed on doctoral candidates.
"My wife has suggested making a quilt out of
all of these hoods," he said.
He paused to let the laughter subside.
"You find this amusing, don't you?" he asked.
"Well . . . yes."
More silence. Atkinson wondered why he had
agreed to this interview. J wondered if the wallpaper in his den reads honoris causa.
"Fath er Hesburgh has 52," he said at last.
"I'm a long way from Hesburgh's record."
The honorary deal
In fact, Atkinson's further behind than he realizes - the president of Notre Dame ' University
has 10 times as many honorary degrees as the
UCSD chancellor. This month, the Rev. Theodore Hesburgh journeyed to Gannon lT Piversity
in Erie, Pa., to pick up his 124th degree.
No doubt Hesburgh and Atkinson are both
worthy of recognition. But I still don't understand how this works. Each time a university
awarded me a degree, I knew what was going on.
I had invested too much time and too much
money in subjects that all-too-often had too little
relevance. Feeling guilty, the university had
forked over a scrap of paper, suitable for framin .

...

But what's the honorary degree deal?
"This is someone that the university recognizes_ for distinguished contributions to our society,"
said Jack Cannon, director of public relations at
the University of San Diego.
Anyone on campus - student, faculty member, administrator - can nominate someone for
a degree. The names are reviewed by the trustees and passed on to the president.
Hence, last weekend USO gave an honorary
doctorate of humane letter s to Elliott Richardson. Contribution: serving the nation as secretary
of defense, attorney general and ambassador to
the U.N. Law of the Seas conference.
On the same day, USO gave an honorary doctorate of humane letter s to Robert Wycoff, chief
operating o1ficer of Arco. Contribution: volunteering for good causes while piling up obscene
profits.
Also that-day, USO did not give an honorary
degree to the man addressing the law school
graduates, Ralph Nader. (Contribution: scaring
u~ witless by exposing the dangers of cars, politicians and huge, multinational corporations like
Arco.) Instead, Nader was given an honorarium.
Why the check instead of a degree?
".~hat ," said Cannon, "was the university's
decision."
·
.
Is everyone clear on this so far?
San Diego State University and UCSD do not
award honorary degrees, which gives Atkinson
an out when scholars note that they nominated
him. In fact, Atkinson said, university chancellors
and presidents usually don't make the cut.
Instead, universities seek the intellectual
equivalent of matinee idols. Last June, Harvard
honored cellist Yo-Yo Ma and former Soviet foreign minister Eduard Shevardnadze. This month,
Southern Methodist University tapped President
Bush, while the University of Pennsylvania did
likewise to Candice Bergen. Vice President
Quayle's subsequent remarks about the morals of
Bergen's TV character, unwed anchormom Murphy Brown, can be chalked up to jealousy.
Local honoraries include crusader-for-thehomeless Fathe r Joe Carroll (two), the late author Theodor "Dr. Seuss" Geisel (six) and former Vietnam POW Vice Adm. James Stockdale
(11).
As for Atkinson, he's forgotten how many honorary degrees he has - "I guess this is the 12th.
I'm not sure" - but he knows why he received
them. He's being hailed for his pioneering research into the structure and organization of
human memory.
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r Mira Mesa tr iu m p h
I has Azt~cs d ej a blue
Said Prosser: "I don't think a
lot
of kids could do what we asked
'
Brendan to do today, coming on
CHULA VISTA - It was deja in relief with
vu for Mira Mesa and Montgom- sure. But he is tremendous presa quality pitcher,
ery in the CIF-San Diego Section and he will
pitch
for us in the
3A baseball semifinals yesterday.
final."
In last year's championship, the
Mira Mesa regained the advanMarauders jumped ahead with six tage with seve
first-inning runs and defeated the and a bases-loa n first-inning hits
ded throwing erro r
Aztecs.
by Montgomery.
Worked before, so ...
"I was
Yest erda y at Sout hwe stern would hit,"confident this team
College, the Marauders (25-5) there is anyt Pros ser said. "If
hing this team does
scored six two-out runs in the well, it is hittin
first and cruised behind the five- ery start ed g. After Montgomso quickly, I just told
hit pitching of senior left-hander our guys it was
our turn now."
Brendan Hause to defeat MontIn the final, Mira Mesa will
gomery, 9-4.
have an opportunity to avenge a
Mira Mesa, a two-time defend- 13-7 loss to Boni
ing cham pion , adva nces to in the early ta Vista, suffered
Wednesday's 7 p.m. final at San Tournament. -season Warhawk
Diego Jack Murphy Stadium. The
The No.
Marauders will meet Bonita Vista pitching and10 Barons, behind the
hitting of Jorge Mil(20-8), which defeated Met ro lan (ninth
win in 10 decisions, 4rival Mar Vista, 6-4, in yester- for-4, four RBI)
, continued their
day's first semifinal.
roll through the playoffs.
After No. 2 Montgomery (25Millan
over the pitching
4) scored two runs in the top of from starttook
the first, Marauders coacfi M1ke the fourth er Randy Robinson in
inning and limited the
Pros ser wasted little time in Mariners (19-9
) to two unearned
bringing on staff ace Hause (12- runs and
one
hit while striking
1), who shut down the Aztecs the out four.
rest of the ame.
Bonita Vista coach Bill Getz
has selected Millan to start the
championship game.
By DANIEL BEAN

;z_'7£i:J

Special to The Union-Tribune
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"Jorge is a gutsy competitor,"
Getz said. "He is our team leader,
who plays with tremendous heart
and is an extrem ely hard worker."
Getz knows a quality performer
when he sees one: After all his
pitching and hitting heroics, Millan stayed to videotape the Montgomery-Mira Mesa game.
Millan got his fourth hit in the
seventh. With the bases loaded
and no outs, Millan singled over a
drawn-in infield to score Chris
Lamber and Ron Battle, giving
the Barons a 6-3 advan tage.
"We did what we had to do
today to win," Millan said. "I
think we may have handled the
pressu re a little better than they
did because we are older. "
Bonita Vista has 12 seniors.
The Mariners have 11 players returning next year.
Mar Vista coach Alex Santana
refused to blame age or pressu re
for the loss ..
"We don't make excu ses"
Santamr said. 'Our kids-p lay'
great despite having more errors
today (five) then we had in any
game all season.

"But you have to give Bonita
Vista credit. They cashed in on
our mistakes and they scored the
two runs in the last inning to
win."
The Mariners almost matched
those runs, filling the bases with
one out in the bottom of the seventh. But shorts top David Gonzalez flagg ed down Carlo s
Quinones' groun der deep in the
hole and threw for a"force at second, limiting the Marin ers to one
run on the play.
Division 2A Playoffs
Jeff Dufek, Jason Martin and
Manny Castillo combined on a
seven -hitte r to help top-ranked
Mission Bay rout Crawford, 11-0,
in a CIF-Section semifinal game
at the U~\re rsity of San Dieg~.
Martin (6-I) pitched 21/3 mnings in relief to win. Shane Stroberg had two RBI.
In the other 2A semifinal, ·No.
3 St. Augustine beat No. 2 El
Capitan, 8-5. John Mozerka (3for-3) and Pete Albers (2-for-3)
had two RBI apiece to support
winning pitcher Marco Inzunza
(9-2).
Mission Bay (24-8) will play St.
Augustine (27-5) in the CIF-Section championship game Wednesday at 4 p.m. at San Diego Jack
Mll!l>h Stadium.
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Phil Woolpert (center), with a racially mixed team led by Bill Russell
(at coach's right' took USF to two consecutive NCAA titles.
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Invisible
Innovator

Bringing Russell and Jones to USF, He Showed
Basketball Fans Future of the Game in 1950s
By SCOTT ELLSWORTH
SPECIAL TO THE TIMES

ven among college basketball
aficionados, Phil Woolpert is hardly a
household name.
It isn't because of his record. In 1955, at
39, he coached the University of San
Francisco to an NCAA championship. A
year later, he won it again, only one of nine
coaches ever to repeat. And his 60-game
winning streak at USF is still the second
longest of any Division I school.
Yet, even when he was posthumously
enshrined into the Basketball Hall of Fame
in Springfield, Mass., earlier this month, a
clear picture of Woolpert did not emerge. In
the short video shown about him at the
induction ceremony, most of the images
were actually of his two greatest players,
K.C. Jones and Bill Russell.
"Phil Woolpert is still the invisible gre t
coach," Jones remarked a few years ago.
Woolpert's most lasting contribution to
college basketball; however, was not his
impressive string of victories in the 1950s.
Instead, during an era when not many white

E

coaches were accepting black players,
Woolpert stormed across the color line and
presented the nation with its first truly
visible, integrated college basketball team.
Born in Kentucky in 1916, but raised in
Los Angeles, Phil Woolpert was the
athletically inclined member of a family of
free-thinking political activists. Tall and
thin, he graduated from Manual Arts High
School, then attended Los Angeles Junior
College, where he played basketball.
In 1936, he transferred to Loyola-now
Loyola Marymount-where he played
varsity basketball with another future
coaching legend, Pete Newell.
College basketball in Southern California
during the late 1930s was a far cry from
today's game. Scores were low, crowds
were small and gyms were hard to come by.
During Woolpert's first year at Loyola, the
Lions practiced in a ballroom at the end of
the old Santa Monica Pier.
"You could hear the water rushing
underneath," Woolpert told a reporter years
later. "[And] the building would shake
when the big waves would hit."

C.0.-.,..~

Please see WOOLPE
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After graduating from Loyola in
1940, Woolpert took a job as a
counselor at the California State
Prison Farm in Chino. During
World War II he served in the
Army, which, to his surprise, actually made him into a prison guard.
Unfortunately, however, he was
assigned to Schofield Barracks in
Hawaii, where he served under the
brutal, sadistic officer who was
later fictionalized in James Jones'
novel, "From Here to Eternit y."
The conditions at Schofield disturbed him deeply.
"He never really got over that,"
Newell said.
Returning to the States after the
war, he married Mary Golden, who
shared his passion for basketball.
And in 1946, he got a chance to
coach.
Newell had become the basketball coach at the University of San
Francisco, and he helped Woolpert
get hired next door, at St. Ignatius
High. Two years later, Woolpert
joined Newell at USF, coaching the
freshman team and serving as his
old friend's assistant coach.
It was an extremely productive
period for the two men, who fashioned an innovative and defensiveoriented approach to the game. In
1949, the Dons won the National
Invitation Tournament, becoming
the unofficial national champions.
A year later, Newell left for Michigan State, leaving Woolpert as his
heir-ap parent at USF.
But there was a hitch. During
the Great Depression, Woolpert's
parents were widely known in
California as proponents of the
Townsend Old-Age Pension plan, a
radical social security proposal. As
much as the administration at USF
liked Phil, they were worried, in
those days of McCarthyism, about
his political views.
"Only when I told them that Phil
wasn't a communist would they
hire him," Newell recalled.
Woolp ert's early years were
hardly auspicious. His teams went
44-48 in his first four seasons, and
there was grumbling among the
alumni abou whethe r he :would
have much of a future.

As it fifrned out, lie, was helping
to rewrite the future.
At the dawn of the 1950s, college
basket ball-like most aspects of
American life-w as a segregated
affair. Except at all-black schools
African -Ameri can players wer~
neither sought out nor welcome at
most colleges and universities.
But Woolpert saw things differently. Having played on an integrated team at Los Angeles Junior
College, and worked with blacks at
Chino, he was sensitive to the
plight of minorities in America
particu larly after some family
friends of Japanese . descent were
interned during the war. At USF, ,
Woolpert didn't simply open the
door to black basketball players
but, unlike the coaches at some
other West Coast schools, he did
not limit the number of blacks on
his team. And because of that he
acquired two of the decade's gr~atest college players.
In 1951, Woolp ert offered a
scholarship to K.C. Jones, a talented football and basketball player
,who had planned, after graduating

Associated Press

Phil Woolpert, who always •
shunned spotlight, became a
bus driver in Sequim, Wash.
from San Francisco's Commerce
High, to go 'to work for the post
office. A year later-, Woolpert took
on a gangly Oakland bookworm by
he name of Bill Russell who, like
Jones, had not been recruited by
any other schools. Other black
layers followed.

They cnange a more man Just tne
complexion of the game. They also
brought with them a looser, more
inventive style of play, one that
had been developing on the play grounds of black America. In time,
it would revolutionize basketball.
Woolpert liked what he saw and
allowed his players to incorporate
elements of playground style into
USF's game. But he also made his
own contributions. He grounded
his, players in fundamentals, honed
their defensive skills and employed
a complex strateg y of "revers e
action" on offense. He was also
highly compe titive-a nd not just at
basketball.
"He used to keep us kids up way
past our bedtimes, sometimes past
midnight," his son, Phil, remem bered, "just so he could win the last
game of Yahtzee."
The combination proved powerful. In 1955, Jones and Russell led
the Dons to the national championship. The next season, they went
undefeated and won the NCAA
tournam ent for a second time. The
ever-sk inny Woolp ert, dubbed
"the Thin Man" by reporters, and
the Dons had become the nation's
basketball powerhouse.
But they also ruffled some feathE:rs. Woolpert not only started
three black players, but played
·
even more.
"Phil was his own person, playing five black players when advised otherwise," Jones wrote recently.
While many other white coaches
dallied with integration, Woolpert
and the Dons kicked down the
door.
And they paid for it. The Dons
were regularly subjected to racist
taunts -and worse -at games. At
the All-College Festival in Oklahoma City in December, 1954, angry fans threw pennies and seat
cushions at them.
But their game against Loyola of
New Orleans a year later was their
greates t test. Only three days earlier, the Bradley Braves had gone
to New Orleans to face Loyola at
Tulane Auditorium. Bradley had a
black player on its team, but the
coach, fearing for his player' s safety at the hands of the all-whi te
crowd, kept him off the floor.

LOS ANGELES TIMES

The same crowd was back· for
the USF-Loyola game. But W-001pert and his players refused to be
intimidated, and played in •what
was one of the earliest integr ated
college basketball games in the
Deep South.
,
.
. It was not without incident. Objects and taunts were thrown, and
when Russell fouled out, the student annou ncer humm ed "Bye,
Bye, Blackbird" into his microphone . The Dons beat Loyol a,
61-43, and escaped the auditorium
unhur t, but there was one final
indignity. None of the downtown
hotels would accep t the black
players, so the national chantpio'ns
had to spend the night in different
parts of town.
The next ~ason , 1956-57, Woolpert fielded anoth er able team, but
with Russell and Jones gone, jt
could not maintain the unbeaten
streak. The team did make it to (he
1957 NCAA championship,toµrnament, though, where it wa,s".beaten
by Wilt Cham berlai n's , Kpn~as
squad in the semifinals.
A year later, Woolpert led another strong team into the NCAA
tourna ment but the Dons lost . to
Elgin Baylor's Seattle University
team. The desegregation of college
basketball that USF had helped
create was well under way.
Yet even with his success, the
pressures of coaching had aflede d
Woolpert's health. In 1959, und~r
orders from his physician, ,lie r~signed from USF. He tried ltis hand
at business, but ultimately found
the call o the hardwood to be too

strong. In 1961, he briefly coacned
the San Francisco Saints .of the
American Basketball League. ' ·
A year later, he was appointed
coach at the University of Sa,n
Diego and coached the 'l'orero~ f9r
seven years, but never approacl)ed
his earlier success. In 19691 cj1,ing a
"declining intere st in the game /'
he resigned as coach, but ~ept his
job as athletic director.
Four years later, he left college
athletics forever. He and ,Mary
moved to a rustic home outside of
Seguim , Wash., on the Olympic
peninsula, where he drove the local
school bus.
·
"He had grown totally disgust~d
with organiz~d society," said Betnie Bickerstaff, general manager ()f
the Denver Nuggets, who pl~yed
under Woolpert and served as pis
assistant at San Diego.
His last years were spent ver,y
much out of the spotlight. But
before he died in 1987, Woolpe)-t
reappeare~ at least once, briefly,
on the scene of earlie r triumphs.
In Febru ary, 1973, four weekis
after John Wooden's UCLA team
surpassed USF's 60-game winning
streak, Phil and Mary attend ed ?a
game at USF, sitting up -in the
stands at Memorial Auditorium.
But only a few people recognized
them. Most of the crowd had no
idea who the thin, elderly man was,
and what he had to do with college
basketball. They didn't know about
"the invisible great coach." ·
•
Scott Ellsworth, a historian at 'the
Smithsonian Institu tion in Washington, is writin g a book about tJJie
1957 Final Four.

